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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
o
Objectives of
the Study
Expenditure on huIll[ln resource development represel’lts a vel3’
large and important component of public exl)enditure and
represented about one-third of total F.urope:m Union aid to Irekmd
under the 1994-1999 CommuniW SUpl)ort Franlev,,ork (CSF). The
main objectives of tile CSF expendittxres were to boost human
capital I)y enhancing eclucation and skill levels and to enhance the
employment prospects of unelnployed people.
Given the scale and importance of these inx,estments in human
resources it is imperative to take a rigorous look at their impact.
Noting that inuch of tile existing evaluation work hacl taken tile
fore1 ol: sland-alone evaluations of individual measures or thenlatic
reviews of groups of measures, and that tile evaluations have
tended to be qualitative in nature, tile hish I)el)al’iment of Finance
and the European Commission decided in 1998 to commission a
study of tile labour market impact of tile education and training
provisions across the CSF. The main aim envisaged for tile study
was to produce, as far as possil)le, quantifiecl estimates of tile net
inlpact of interventions funcled tmcler tile CSF on tile labour market
outconles of participants and target groups. This study is the
product of that commission.
The present study focuses exclusively Oil the l:lboLir market
impact of hLlman resotLl’Ce ifKerventions and it should be
acknowledged that such programnles may also secve other
objectives in preparing citizens for full i)articipation in the
eCOtlonly atld society. Oklr review of developnlents ill tile labotll-
market during tile 1990s, presenled in Chapter 2, shows dearly
IhHl [abotlr nlarkel COllditions were Ii~lllSfonned over tile course Of
tile 1994-1999 Conlmunity Support I:ranlework. Over that brief
period tile boOlllJn,~ econonlv led to [i shift from mass
tlnelllploynlen[ to l~lbOklII sholItages, In tile new scenario hunlan
resource interventions continue to play a vital role in meeting skill
needs. In initial education, continued investment is essential to
prepare young people for labour nlarkel enll’y and to nlatch the
.growing den]and for skilled workers, hi labour market policies
targeted at tile tmemployed, effective progranmaes can both
enhance the employnlelat prospects of those experiencing difficulW
in the labour market al’ld ease skill and labour shortages in tile
booming ccoilolny.
vii
oThe Design
and Scope of
the Study
AJI of tile measures assessed in this study were funded under the
Hunlan    Resources    Development Operational    Programnle
(HP, I)OP). The HRDOP was the single largest OP in the CSF,
entailing expenditures of well over IR.M billion and it accounted
for over 30 per cent of total expenditures co-financed under the
CSF Imtween 1994-1999. The Human Resources Development OP
had two principal objectives: (1) to boost human capitol m Ireland
by enhancing education and skill levels; and (2) To enhance
employment prospects of unemployed people, particularly the
long-term unemployed and others excluded from the labour
market.
Our analyses of the labotlr market ilnpact of htllnall resource
interventions are designed to adciress two basic questions:
1. What are the effects of participation in the human resource
measures on subsequent employment prospects?
2. What are the effects of participation ill the htlnl:ln resource
measure(s) on subsequent earnings from employment?
Framing the research questions in this manner reflects the
stated objectives of the human resources interventions funded by
the CSF - to enhance hnnlan capital and Jnlprove enlploynlent
prospects.
We adopted a basic distinction between: (1) Initial education
and training, which takes place before entW to the labour market;
and (2) Continuing edncation, training, and temporary enlploynlent
measures targeted at tile unemployed and designed to enhance
employment prospects of those experiencing difficulties in tile
labour market. Given that the two policy domains differ in terms
of objectives and target groups, as well as in appropriate
evaluation methodologies, we present the assessments of their
labour market impact separately, in Chapters 4 ancl 5.
It is well established that the assessment of tile net labour
market effects of participation in education and training
progranlnaes cannot rely shllply on the outcolnes experiencecl by
participants m those progmmmes alone. Thus, for example, rates
of placement in enlployment following labour market training
progmmmes tell us nothing about what might have hapl)ened had
the individual not participated in the programme. Similarly, the
earnings of university graduates indicate nothing about the
additional return to a university education compared with the
return associated with completing second:u3’ education. To assess
net effects in terms of either employment or earnings it is
necessm3’ to compare Otltcomes for participants with a conlparison
or control group of individuals who are similar in relevant
characteristics to participants but who have not participated in the
programme in question. Ill respect of both policy domains we
assess the net impact of initial education or labour market
intervention in comparison to what woulci have been tile likely
outcome if: an individual had not participated in a programme.
Thus our assessments are in relation to the counterfactual of non-
pal~icipation, and we do not attempt to compare the relative
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impact of educational programraes, on the one hand, tJetxtt+¢
training and other progmraraes for tile unemployed, oll tile other.
Because of the necessity of comparing lalxmr market outconles
for both participants and a control group as well as taking account
of relevant chamcterlstics of both participants and non-participants,
the assessment of the net impact of education and training
progranlmes is vet3, demanding in terms of data. The minimal data
requirements to rigorously assess tile net impact of l~rograraraes
:ire nationally representative survey data on paflicipanls (raeasured
after some appropriate period has elapsed post-progrararae)
providing dala on eraploymem, earnings and relevant inclividual
characteristics, including educational auainment, age, gender and
laDour market experience, plus matching data for a comparison
group.
Availability of appropriate high quality data tftus effectively
drives tile evaluation process and determines the set of education
and training prograraraes that can be assessed. Fortunately, The
Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) has been at the
forefront in collecting sureey-data on labour n’tarket issues in
recent ),ears, and consequently has direct access to a ntLraber of
relevant data sels suitable to the a58essraent of tile net effecLs of a
wide range of educational and training prograraraes. In this sludy
we constructed both paflicJpalll and conlparison groups l)y
conlbining dala fronl three nationally represenlalive SUl%rey data
bases: six successive years of the Annual School 12Yaver$ &trvey,
two waves of the Living in h~land &~lvqy, and the 1996 &fS/IGRI
Follou)-up &t r~,,ey.
These nationally representative data sets allow us not only to
measure tile labour market impact of progr:ramles bklt also Io
coral)are the outcomes for parlicipanls in both labour market and
mainstream educational prograraraes with appropriate comparison
groups drawn randomly fronl tile national population to measure
the net impact of programraes.
The present study was preceded by a systeraatic examination of
the feasibility of evaluating tile labour market impact of the entire
range of oper:ltional human resources inleFeenlions funded under
the CSF (Deloitte & Touche and ESRI, 1998). That review
concluded thal it is not feasible to evaluate tile labour market
irapact of every hul)lan resources intervention funded under lhe
CSF. In some cases intereentions may take a long time for their
efforts to bear fruit. In tile case of other measures, appropriate data
are not available. Nevertheless, if we combine all of the
progranlnles assessed in the present study, total planned
expenditure on these prograraraes araounted to over IR£3 billion
over tile 1994-1999 period and represents over 70 per cenl of total
expenditure under the HRDOP. We Iftus evaluale the labour
market irapacl of a veW substantial and iral)Orlara range of hunlan
resources interventions funded under tile Coraratraity Support
Fl~ralewol-k.
We present our analysis of the impact of initial education and
training raeasures ill Chapter d. There we use six years of Ihe
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Annttal School Leavelx SunaeF to analyse tile impact of
participation in tile Vocational Preparation and Training (VPT)
1)rogmmnae oi*1 earnings anti labour market status for school
leavers in Ireland for the perio<l 1990-1995. We also use the Livh*g
il1 Ireland Survey, which provides a more general sample of the
poptllation than is avaiktl~le in the School Leavetx Sttrve~,, to
estinlate returns to \q)T as well as terti:nT prognnllnles funded
under the CSF, including sub-degree courses funded under the
Higher Technical and Business Skills (HTBS) and Middle Level
Technician (MLT) programmes ai’<l posl-gmduate courses funded
by the Advanced Technical Skills (ATS) programme.
3.
Findings and
Policy
Implications
3.1 INTERVENTIONS IN INITIAl. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
We present our analysis of the impact of initial education and
training measures in Chapter 4, The resuhs show that there :ire
sizeable returns to the Vocational Prepal~ltion and Training
programme, ahhough these :ire mainly confined to VPT courses
taken after completion of the Leaving Certificate: Post Leaving
Certificate (PLC) courses have positive and sizeable effects on both
earnings and employment probabilities. The earnings returns are
higher for young nlales than for females.
The analysis also shows that the rctul’ns to VPT taken [lfier the
junior cycle (but without a Leaving Certificate) have very little
impacl on the labour market outcomes of the participants. This
suggests that modification of these progmnmles was required and
indeed these have been subsequently assimilated into the Leaving
Certificate Applied course, a progmname which has more structure.
With regard to tertiat3’ level credentials, the findings show a
strong positive impact of sub-degree (diploma and certificate level)
tertiary qualifications funded under the Higher Technical and
Business Skills and Middle Level Technician (HTI3S/ML’D
programmes on the earnings of both men and women, :although
the retLirns are greater for men. Possession of advanced third level
degrees, at the level funded under the Advanced Technical Skills
programme, leacls to significant earnings gains for both men anti
women. We also deal with the sensitivity of estimates to the age
profiles of the individuals and find that this pattern of effects
remains true for those agecl under 37 years of age - the age group
most likely to have benefited from the educational progmnmms
under consideration.
Assessing the employment effecLs of initial education is
complex because individuals face a three-way choice between
education, employment ancl non-employment. Our analysis of
young people shortly after leaving school suggested that, on
balance, participation in VPT is a good tmammnt for those whose
academic attainment is sufficiently low that they would be unlikely
to enter third level eclucation. At thircl level, possession of sub-
degree av.,ards, funded by the HTBS/MLT programme, increases
the probability of employment. This is true also for those with
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higher degrees, although I’tere the effecl is not statistically
significant. Thus, our findings show that tile probability of
employment is never lowered by pa~licipation in posl-seconclaiT
education.
The evidence also suggests that taking PLCs is associated with a
lower probability of entering third level education which is
contrary to one of the objectives behind them. However our data
largely precedes tile introduction of formal national certification of
these programmes in 1996 by the NCVA (at Level 2) and it is likely
I11:11 this introduction of cerlification will generate a nlore formal
trail of qualifications for the individual, possibly leading to a
greater probability of participalion in education after the PLC ends.
Indeed the most recent evidence fi’om Ihe I)epaiament of
Education suggests that some 30 per cent of the group who
graduated fi’om their PLC in 1997 went on to additional further
education. From a public policy perspective this is an exciting and
important development, allowing one of the primary causes of
social exclusion to be overconle al :1 [inle and pace that stilts the
stuclent ancl with a focus that is tailored to suit the clemands of the
labour market.
3.2 AcrIVE LABOUR MARKET POLICIES FOR THE UNEMPLOYED
\\re present our atl:ilysis of the effecIs of telllpOr:tl~t employment
and training prograllllnes ill Chapter 5. Our 8lroi’lgest concltisiolls
relate to the impact Of pl’ogral]lllles 011 stlbseqtlel’lt enlployment
chances. Five of the fourteen programmes :ire found to
signilqcantly increase the employment chances of their participants,
relative to nol~l-p:lrticipants, when other relev.qlqI factors :ire I:lkel]
accotlnl of, These effective progranlnles hIcIude three enlploynlent
subsidy schemes - the Employment Incentive Scheme, the
Employment Subsidy Scheme, the Enterprise Allowance scheme -
and two training prognmmms - Specific Skills Training and Job
Training. Two additional programmes, Return to Work and Skills
1:Otll’ldalioll, were I()t.llad to have positive elllplo}qllellt effecIs, but
these effects were at the margins of statistical significance. Seven
progranlnle5 displayed no positive employnletal effects. These
included: Conlnlunily Enlploynleiat, Linked Work Experience,
Comt’nunity Youlh Trainhag, Community Workshops and Travelling
Peoples’ Workshops. We did however find Ihal parlicipatioll in
Colnnltlllity Eml)lOylaaent had a positive el’loci on womell’S
Stlbseqtlelll enlplOylllent chances: although nol J’or 111e11.
The effects of progranli’ne participation on the wages of those
at work Iv,,o years later are quite limited. The analysis shows that
participation in Specific Skills Training is associaled with a
significant increase in wages ahhough this efl~ect apl)eai’s to be
confined to those previously unemployed for less than I year,
rather than the long-term unemployed, and to those aged over 25
years of age. It should lye noted Ihat Ihe analysis is contingent on
job acquisition, and thus compares only Ihose who have been
success[’ul in achieving eml~loyment
, 
and is limited Io a
COlllpal’ison Of wages anlollg full-iinle workers. Nevertheless, die
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general pattern of findings suggests that tile principal inlpact of
effective progmmmes is to increase the employnlent chances of
participants, mther than to enhance their earnings compared to
non-participants who find work.
The geneml pattern of findings in the present study is
consistent with earlier research demonstmting that programmes
with strong linkages to tile market are more likely to enhance the
employment prospects of their participants than programmes with
weak market linkages. The consistency in this pattern of findings
over two research projects covering different time periods suggests
that the superiority of programmes with strong nlarket linkages
applies across varying labour market conditions: that such
progmmmes enhance their participants’ prospects in good tinles as
¯ ,veil as bad.
These findings have inlportant implications for policy
development. By 1998 the three efl;ective employment subsidies -
Employnlent Incentive Scheme, Employment Subsidy Schenle, and
the Enterprise Allowance progmnlme - had all been abolished.
This coincided with the expansion of the Back to Work Allowance
(BtWA) schenles inlplemented by the Department of Social
Commnnity and Social Affairs. The BtWA schemes are also
characterised by strong market linkages, and have proved
successful in enabling tmnsitions lrom unemployment to work,
but, on the basis of an early assessnlent, appear less successful in
promoting sustained employment due to high drop-outs rotes as
social welfare supl)ort is progressively reduced over time (WRC
Social and Economic Consuhants, 1997). Both of the effective
training programmes also declined between 1994 and 1998:
throughput in Specific Skills Training fell from 13,800 participants
in 1994 to 11,500 in 1998, while tllat in Job Training fell from
2,619 to 1,213. Over the same period Community Enlployment
expanded from a throughput of 32,700 in 1994 to over 54,000 in
1998. However, tile findings of the present study, as well as
previous research on net lal)our rnarket impact shows this type of
progranmle - a direct enll)loyment scheme with weak linkages to
the nlarket      is less effective in improving participants’
employment prospects.
Given tile dmmatic iml)rovenlent in labour market conditions
since the mid-1990s, together with the evidence from this and
previous research on the effectiveness of Active I.abour Market
Programmes (ALMPs), there is a strong case for a stmtegic re-
orientation of labour market policies for tile unemployed. The
essential elements of such a re-orientation would entail: (1)
I)evelopment of reintegmtion paths for the long-tern1 unemployed
and other socially excluded groups leacling to effective progmmmes
with strong linkages to the labour market. (2) A continuation of the
policy of gradually reducing nunlbem in Community Employment
and the utilisation of freed resotnves to expand the provision of
effective training programmes with strong nlarket linkages. Such
programmes have been shown to enhance their participants’
[abour market prospects, and they could also, nloreover, carry tile
additional advantage of alleviating skill and labour shortages in tile
booming labour market. (3) Increase opportunities for the long-
term unemployed to participate in specific skills training
I)rogrammes: a continuation of the policy of increasing rotes of
I)anicipation by the long-term unemployed already implemented
under the FrieS Action Plan on Long-Term Unemployment, I)ut
entailing a substantial expansion in the absolute numlxers to
benefit from the programme. Such a reorientation, targeting ALMP
resources exclusively and intensively on the most disadvantaged in
the lalmur market, while allowing market forces to absorb younger
relatively short-term unemployed, could serve I~:)th equity and
efficiency goals - con]bating social exc]usion, ensuring a more
efficient im,estment of public resources, and alleviating labour
shomages in the I}Oolning economy.
1. EVALUATING HUMAN
RESOURCE INTERVENTIONS
RrNDED UNDER THe 1994-
1999 COMMUNTIT SUPPORT
FRAMEWORK
1.1
Introduction
Expenditure on hunlan resource (levelol)men| represents a very
large and important component o1" pul)lic expenditure and
represented about one-third of total European Union aid to Irekmd
under tile 1994-1999 Community Suppotl Franlework (CSF). Tile
main objectives of tile CSF exl)enditures were to boost ht.lnlall
capital by elahancing education ancl skill levels and to enhance the
employnmnt prospects of unemployed people.
GJvell tile scale and Jlnportatlee or ttlese invesmlents in human
resources it is imperative to rake a rigorous look :it their impact. A
considerable volume oF evaluation work has been carried out on
the various human resources elements in tile CSF. Much of this
work has I)een carried out I)y tile European Social Fund F.valuation
Unit ;Hld other agencies and reviewed in tile nlid-ternl evaluation
of the CSF (Goodbody, 1997; Honohan, 1997). Noting that much of
the existing evaluatiotl work had taken tile I()l’lll Of slancI-alone
evaluations of individual measulx28 or dramatic reviews of groups
o[" meastlres, and lhat the evaluatiorts have tencled to be qualitative
in nature, the hish Dej)aftlllent of J:inance and tile I=~tll’OI~eall
Commission decided in 1998 to commission a study of the labour
market inlpaCl o1: the education and training provisions across the
cg]7. "File nmin aim envisaged Ic, r tile study was to produce, :is Ihr
as possible, quantified estimates of tile net impact of interventions
funded under the CSI: oil the labour market outcomes of
i)articipat’lts anti target groups. This study is the i)roduct of that
colnnlissJon.
In this chapter we set Otll the central research questions
addressed and outline the programnms that were included in the
study. Chapter 2 presents a rcview of tile labour market context for
the 1994-1999 CSF. Chal)ter 3 provides a brief review of the
lilel’altlFe 011 the eVall.lalJOll OI+ tile labour market Jnlpact of
education an(I Iraining measures. Cllapter 4 presents the analysis
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1.2
The Research
Design
of the impact of initial education and training measures funded
under the CSF while Chapter 5 presents tile analysis of the impact
of education and training programmes targeted at the unemployed.
Chapter 6 presents conclusions and policy implications.
Our analyses of the labour market illlpact of hunlan resource
interventions are designed to address txvo basic questions:
I. What are the effects of participation in the lmman resource
measure(s) on subsequent employment prospects?
2. What ;ire the effects of participation in the human resource
measure(s) on subsequent earnings from employment?
Framing the research questions in this manner follows from the
stated objectives of the human resources interventions funded by
the CSF - to enhance hunlan capital and improve employment
prospects. It also reflects basic social science thinking about how
labour market outcomes, such as employnlent chances or wages,
can be used to measure how tile market values different
progr’ammes.
It is well established that the assessment of the net labour
market effects of participation in education and training
programmes cannot rely simply on tile outcomes experienced by
panicipants in those progmmmes alone. Thus, for example, rates
of placement in employment following lal)our market training
programmes tell us nothing about what might have happened had
the indiviclual not participated in the programme. Similarly, tile
earnings of university graduates indicate nothing about the
additiomfl return to a university education compared with tile
return associated with completing secondaW education. To assess
net effects in terms of either employment or earnings it is
necessary to compare outcomes for participants with a conlparison
or control group of individuals who :ire similar in relevant
characteristics to participants but who have not participated in the
programme in question.
In assessing the impact of mainstream education prognmmms,
the typical strategy is to compare the outcomes of participants with
a group of individuals at a lower level of educational auainment -
thus, for example, we assess tile earnings effects of participation in
third level education by comparing graduates with those who have
completed second level education, again, controlling, in a
statistical model, for the effects of other relevant individual
characteristics (see for example Callan and Harmon, 1999).
In evaluating tile impact of active labour market progmmmes
the typical strategy is to compare the outcome for participants,
usually after some period has elapsed subsequent to programme
completion, with a comparison group of individuals: (a) who were
unenlployed at about tile same time ;is progranlnle participants
either began or ended their progmname; but (b) who had not
participated in an active labour market progmmnle. A statistical
mc<lel is then developed to measure the impact of programme
participation, by comparing otxtcomes for participants with those of
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non-particil)ants while taking account of other relevant individual
characteristics expected to influence labour market prospects -
such as age, gender, educational attainment, and previous labour
market experience (see for example O’Connell and McGinnity,
1997a).
Because of the necessity of comparing labour market outcomes
for both I)articipants and a control group and taking account of
relevant characteristics of both participants and non-participants,
tile assessment of tile net impact of education and training
progranlnles is vep/ denlanding ilm temms of data. The minimal data
requirenlents to rigorously assess tile net impact of programmes
are nationally representative survey data on participants (measurecl
after some appropriate period has elapsed post-programme)
provicling data on employment, earnings and relevant individual
characteristics, including educational attainment, age, gender and
labour market experience, plus matching data for a comparison
group.
Availability of appropriate high quality dam thus effectively
drives the evaluation process and determines the set of education
alld training programmes that can be assessed. Unfortunately, data
sources such :IS tile I.abour I;brce Survet, (or its replacement since
1997 Ihe Quarterly National I-Iottseholcl Stttwe30
, 
or time Live
Register of Unemployment, do not meet time data demands
necessary tot the assessment of net effects of programmes. While
the LFS did collect information on current employment status all¢l
relevant i)ersonal characteristics at a given point in time, it
collected no infonlmalion on earnings and scant information on
previous participation in lal)our market training progmmmes - it
cannot therefore serve as a control group for tile assessnlent of
labour market programmes, although it coulcl yield information on
tile employment effects (but not earnings effects) of I)rogmmmes
in mainstream education. The Live Register contains YeW little
inlbrmatiofl on essential individual characteristics - particularly
eclucational attainment, its coverage of previous participation in
active labour market progr, llllnles and currellt labour market status
are unsatisfactory, and it collects no information on time earnings of
those currently in employment. Data protection regulations,
moreover, are Stlch that access to Live Register data is extrenlely
difficult.
Fortunately, time ESRI has been at file forefionl in collecting
sur%,ey-data on labour nlarkel issues ill recent years, and
consequently has direct access to a number of relevant data sets
suitable to the assessment of ttle ,met effects of a wide range of
eclucalion:d [llld training progudlnnles. [n this study "o.,e constructed
both particil)anl and comparison groups by combining data from
three nationally representative survey dala bases:
A. The 1996 F.*fs Follow-up Survel,:
The 1996 FelS Follow-up Su~wcOJ covered a sanlple of 1,473
patlicipants in the entire range of elnploylnent and training
l)rogmmmes implemented by FAS, who had left their
progmmnles in the period April:luly 1994. The survey
collected derailed    information on    l)OSt-progmmme
enlployment experience and earnings, as ,.,,,ell as a range of
individual characteristics, including age, gender, educational
attainment, and labour market experience and unemployment
duration prior to programme participation.
13. The Livhig in Ireland Panel Surveys
The 1994 at’td 1996 waves of the Living in h’eland Panel
Surveys collected a wide range of information about labour
market activities, among other things, from a nationally
representative sample of over 4,000 households, with almost
10,000 individuals agecl 17 years or over. The 1994 wave
provides data on a range of individual characteristics,
including age, gender, educational attainment, anti labour
market experience and unemployment. The thircl (1996) wave
of the panel survey provides a detailed record of labour
market and enlployment experience over the two years to
Spring-Summer 1996.
C. Tim School Leavcvx’ Survey
The Annual Sttt~ey of School Leavers is a nationally
representative stna,ey of about 5,000 individuals conductecl
each year about 9-12 months after students have left the
second level education system. The survey collects detailed
information on educational attainment, examination
perfomlance, lal)our market experiences, earnings, and
background characteristics.
These nationally representative data sets allow us not only to
measure the labour market impact of programmes but also to
compare the outcomes for participants in both labour market and
mainstreanl educational progranlmes with appropriate comparison
groups drawn randomly from the national population to measure
the net impact of i)rogmmmes. The research designs for these
evaluations are described in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
1.3
Human
Resource
Interventions
Funded
under the
1994-1999
Community
Support
Framework
Human resource spending in the Irish Community Support
Framework (CSF) represented a very substantial investment in
education and training ancl accounted for llLgl.7bn in structural
fnnds and over IIL£600 in co-financing from government sources.
l-lLllll:ln resources spending was scattered across over thirty
different measures in six different Operational Progmmmes (OPs),
but well over 80 per cent of expenditure was concentrated in the
]-]l_lnla n    Resources    Develol)ment Operational    Programme
(HRDOP). The HRDOP was the single largest OP in the CSF,
accounting for over 30 per cent of total co-financed expenditures
(Honohan, 1997). Additional investment in Imman resources,
mainly sector-specific training, was funded under four additional
OPs: namely the Inclustrial I)evelopment OP; Agriculture, Rural
Development and Forestt3, OP; Fisheries OP; Tourism OP; and
Local Urban and Rural Development OP.
All of the measures v.,hich are assessecl in Chapters 4 and 5 of
this report fell within the HRI)OP, and the follov,,ing section
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provides a brief discussion of tile main elements of expenditure il’~
the OP. It should lye acknowledged, of course, that hish
government spending committed :is matching funcling within the
CSF framework represents only a fi’aclion of Iota[ pul)lic
expendittlres on bkllllall l’esotlrces. Thus, lot example total voted
expenditure on education alone amounted to ahnost llL£2.5bn in
1997 (Department of Education and Science, 2000).
Table 1.1: Human Resources Operational Programme
1. Initial Education & Training
2. Continuing Training for the Unemployed
3. Social Exclusion
4. Adaptation to Industrial Change
5. Improvement of the Quality of Training
Total
Structural Public Other Total
Funds Co-financed Public
IR£m IR£m IR~m IREm
672.6 224.2 545.2 1,442.0
159.5 53.2 97.9 310.6
330.6 153.8 1,615.0 2,099.4
58.9 12.0 3.1 73.9
192.2 63.9 59.1 315.1
1,413.8 507.1 2,320.2 4,241.1
Sollrce: }-hllllan ResOtlrccs I)evelopnlcnl OpCl’:lliOIl:ll erog.r:lmlnc, Monitoring Con1111illce, l%leeling, Ocloher
15~’, 1999, "Financi:d Tables".
The Htlnlan Resources I)evelopment OP had two princil)al
objectives: (1) to boost human capital in Ireland by enhancing
education and skill levels; and (2) to enhance employment
prospects of unemployed people, particularly the long-term
unenlployed and others excluded from the labour nlarket. Table
I. 1 shows total expendilure amounting to well over IILDI billion on
the five sub-progl:mmaes including IILgl.41)n in structural functs,
IR£500nl in public co-financed expendilure, and a further £2.3bn
in national public funds.
1.3.1 SUB-PROGRAbtME FOR INITIAL EDUCATION AND
TILadNING
AhlloSt half of structural ftlnds expenditures ’,,,,ere concenl~iled on
sub-programme I, v,,hich helped to fund initial education and
Iraining :it second and third level, primarily in technical and
vocational subiects. Table 1.2 shows total expenditure over the life
of the 1994-1999 HROP :is well as expenditures and activities in
1995.
Within this sub-programme the largest elenyents of exlyencliture
were allocated to the Vocational Preparation and Training (VPT)
programme (IR£342m) and the Middle Level Technician (MI.T) anti
Higher Technical and Business Skills (HTBS) programnyes
(ll~g669m). The VPT programme was designed to increase the flow
of technically trainecl entrants to the labour force by increasing tile
proportion of senior secondary cycle students following technical
:ll’ld vocational conrses, and tile provision of, mainly one-year, Post
Leaving Ceilificate courses (Pl.Cs) in vocational areas to those who
have completed secondary educalion. "rhe VF’T progr:llnnye also
h:.ld the objective of increasing the retention rate at senior cycle
seeondal3, educ:ilion by expanding the railge of curricular options
available, particularly to those who might Ix’ at risk of fidlure
under the traditional curriculum. In 1995, throughput araounted to
almost 19,500, well over half the total throughput funded under
the std)-progmrame (Goodbody, 1997).
Table 1.2: Sub-Programme 1: Initial Education and Training
Preventive actions on eady school leaving
Early school leavens
Vocational Preparation and Training
Apprenticeship
Middle Level Technician/
Higher Technical and Business Skills
Advanced Technical Skills
Total
Total        Actual Activity in 1995
Expenditure Expenditure Throughput1994-1999
IREm IREm
25.3 3.8 n.a.
115.9 13.4 840
341.5 48.3 19,432
265.7 35.5 3,267
668.6 109.4 12.083
61.6 11 .O 1,394
1.442.0 214.4 37,016
Evaluation
Chapter 4
Chapter 4
Chapter 4
SOtlll..’l.’." HUnl:m Resourc,J.’; i)¢vdopmenl Ol)¢r’Jlion:ll }>rogF.iml]]C, t~lonJtoring Co111111111¢¢, /*.It:cllng, Octo]’,cr 15~,
1~)9, "Financial Tables".
"File ML’ITHTI3S suite of courses was designed to enhance
competitiveness and growth by providing initial third-level
education and training to meet technical and higher skills neecls I)y
l)roviding courses delivered through the regionally dispersed
network of technological colleges. Throughput on MI.T/HTBS
amounted to over 12,000 in 1995, substantially greater than had
been originally been projected in the OP (Goodbody, 1997).
Tile evaluation of the labour raarket impact of interventions in
initial education and training, I)resented in Chapter 4, nlainly
concentrate on VPT and MLT/HTBS progmmmes, which togelher
accounted for al:~ut three-quarters of total expenditure, anti over
85 per cent of total throughput, of tile initial education and training
sub-progranlnle in 1995. Other smaller programmes funded under
this sub-i)rogranmle included nleastlres to prevent early school
leaving, nleasures to combat unenlploynlent anlong early school
leavers, apprenticeship muning, and vocationally oriented post-
graduate training in tile universities.
1.3.2 SUB-PROGRAMME FOR CONTINUING TRAINING OF THE
IJNEbl PLOYED
This sub-programrae consisted of Iwo raeasures - Inclustr},
Training for tile Unemployed and Local Enterprise - and had tile
objective of l)roviding training related to the changing needs
required by industw for those already participating in tile labour
market. The bulk of funding under this sub-progmmnm (88 per
cen0 was allocated to Industry Training for the Unenlployed,
intended to provide nnemployed workers with vcx:ational training
of an international standard at skilled worker level to racer
identified skill needs in local labour markets. Tile measure
conll)rised two training measures implenmnted by FAS: Specific
Skills Training and the Job Training Scheme. In 1995 actual
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throughptlt on these tWO [r.tining progranmles anloLinted to ahllost
19,000 at a cost of IR£46m.
Table 1.3: Sub-Programme 2: Continuing Training of the Unemployed
Total        Actual Activity in 1995
Expenditure Expenditure Throughput Evaluation1994-1999
IREm IR£m
Industry Training for the Unemployed 273.6 45.5 18,670 Chapter 5
Local Enterprise 36.8 5.9 1,314 Chapter 5
Total 310.65 51.4 20.184
SoltrccJ.. l lUlnan Rcsottrccs Dcvclopnlent Opt~ll[Oll;ll ProgranllllC, l~,lonilorillg COnllllillCC. Mccling, Octobcr 15’h,
17)9, "Finar, cia] "I’ahles".
The second measure, Local Enterprise, was mainly oriented
toward tim provision of support for new business start-ups and the
developmeil[ of local enterprise. The two nlail] prograllln’Les
funclecl uncler this measure were the Enterprise Scheme (or
Enterprise Allowance Scheme) and Enterprise Training. Both
progranllnes a1111 Io suppoll new business sial’l-Lips, btlt the forlller
mainly takes the fornt of a subsidy while the latter entails training.
Throughput on the Local Enterprise measure was 1,314 in 1995 at
a cost of IR£5.9m.
Tim labour market impact of both measures in this sub-
programme are evaluated in Chapler 5.
1.3.3 SUB-PROGRAMME FOR Tile RE-INTEGI~TION OF TIlE
SOCIALLY EXCLUDED
The sul>l)rogramme for the re-integration of the socially excluded
was the largest single sub-progranmle in the OP, accounting for
about half of all expenditure in the OP. As its title indicates, the
objective of tilts progranlme was to pronlote tile labour market
integration of the disabled and socially excluded.
Table 1.4: Sub-Programme 3: Re-integration of the Socially Excluded
Total        Actual Activity in 1995
Expenditure Expenditure Throughput Evaluation1994-1999
IREm IREm
Counselling 33.6 2.1 n.a.
Community Employment 1,485.4 278.6 54,900 Chapter 5
Re-Integration Training 100.6 19.0 4,560 Chapter 5
Community Training 119.6 23.0 4,614 Chapter 5
Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme 138.8 24.9 2,155
Adult Literacy 4.1 n.a. n.a.
Occupational Disabilities 223.5 33.5 1,659
Total 2,103.9 381.6 67,942
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. . The sub-programme.included three measures the lalx)ur market
impacts of which are analysed in Chapter 5: Community
Employment, Re-integration Training and Community Training.
Community Employment is the single largest active labour
market policy implemented in Ireland. It is a direct employment
measure providing temporary half-time employment for Iong-teml
unemployed and other socially excluded. Placements are primarily
in tile voluntary and community sectors. In 1995 throughput
amounted to almost 55,000 at a cost of aboul JR.~280m. While the
objective of the measure is to promote labour market re-
integration, the programme has, since 1996, offered a pair of
alternative options: "File Part-time integration Option - oriented
toward reintegmtion into employment; and a Part-time Job-Option
providing longer-duration employment to those particularly
disadvantaged in the labour market, who because of their
detachment from the labour market were less likely to :main jobs
in the local labour market. It was envisaged that 30,000 places
would be provided on the reintegration option and a further
10,000 places would be provide for the job Option.
1.3.4 ThE SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION
This study was preceded by a systematic examination of the
feasibility of evaluating tile labour market impact of tile entire
range of operational hl.llllan resources interventions funded under
the CSF (Deloitte & Touche and ESRI, 1998). That review
concluded that it is not feasible to evaluate the labour market
impact of every hunlan resources intervention funded under the
CSF. In some cases interventions may take a long time for their
efforts to bear fruit. This would be the case, for example, with
interventions at pre-school level to prevent school drop-out in
secondary education a decade or more later in time. In the case of
other measures, appropriate data are not available. This is the case
with activities fnnded under the various sectoral Operational
Progral’nmes, but also with certain elements of tile Htlnlan
Resources OP, including the Vocational Training Opportunities
Scheme (\WOS).’ Nevertheless, if we combine all of the
programmes assessed in the present study, total planned
expenditure on these programmes amounted to over IILL3 billion
over tile 1994-1999 period and represent over 70 per cent of total
expenditure under the HRDOP. We are thus in a position to
evaluate tile labour market inll)act of a very substantial and
important range of hunaan resources interventions fnnded under
tile Community Support Framework.
’,q’os has been evaluated (see, WRC, 1994 and ESF Evaluation Unit, 1998).
However, what is lacking for tile purl>oSeS of the present evaluation is malching
data on the labour inarkct experiences of both progr:lmme particlpant,s and
compar’able non-pamicipams.
The education and training system represents a large and
diverse ~mge of activitiesi In this study we seek to assess tile
ilnp;iet of a substantial stlbset of those activities where the
connecting thread is that all I~ave been subsidised by EU fnnding,
largely on the basis that they are intended to be vocational in
nature and thus to have beneficial labour market impacts. We
recognise, however, that, labour market relevance notwithstandilag,
initial education (liffers from t~tining programmes for tile
uneml)loyed in inaportant respects. First, initial educatioft has a
wide range of roles, including vocational preparation, but also the
transmission of culture and citizenship; tF, fining progffllnnles for
the unemployed have the rather narrower objective of enhancing
employability. Second, initial education is provided to a diversity
of social groups, mainl),, but by no means exclusively, to young
people prior to labour inarket entry; training and other
programmes for the unemployed are targeted mainly on those
already participating in, but experiencing difficulties in the labour
market. Accordingly, tile two types of activity must be evahmted
somewhat differently and we present our evaluations of their
labour market impact in two separate chapters using differing
met)lodological approaches and techniclues. In respect of both sets
of analysis, we assess the llel impact of tile interaction in
comparison with what would have happened had an individual
not participated in tile proglanlnle. Thus our assesslllent is ill
relation to Ihe cotlnterfacttlal of non-participation, and ",x,e do not
attenapt to conlpare tile re]ative inlp:let of edncational pl’Ogl~ln~llles~
on the one hand, :mcl training and other progranmles for the
uneml)loyecl
, 
on the other.
2. PRINCIPAL
DEVELOPMENIS IN THE
LM UR MARK 
2.1
The Labour
Force
Labour force trends over the past decade and a half have been
erratic, alternating between periods of very rapid growth, as :it
present, and periods of contraction, as during the late 1980s.
"rrends in tile labour force reflect not only underlying demogr:q~hic
trends in the aduh population, but also changes in ’e¢onaen’s labour
fotve participation, levels of participation in education, retirement
patterns, and, particularly in the Irish case, migration. Table 2.1
shows aduh population by principal economic status from 1981 to
1996, distinguishing betv,,een those in the labour force; in
education, engaged in home duties and an "other" residual
category which mainly consists of those who have retired from the
work force.
The numbers in the labour force grew slov.,ly :it an annual
average of about 11,000 per annunl between 1981 and 1991, and
rely- rapidly by almost 30,000 per annum between 1991-1996.
These lal::,our force trends can be attributed to four principal
factors. First, there was strong underlying growth in tile aduh
population over the entire period. Second, however, growth in
both the labour force and the adult population was reduced by net
emigration, which peaked in the latter half of the 1980s. The
reversal of net migration since 1991 has meant that tile aduh
population grew unhindered by 7 per cent bep.veen 1991-1996.
Third, there has been a nlarked increase in wonlen’s labour
force participation. Historically, women’s labour force participation
in Ireland has been low, and, it has been argued, lagged behind
what might be expected from the rapid industrialisation of the
economy since the 1960s (O’Connor and Shortall, 1999). The
female labour force participation rate was less than 28 per cent in
1971, and it remained under 30 per cent a decade later (O’Connell,
1999a). The growth in female labour force participation continued
to be sluggish through tile mid-1980s (32 per cent in 1986), but it
increased dramatically thereafter, to 35 per cent in 1991 and to
almost 41 per cent in 1996. Men’s participation in tile labour force
has been moving in the opposite direction: the participmion rale
fell from 81 per cent of aduh males in 1971 Io 76 per cent in 1981
and 72 per cent in 1991. Even with the upturn in the labour
market in the 1990s the declining trend continued - to 71 per cent
I0
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in 1996. These countervailing trends in men’s and women’s labour
force participation meant that the overall labour force participation
rate remained virtually tmchanged over the 1980s - 53 per cent in
1981 and 53.5 per cent in 1991 - ahhough it increased to 55.4 per
cent of the aduh population in 1996.
Table 2.1: The Labour Force and Economically Inactive Population aged 15 or over,
1981-1996
1981 1986 1991 1996
Men
Total in labour force 912,495 920,300 911,200 960,310
Student 97,306 121,373 140,072 166,914
Home duties 1,041 445 2,698 4,138
Other 183,103 201,926 216,610 227,418
Total aged 15 years and over 1.193,945 1.244.044 1.270,580 1,358,780
LFPR 76.4 74.0 71.7 70.7
Women
Total in labour force 358,627 409,246 471,670 573,654
Student 103,010 123,837 142,992 172,682
Home duties 661.510 653,398 592,771 549,077
Other 82,584 85,417 107,132 112,470
Total aged 15 years and over 1,205,731 1,271,898 1,314,565 ¯ 1,407,883
LFPR 29.7 32.2 35.9 40.7
All Persons
Total in labour force 1,271,122 1,329,546 1,382,870 1,533,964
Student 200,316 245,210 283,064 339,596
Home duties 662,551 653,843 595.469 553,215
Other 265,687 287,343 323,742 339,888
Total aged 15 years and over 2,399,676 2,515,942 2,585,145 2,766,663
LFPR 53.0 52.8 53.5 55.4
So,tree: Cenlral Sl:uist[¢s Ontcc, various years, Cetlstts of Populatiotl.
A fourth underlying factor influencing labour market trends
resuhs froln increased educational participation. Tile total numbers
engaged in education increased from 200,000 m 1981 to 283,000 in
1991 and to 340,000 in 1996. Thus the nunlbers in education
increased by 70 per cent over the 1981-1996 period, and by 40 per
cent in tile decade from 1986-1996. This had two counte~,ailing
effects: (I) it radically reduced tile ilunlber of young people in the
labour force (tile labour force participation rate for tile 15-24 year
age group fell from 61 per cent in 1981 to about 45 per cent in
1996; and (2) as noted above, it led to increased labour force
participation among women. Sexton and O’Connell (1996) note
that increased participation ill education anlong younger age
groups, as well as increased retirenaent among older age groul)s,
and the dramatic increase in women’s labour force participation
meant that tile apparent near stability in labour force participation
rates over tile past 15 years masked fundamental changes in the
structure of tile labour force entailing a much greater proportion of
women and a burgeolaing share accounted for by the "middle age"
group.
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2.2
Employment
and
Unemployment
The decade of the 1980s was particularly severe for the Irish
economy. Table 2.2 shows how the numbers at work declined
over the first half of the 1980s while the’size of the labour force
increased, due both to natural population growth and increasing
labour force participation by women. Contraction in employment
combined with labour force growth resuhed in an increase in the
unemployment rate from just under 10 per cent of the labour force
in 1981 to a peak of almost 18 per cent in 1987. The decade from
1987-1997 saw a remarkable turn-around in Irish economic
fortunes, with growth in GDP amounting to 79 per cent over the
decade, gMng rise to substantial increases in employment, and in
the 1990s, to a marked fall in unemployment.
Table 2.2: Numbers At Work, Unemployed, Labour Force and Net Migration, 1987-
1999
Year At Work Unemployed Labour Force Unemployment Net
Rate Migration
(1,000) (1,000) (1.000) % (1,000)
1987 1,110 226 1,336 16.9 -23
1988 1,111 217 1,328 16.3 42
1989 1,111 197 1,308 15.1
1990 1,1fi0 172 1,332 12.9 -23
1991 1,156 199 1,355 14.7 -2
1992 1,165 207 1,372 15.1 7
1993 1,183 220 1,403 15.7 0
1994 1,221 211 1,432 14.7 -5
1998 1,282 177 1,459 12.1 -2
1996 1,329 179 1,508 11.9 8
1997 1,380 159 1,539 10.3 15
1998 1,495 127 1,622 7.8 22
1999 1,591 97 1,688 5.7 19
Sou~: Centml Statistics Omce, various years,l~bottrf.brce Surv~ and Central Statistics Omcc,
various years Qttamedy*X~tionall.lousehold SurvO,.
While impressive growth was achieved over the decade as a
whole, tim rate of growth was, in fact, uneven, and three sub-
periods can be identified. Table 2.2 shows trends in numbers at
work, unemployed, and in the labour force, as well as net
migration over the years 1987-1999.2
z The data from 1987-1997 arm drawn from the annual labour Force Surv*5,. From
1997, the Irish Central Statistics Office switched from its annual survey to a
quarterly household survey. In so doing the CSO introduced ~otne changes to the
questions relating to employment, with the resuh that in the second quarter of
1998 an additional 20,000 indlvldttals were recorded :is part of the lalmur force: an
estimated g,000 men and 12,000 women. The adjustment is confined :l]most
exclusively to pall-lime workers in the services sector, with tile result that data
relating to part-tlme working in 1998 are not comparable with earlier years. In
Table 2.3 we report the total number employed as recorded in 1998, however, in
estimating percentage changes in total employment, we adjt.tst the 1998 total
downwards by 20,000 to render the 1998 data comparable with earlier years. "llais
adjustment is consistent with the practice adopted by CSO (1998) in its reporting
of change over time in total employment.
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I. Recovery, 1987-1990. A periocl of recovery from 1987-1990,
with strong growth in investment and exports and curtailment
of public spending. In the labour market, these aggregate
growth trends generated a brief employnmnt boom between
198%1990, when total employment increased 4 per cent and
unemployment fell to 13 per cent.
2. Sluggish growth, 1991-1993. A downturn in international
activity, initially in Britain in 1990 and throughout Europe in
1992 and 1993, which coincided with dramatic increases in
interest rates and an exchange rate crisis, meant tl~al growth
faltered in Ireland. In Ireland, sluggish growth lead to
employment declines in 1991 and 1992, and witla burgeoning
growth in the labour force, to increased unemployment, which
reached almost 17 per cent in 1993.
3. Very rapid growth, 1993-1999. Since 1993 the Irish economy
has expanded very rapidly, with annual rates of growth in
excess of 8 per cent averaged over the 1993-:1997 periocl,
stimulated by both accelerated export growth and by increased
domestic demand. These growth rates have given rise to a
rapicl and dramatic improvement in lal)our market conditions.
Total employment grew by about 400,000 or about 33 per
cent, in the six years from 1993 to 1999. The unelnployment
rate fell to 5.7 per cenl in April 1999, and was down Io 5 per
cent by tl~e end of that ),ear. Most forecasts are for a
continuation of strong growth for the foreseeable future, with
a continnation of strong lal)otlr denland and low
unei~lployment.
Emigration has fluctuated in accordance with demand in I)oth
domestic and external labour market& It rose dranlalic~lll~d ill the
late ’eighties and peaked in 1989, when net emigration (in-
migration mint,s out-migration) rose to ,’/4,000 individuals,
representing almost 3.5 per cent of the labour force in that year.
Net emigration subsequently fell, and in 1999 inward migration
exceeded oul-lnigration by about 19,000.
2.3
Employment
by Gender
Table 2.3 shows employment I)y gender lbr the years 1988, :1993
and 1999. Total employment increased I)y an average of almost 4
per cent per annuna over the entire period, although this entailed
slow growth in the 1988-1993 F:.eriod, followed by growth of over
5V2 per cent i)er annufn between 1993 and 1999.
Enlploynlent trends have differed between nlen anti wonlen,
with total employment among inen falling strongly in the first half
of the 1980s (Sexton and O’Connell, 1996), and increasing only
marginally between 1988-1993. It was only in the 1990s that nlen’s
employment levels picked up - increasing by 4.4 per cent per
annum in the 1993-1999 period. As a consequence of these
llucluating trends, male employraenl in the late 1990s was only
marginally above its level in 1981.
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Table 2.3: Total Employment by Gender, 1988, 1993 and 1999
Total Men
(1,000) (1,000)
1988 1,111.8 747.0
1993 1,183.1 749.4
1999 1,591.1 947.3
Annual pementage change
1988-93 1.3 0.1
1993-99 5.7 4.4
1988-99 3.9 2.4
Sou,’~e," Ccnlral Slatislics Office. various year& labour Fo,"ce Surl,~3,.
Women Female
Share
(1,000) Per Cent
364.7 32.8
433.7 36.7
643.9 40.5
3.8 2.4
8.1 1.7
7.0 2.1
Note: In order Io render the 1998 data comparable with earlier years, annu:d percentage changes arc
estimated on adjusted data, which reduce lhe total number employed in 1998 by 20,000 (8,000 men and
12,000 wonlen) to lake :icCOklfll of changes in 111caSl.lrelliCnl (see foolnoIc 2 above).
Total enlploynlent anlong ",vonlen grew strongly - by an
average of 7 per cent per annum over the 1988-1999 period.
Women’s employment was also inlluenced by labour market
conditions, with the result in the early 1980s, while total
employment did not fall, as it did among men, employment
growth was negligible. Growth in women’s employnlent increased
to 3.8 per cent per annum from 1988 to 1993, and then took off,
averaging an anmml increase of 8.1 per cent I:mtween 1993 and
1999. By 1999 the total numlyer of women at work was more Ihan
two-thirds higher than it had been in 1981. Because of these
diverging trends betv.,cen men and wofnen, there was a marked
change in the gender balance of employment, and women’s share
of total employment increased steadily from 29 per cent in 1981
(Sexton and O’Connell, 1996) to 33 per cent in 1988 and to over
40 per cent in 1999.
2.4
Employment
by Economic
Sector
Sectoral employment trends have been quite divergent over the
period since 1981. Employment by sector is presented in Table 2.4.
F.nlploynlent in agricuhure continued its long-established decline:
total employment in the sector fell by 55,000 from 189,000 in 1981
to 134,000 in 1997. The share of agricuhure in total enaployment
accordingly fell from 17 per cent to 10 per cent.
Manufacturing employment went through a severe decline in
tile early 1980s, and even after some recover, in the late 1980s the
numl:mrs employed in the sector fell by 20,000 between 1981-1991,
and its share of total employnaent fell from 23 per cent to less than
22 per cent. Manufacturing employment has grown rapidly in the
1990s, by an annual average of 3 per cent, a similar rate of
expansion to that of employment as a whole, with tile result that
nlanufactl.lring enaployment maintained its share of ahnost 22 per
cent of the total between 1991-1997. The expansion of
employment in manufacturing marks Ireland as an exception to
trends elsewhere in the developed world, ".-,,here industrial
employment is in decline (Sexton and O’Connell, 1996). The
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2.5
Changes in
Occupational
Structure
growth of manufacturing in Ireland is mainly due to the continued
influx of foreign direct investment pronlpted by a range of tax and
grant concessions, a moderate cost structure, and the plentiful
supply of young well-educated workers. In recent years the
resurgence of grmvth in manufacturing has occurred in both
indigenous as ,,’.,ell as foreign owned firms, and employment in the
former grew by 8,400 Ixtween 1993-1996.
Table 2.4: Employment by Economic Sector, 1981-1997
1981 1991 1997
Number {1.000s)
Agriculture 189 155 134
Manufacturing 264 248 289
Construction 102 78 97
Market Services 376 427 527
Non-market services 206 229 291
Total 1,137 1,134 1,338
Share %
Agriculture 16.6 13.7 10.0
Manufacturing 23.2 21.6 21.6
Construction 9.0 6.9 7.2
Market Services 33.1 37.7 39.4
Non-market services 18.1 20.2 21.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: I.lughcs, l’,lcCormick and Sexton (2000).
The largest growth in employment took place in services.
Employment increased across the broad range of service activities
over the entire period from 1981-1997: slowly during the 1980s
and rapidly during the 1990s. Total services employment grew
from 582,000 in 1981 to 818,000 in 1997, an expansion of over 40
per cent. Most of the employnlent expansion in services generally
can be attributed to market sen, ices, which increased by 100,000
(or 23 per cen0 from 427,000 in 1991 to 527,000 in 1997. Within
the market services sector, employment trends in transport,
COmllltlllicalion :111(1 distribution have been erratic, ;111(I 111OSl of tile
growth ifl the sector has been concenmtted in a range of
professional, business and professional services (Sexton and
O’Connell, 1996).
The highest rate of grov,,th in the 1991-1997 period occurred in
non-market services (mainly public sector activities). Within non-
market sen, ices, the bulk of the growth took place in eclucation
and heahh see,ices (I)uggan, Hughes and Sexton, 1997).
Different industries have significantly different occupational or
skill profiles and, therefore, tile strtlctura] movements over recent
decades Imve given rise to fttndamental changes in the
occupational/skill mix of tile employed workforce, while the
inNtlencc of sectoml change has [)een donlinant, occtq)ational
profiles per se have also been evoh, ing within industries. This is
particularly true of managerial and professional activities, which
have assumed greater importance within enterprises across all
sectors. Service related activities have also become relauvely more
important. In contrast, the extent of manual activities (particularly
those which are unskilled) has been in decline.
The extent of these changes is shown in Table 2.5 which shov.,s
a classification of those at work by ])road occupational groups for
1981-1995. Consistent with sectoml trends, the share of agricuhuml
workers in total employment fell from almost 16 per cent in 1981
to 11 per cent in 1995. Time proportion of manual workers also
declined over the period, ahhough for both skilled and unskilled
manual workers, Figure 2.1 shows that time fall in time numbers
employed dnring time 1980s was followed by some expansion
during time 1990s. Employment of semi- and unskilled manual
workers also fell from 15 per cent in 1981 to fewer than 12 per
cent in 1995, ahhough, as Figure 2.5 shows, there was some
growth in the nunmber of semi- and unskilled workers during time
1990s.
Table 2.5: Employment by Main Occupational Group, 1981-1995
1981 1991 1995
(i .ooo) % (I ,ooo) % (1.o00) %
Agricultural 177.4 15.6 143.9 12.7 135.3 11.0
Managers, Proprietors 94.6 8.3 113.7 10.0 124,0 10.1
Professional etc. 155.9 13.7 189.1 16.7 223.5 18.2
Clerical 157.9 13.9 158.0 13.9 169.8 13.8
Service Occupations 92.3 8.1 110.6 9.6 127.1 10.3
Sales 74.2 6.5 82.7 7.3 98.3 8.0
Skilled Manual 213.6 18.8 195.6 17.3 205.2 16.7
Semi- & Unskilled 171.8 15.1 139.1 12,3 145.2 11.8
Total 1,138.8 100.0 1,133.5 100.0 1,233.6 100.0
Source: Duggan, Hughes and Sexton (1997).
The strongest growth took place among professional
occupations, v,,hich expanded their sham of total employment
from 14 per cent in 1981 to 18 per cent in 1995. Service anti sales
workers also increased their share of the total, as did managers,
while the share of clerical workers in total employment remained a
constant 14 per cent throughout the period.
These changes in the occupational strtlctum reflect a long-
running trend towards upgrading of positions in the labour market
- a process which has been taking place since the early 1960s
(O’Connel], 19991)). The Irish pattem of occup.:ltional change
follov,,s a similar pattern to those evident in many other Western
economies, and involves nluch more than just a shift from manual to
non-manual activities. In gener:d, time Wpes of jobs and occupations
which are growing ;end to require either qualifications or personal
skills as ’,veil as a degree of flexibility not characteristic of traditional
forms of employmenl.
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Figure 2.1: Annual Changes in Employment by Occupation, 1981-
1991, 1991-1995
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2.6
Self
Employment
m1981-1991 D1991-1995 I
At first sight there would appear to I)e remarkable stability in the
proportion of tllose at work who are self-employed in Ireland,
wifll aJxltll 20 per cem of Ihose at work self-employed throughout
the Fm.riod from 1981-1996 (Table 2.6). In Ireland, Ilov.,ever, time
vast majority of those working in agricuhure are self-employed,
and historically, farnlers have accounted for a substmatial share of
self-employment. If we exclude the declining agricuhural sector (in
Panel B of Table 2.6), we find thai tile apparenl stability in self-
employment has, in fact, I)een maintained by a substantial
expansion in self-employment outside of agriculture. In tile non-
agricuhur:d sectors, self-employment increased from 90,000 in 1981
to 149,000 in I996, representing less than 10 per cent of total
en]ployment at the start of the 1980s but 13 per cent in time mid-
nineties. Most of that expansion in self-employfnelmt look place
during time decade :filer 1986.
The increased popularity of self-eml:)loyment
, 
particukirly
during tile latter half of the 1980s may have been due to a resort to
self-employment as an ahernadve to unemployment in a slack
labour market, and Ihe growth of self eml)loyment may be
partially a response to state programmes providing a range of
supports Io assist the unenlployed to start dmir own businesses.
Such an option would only have been feasible for those with
particular skills and competencies on demand in time market place:
in general sell" employmenl would rarely count as a viable Ol)lion
for time unemployed person with poor skills. Sexton and O’Connell
(1996) argue Ihat the growth of self-employmenl may also be due
to the more lilyeml income mx regime which applies to time self-
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Part-time
Working
employed, compared with the more rigid PAYE withholding
system for elnployees.
Table 2.6: Numbers at Work by Employment Status, 1981-1996
Self Self
Employed Employees Total Employed
Share
(1,000S) %
A. AIIsectom
1981 237 909 1,148 20.7
1986 233 848 1,061 21.5
1991 242 892 1,134 21.4
1996 257 1,028 %285 20.0
B. Excluding Agnculture
1981 90 861 951 9.5
1986 103 811 913 11.2
1991 128 854 979 12.8
1996 149 996 1,145 13.0
SOltrce: CcNt~l SIaIisIics Omcc, v3NOIt51’C~, [~hOI4r p~r¢.~ ~t~V.
The increased popularity of self-employment, particularly
during the latter half of the 1980s may have been dne to a resort to
self-employnlen/ as an alternative to unenlployment in a slack
labour market, and the growth of self employment inay Ix::
partially a response to state progmmlnes providing a range of
supports to assist tile unen~ployed to start their own businesses.
Such an option would only have been feasible for those with
particular skills and competencies on demand in tile market place:
in general self employment would rarely count as a viable option
for tile poorly skilled unemployed. Sexton and O’Connell (1996)
argue that tile growth of self-employment may also Ix2 due to the
more liberal inconle tax regime which applies to the self-
employed, compared with the more rigid PAYE withholding
system for employees.
We noted above that there has been a significant increase ill
part-time working, particularly among women. Table 2.7 shows
the trend in part-time working over the period 1983-1998 on the
ILO elassiflcation. The share of part-time workers rose from under
7 per cent of total employment in 1983 to over 12 per cent in
1997. For men the proportion of part-timers rose from under 3 per
cent to over 5 per cent in 1997 v.,hile among women, the increase
was from under 16 per cent 1o 23 per cent.
Sexton and O’Connell (1996) shov., that part-time work
accounted for all of the modest increase in total employment that
occurred between 1983 and 1993 and that the nunlhers in full-time
employment declined during this time.
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Table 2.7: The Incidence of Part-time Working, 1983-1998 (ILO
Basis)
Men Women All
%
1983 2.7 15.6 6.7
1990 3.4 17.6 8.1
1993 4.8 21.3 10.8
1994 5.1 21.7 11.3
1995 5.4 23.1 12.1
1996 5.0 22.1 11.6
1997 5.4 23.1 12.3
1998 7.8 30.1 16.7
Source: Eurostal Ixd~gur Fom’e Sttr’vcg,, and Central Statistics Office, 1~)7 and
1998.
However the balance between growth in full- versus part-time
work has altered again v,,ith the recent surge in employment.
Measured on the ILO basis, total employment increased by 197,000
Ix~tween 1993 and 1997, of which 42,000 (22 per cent) were part-
time. However, even if the absolute increase in enaploynlent since
1993 consisted mainly of full-tinle jobs, the rale of increase in part-
time elnl)loyment was higher, with the rest]It that the share of part-
time working in total eml)loyment continued to rise gradually. The
1998 data, as we have noted before (see footnote | above) are not
comparable v.,ith earlier years Ix’cause of changes in the
measurement of employment in 1998, which yield a more precise,
but much higher nunnl:xzr of part-tinle workers. The 1998 data
show that almost 17 per cent of employment was part-time,
accounting for almost 8 per cent of 111cn at work and 30 per cent
of wolllen.
The large majority of part-tinle workers are women and in 1997
they accounted for well over 70 per cent of all part-time workers.
\Xtomen’s labour force participation has thus partly increased in
response to an increase it3 the demand for pail-time workers, an
arrangen"~enl which allows wonlen greater scope to COlnbine
working with child rearing and other domestic work     a
particularly important factor in Ireland, given the absence of public
provision of, or even suppoIR for, child-care selx, ices.
The aggregate trends in unenlploynlent over the period from
1987 to 1999 have already been discussed above (see Table 2.2).
This section provicles a inore detailed I)reakdown of
Linenlplo),ment by age, gender and duration.
Tal)le 2.8 shows uneinployi11ent by age and gender in 1999.
Total unelnployment in the third cluarter of 1999 was just over
100,000, consisting of ah’nost 59,000 men and 42,000 Wolnen. The
largest nulnlx~r unemployecl :ire in the prilne working age group,
25-44, which accounted for almost 42 per cent of total
Linemploymenl in 1999. However, the distribution of
t.lnenlplo),nlenl by age group is skewed towards younger people:
ah’nost 38 per cent of theunemployed are in the smaller 15-24 age
group. Sexton and O’Connell (1996) show that unenlploynlent
among young people increased very dramatically over the course
of the 1980s and 1990s. O’Connell (1999b) shows that tile 15-24
year age group accounted for 30 per cent of total unemployment
in 1997, so while tile numbers unemployed have fallen since 1997
the proportion of young people among the tmemployed has
increased, and unemployment has fallen more rapidly among
prime age workers than among young people. The skewed age
distribution of unemployment is more pronounced among women:
in 1999 44 per cent of all unenlployed women are in the younger
age group, compared to 33 per cent of unemployecl men.
Table 2.8: Unemployment by Age Group, 1999
15-24 25-44 45+ Total
Number unemployed 1,000’s 1,000’s 1,600’s 1,00O’s
Men 19.3 24.9 14.6 58.8
Women 18.7 16.7 6.8 42.2
All 38.1 41.6 21.4 101.1
Distdbution by age group % % % %
Men 32.8 42.3 24.8 100.0
Women 44.3 39.6 16.1 100.O
All 37.7 41.1 21.2 106.0
Sol, roe: Quarterl), tvcllional Housebold Sur~_~3,, 3’~ Quarter (1999).
Figure 2.2 shows unemployment rotes by age group and gender
in 1999. The table cot’tfirnls the difficulties facing young people in
the labour market. The unemploynlent rate was 111& per cent
an’tong those aged 15-19 and 8 per cent anlong those aged 20-24,
compared to less than 5 per cent among those aged over 25.
Women showed slightly higher unemployment ~ttes than men
overall, but there is son’~e variation by age group, with younger
nlen showing higher rates of unemploynlent than yoking v¢omen.
Figure 2.2: Unemployment Rates by Age Group and Gender, 1999
+4 i .......
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2.9
Long-term
Unemployment
Figure 2.3 shows the trends in total, short- and Iong-reml
uneml)loynlent from 1988-1998. Total unemploynlent fell between
1988 and 1990, but increased again to about 220,000 in 1993. "File
rapid growth in the economy and in employment since 1993 has
resulted in a steady decline in total tmemployment - from just
under 16 per cent of the labour foree in 1993 to less than 6 per
cent in 1999.
The trend in long-term unemployment has followed a slightly
different path, increasing rather ntore slowly than total
unemployment in the early to mid-1990s and falling more rapidly
than the total since tile mid-1999s. This reflects an unusual tinle-
trend in "shon-ternl" tlnemploymenl (i.e. unemployment of less
d’tan one year’s duration), which has fallen less since tile mid-
1990s than long-term unenlployment. Thus, between 1995 and
1999, total unemployment fell by 45 per cent, long-term
unemployment by 60 ixr cent and shon-teml mlemployment by
only 25 per cent. t3y 1999, tile numl)er short-term unemployed
exceeded the ntlml)er long-term tmemployed for tile firsl lime in
over a decade and a half.
Figure 2.3: Trends in Total, Long- and Short-term Unemployment,
lg88-1ggg (1,gggs)
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These trends in Iong-teml unenlploymen[ :ire very encouKiging,
but they should be interpreted with some catltion. Over tile two
years from 1996-1998, long-term unemployment fell by 39,000 but
the recluction ill tile nunll)er unemployed less than one year fell by
only 9.000. Between 1998-1999, Iong-rerm tmetuployment fell by
another 22,000, while sh’ort-tcnn uneml)loyment fell by just under
8,000. These trends al)pear 1o confound our conventional
understanding of tile labour market. We would expect that during
an enlploynlelll boom the "shorl-teml" unenlployed woulcl be
hired first both because the long-term unemployed :ire likely to Ix:
more disadvantaged in temls of skills and work experience than
the "short-tern1" unemployect, and because of the effects of "state
dependence" which suggesl thai tim longer an individual has been
unenlployed time lower the probability that that inctividual will
escape from unemploynmnt and re-enter work (Heckman and
Borias, 1980).
Table 2.9: Unemployment by Duration, 1988-1998
Total Unemployed Long-term Total Long-term Long-term
Unemployed less than Unemployed Unemploy, Unemploy. Share in
1 year Rate Rate Total
1,00O’s 1.000’s 1,000’s % % %
1988 217.0 79.2 137.8 16.3 10,4 63.5
1989 196.8 68.8 128,0 15.0 9.8 65.0
1990 172.4 62.2 110.2 12.9 8.3 63.9
1991 198.5 78.8 119.7 14.7 8.8 60.3
1992 206.6 90.1 116.5 15.1 8.5 56.4
1993 220.1 94.7 125.4 15.7 8.9 57.0
1994 211.0 82.8 128.2 14.7 9.0 60.8
1995 177.4 74.1 103.3 12.2 7.1 58.2
1996 179.0 75.7 103.3 11.9 6.9 57.7
1997 159.0 72.7 86.3 10.3 5.6 54.3
1998 126.6 63.1 63.5 7.8 3.9 50.2
1999 96.9 55.3 41.6 5.7 2.5 42.9
Source: C.S.O. (1999) Quanerty Natiot’~al Household Survey, 3" Quarler 1999.
In Ireland, however, most of time rcchJction in tmemployment in
recent years has occurred in respect of long-term klnetTlployment.
O’Connell (1998) argues that much of time reduction in Iong-tenn
unet’nployt’tment achieved in lrekmd in the 1994-1997 period nmay
be attributable to participation in labour market trairting and
temporary employment schemes. Quarterly National Household
Survey data show that the numbers participating in time schemes at
each survey in 1998-99 has I)een al:)out 41,000. However, the
"throughput" from labour rnarket schenmes, which is a flow
measure of the number of individuals completing schemes and re-
entering time labour market, was about o,vice that number
(O’Connell, 1998). This suggests that the ratio of time numl:mr of
participants in active labour market progmmmes to measured
unemploynment is veJ3’ high in Ireland and the vaW large scale of
lal:>our market programmes in Ireland may have a very strong
infltlence on our nmeasurenlent of the balance between short- and
Iong-lenu unenlployment.
Further reductions in unemployment are likely to take place
slowly, troth because much remaining unemployment is likely to
be frictional in nature, related to [al)our irmrket entry and mobility
bep.veen jobs, and because in such a tight labour market those
remaining unemployed tend to suffer particularly severe
disadvantages which reduce their capacity to compete for work.
3. THE BENEVI  OF
EDUCATION AND ’IRAINING:
EWIDENCE FROM THE
INIERNATIONAL LrlERATURE
3.1
The Benefits
of Initial
Education
3.1.1. THE ECONOMIC RETURNS TO SCHOOLING
The rapid growth in eclucation in tile USA, Japan and Gernlany in
recent ),ears suggests a strong link between human capital
accnnmlation and economic growth (see NIESR, 1993). Post-
eonlpulsoW education in genend and higher education in
particular contributes to weahil creation in the economy in many
ways. For example, technology transfer, direct links between
education and research institutions with business and industry and
improving the capacity of the economy to appropriate tile benefits
of technological advances nlade elsewhere all serve to enhance
both tile economic well being and social cohesion of a region.
Some, perilaps most, of these benefits are appropriated by tile
individuals who make the investments in their o~.vn "htllllall"
capital that generate this wealth creation, in tile foml of higher
wages. The "rote of return" to education derived f1"olll the
relationship between education and economic success is central to
most of education policy. The larger this rote of mlnrn (relative to
the return on other im,estments) tile more likely it is that
individuals :ire failing to respond to economic incentives to invest
in education. That is, paradoxically, a high rote of return to
education is evidence that individuals are investing too little in
education - if only they im,esled ialote tile greater would lye the
supply of educated workers and, for given demand, tile lower
v,,ould lye the wage of sttch workers.
The early literature on returns to schooling contains two
different approaches. Tile first applies cost-benefit analysis of
investments in schooling. For different schooling alternatives the
streams of costs and benefits are caickalalecl, and tile internal
discount rate, which equates tile present values of future
outcomes, is presented as the rote of return to the ahernative,
which requires the most schooling. Studies in this line are
chamcterised by solnelJmes exlrelnely cletailed accounts of tile
costs and benefits, SLlCh aS tile consequences of diflerent fin:tnci:il
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aid schemes, different tuition fees, mortality rotes by level of
schooling, and I~nsion benefits (see Cohn and Addison, 1997).
Tile second method uses regression techniques on schooling
from an i~arnings equation, often referred to as the Mincerian
earnings ec4uation after Mincer (1974) who first proposed it. In tile
early literature tile Mincer equation was commonly estimated by
means of Ofdinar-} Least Squares (OLS) - the standard method for
simple econometric specifications. This estimation technique
assumes that the explanatory variables (in this case schooling) are
uncorrelated with the unobservable elements in the equation. This
might not be tile case for a number of various reasons. The
endogeneity bias suggests that individuals intentionally choose tile
amount of schooling they consider to be best for them, given the
value they place on schooling (or their "taste" for schooling).
Clearly, however, tile amount of schooling depends - at least
partially - on earnings prospects. Hence, schooling depends on
furore earnings, and future earnings depend on tile level of
schooling. Tile diMcuhy in pursuing a more elalyarate structure
econometrically is that we need to be able to model tile
determinants of schooling using variables that are uncorrelated
with earnings. Finding variables that meet these criteria can be
very difficult and tile danger of introducing a more serious bias to
our results, associated with misuse of the methodology, is
considerable. This point is returned to in Chapter 4.
The remm to schooling may also be biased if an individual’s
"ability" or motivation affects earnings but is omitted from tile
earnings equation. For example, it has been shown that if we
assume that higher ability children have more schooling but omit
ability from our specification, the OLS estimate of the return to
schooling will be higher compared to the true return. Finally,
measurement error in the schooling variable can have serious
implications. It is well knov,,n in economelric theory that
measurement error leads to an understatenlent of tile true
parameter to be estimated. The schooling variable might be
measured with error for m,o reasons. First, respondents may
misreport their actual schooling level as often they are recalling
their schooling level many years after it has taken place. II may
also be wrongly coded somewhere in the process of collecting the
data. Second, and perhaps more serious, is that the usual schooling
variables (either years of schooling or level of schooling) may be
rather inaccurate measures of the true im,estment in formal
schooling. For instance the quality of schooling is neglected, and
also tile actual experiences of tile child at school (either positive or
negative) plays no role. Furtbemlore, tile problem with
measurement error is that even when tile measure of schooling is
fairly accurate, any slight bias that is present might Ixe magnified
when additional covariates (for instance an ability measure) enter
tile model.
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3.1.2. EVIDENCE FOR IRELAND
The Irish educational sysiem has changed substantially since the
1960s. Comprehensive descriptions cml be found elsewhere
(Tussing, 1978; Sexton and O’Connell, 1996). A summary
indication of the changes in the system can be gleaned from tile
fact that the proportion of tile age-cohota taking tile Junior Cycle
examinations, rose from about 40 per cent in 1967 to close to 100
per cei’tt in 1994;"ani:l’the proportion taking Senior Cycle
examinations rose from about 21 per cent to about 82 per cent.
(Whel::m and Ha;man
, 
199~)).
" The fee-paying aspect of secoi’~dary education was a major
hurdle for families, so typically among the older generation those
that received secondao//third ’ level &’ducation came from a
wealthier socio-economic background. P!micipation in education at
third’ level has, over tile years, been highly skewed, with high
levels of participa!ion for the " children of those in higher
occupational statuses, and llitlch lower participation for those
’ whose parents were engaged in ’unskilled or semi-skilled manual
Occupations. However, tile introduction of a nleans-tested third
level grant system in lirie with the general restructuring already
oudined opened up the university systen{ to many who othem, ise
"would not have taken their education to this level. Expansion of
tile system notwithstanding, however, class disparities in access to
third-level education have increasg:d in recent decades (Imyte and
Whelan, 2000). For the mc<lern student the seconda,T school is
whelv the decision to leave first presents itself. The. minimum
schoo{ leaving age was raised from 14 to 15 in 1972, again as part
of the general ~:estrucmdng of the education system.
Research on tile returns to education had been very limited up
to tile late 1980s due to lack of suitable dam but tile emergence of
a’ number of comprehensive data’sets has facilitated a renewed
interest’ in the topic. Walsh and Whelan (1976) use cross-sectional
data from tile Department of Lal)our’s redundancy section. This
data set provides tile authors with 1,670 workers who were
entitled to redundancy payments during the first 3 months of 1972.
The person nmst have worked for tv,,o years with tile same
employer in order to’ qualify for redundancy payments. Thus
females :ire likel{, to 19~ ’under represented in tile sample, as tile,,,
tend to switch jobs more often than males lyecause of family
conlnlitnlents. Policies ill sollle conlpanies also prevented a
woman from regaining their job followifig marriage. Furthermore,
a check on earni{lgs show that earnings in lhis sample are lower
thall extenlal sources, thus unrepresentative of tile population. The
estimation procedure used was OLS with the natural logarithm of
weekly earnings as th;e dependent variable, which was mn
separately tbr males and fet:nales and for bolh sexes together.
Callan and Wren (1994) and Calkm and Harmon (1999) use tile
1987 Suta,ey of Income I)istril)ution, Poverty and Usage of State
Services fiom tile ESRI. Tile 1987 suta,ey together with tile similar
¯ !994 I.iving in Irehmd St’lta,ey’is the focus in Barren, Calhm and
Nohm (1999). Callan and Harmon (1999) produce estimates for the
returns to education using the sample as a whole and by specific
age cohorts. Barrett, Callan and Nolan (1998) compare earnings
dispersion I:mtween 1987 and 1994. In doing this they test the
responsiveness of wages to the specification of the wage equation.
They control for occupational choice, educational levels, specific
age bands, sex, and marital status and industry unemploynmnt
levels. Breen, Hannan and O’Leary (1995) use two measures for
the return to education. First a prohit equation is used to analyse
the probability of having a job. The second measure of returns to
eclucation is the familiar wage equation. Hannan, McCabe and
McCoy (1998) analyse the match between education level attained
and occupational status in order to find evidence of "qualification
inflation". [n doing this they run the usual wage equation with
dummy variables for being "overqualified" and "under-clualified".
An individual is "Overqualified" when they are in an occupational
class that is more chamcteristlc of an individual with a lower
education level. For example, a person with a degree is
overqualified if he/she is in a job which is classified into an
cx:cupation, most of whose memlx:rs have a third-level diploma or
less.
Callan and Harmon (1999) and Callan and Wren (1994) provide
very similar estimates of the returns to education. Having the
lntemaediate Certificate increases earnings by 19 per cent alx~ve
that for a person with no qualification and a degree increases
earnings by a fnrther 60 per cent. Barrett, Callan and Nolan (1999)
also produce results, which :ire comparable with Callan and
Harmon (1997), and Callan and Wren (1995) for 1987. When the
sample is split into specific age cohorts, a general picture emerges
wherel)y returns to education increase with age. This suggests that
the older age cohort enjoy a wage premium because qualifications
were relatively scarce while they were attending school in the
1940s. Barrett, Callan and Wren (1998) experiment with different
wage specifications. The earnings function appears not to be very
responsive to its specification. Returns tend to be noticeably higher
at the upper level of education with estimates consistently
increasing from 1987 to 1994. This is a reflection of a socieW that
is growing preoccupied with qualifications, a phenomenon, which
Collins (1979) characterised as "credentialism". This term refers to
the hypothesis that employers may be only interested in what level
of qualification the individual has and not the actual content of
their education. This then rewards recruits according to their actual
qualifications attained. In addition, the results show that having a
qualification other than a degree does not seem to have generated
the same increased returns. In fact there is a slight tendency for
decreased returns in non-universit3, third level qualification.
Breen, Hannan and O’Leary (1995) also control for performance
in exams. Again having taken the Intermediate Exam is not
significant for females, a resuh they do not pay much attention to
because a very small nunlher of fenlales leave school without any
qualifimtions. A surprising result reported is the negative effect on
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earnings from higher exam perfomlance in the Junior Certificate.
This result is explained by the authors as follows; a large number
of boys who leave school after the first state exam enter an
apprenticeship or training that results in lower initial earnings.
When years of education is used rather than levels similar results
are generated. Callan and Flam3on (11999).find an estimated return
of 8 per cent for each additional year of schooling, which
corresponds to estimates produced by Hannan, McCabe and
McCoy (1998). However Walsh and Whelan (1976) find somewhat
lower estimates in the returns to vocational school and secondary
school.
3.2
The Impact of
Active Labour
Market
Policies
In recent decades there has been a general tendency throughout
tile OI’:CD countries to move from passive measures which provide
financial supports for unemployed workers to active measures
designed to improve tile skills and conlpetencies of workers and
stlpport the se;ircll process in tile labour market. Such measures
include education and training progmnmles as well as mml)orary
employment schemes and recruitment subsidies. In tile
Scandinavian countries where active labour market policies
(ALMPs) were first developed, such policies were regardecl as key
elements of stabilising, structural and distributional policies. AI.MPs
cotlld pronlote structural change, or at least mitigate iLS effects, by
facilitating tile reallocation of labour between sectors. During
periods of recession, ALMPs have tile potential to redistribute
employment opporlunities to tile less advantaged in tile labour
ularkel, while during expansionary periods, such as that Ixdng
experienced in Ireland in recent years, AI.MPs may increase labour
supply and reduce labour and skills shortages. Suy:h Ixmeficial
effects of ALMPs presume, of course that tile programmes are
effective, i.e. that riley I)ring about an increase in tile employnlent
chances of their participants.
An additional reason to be interested in the efl~:etiveness of
ALMPs derives from a concern with value for money - the return
oll investment of public funds. Averaging across the OECD
couiltries, annual public expenditures on active labour market
programnaes (ALMPs), including public employment sela, ices, and
trainillg and temporar), cnll)loynlent progralllllles, atllounl to about
I per cent of GI)P. Expenditures on active labour market
i)rogmmmes (ALMP) in Ireland amounted to 1.75 per cent of GI)P
in 1996, considerably higher than the OECD average, although
lower than in a numl:>er of Scandinavian countries, particularly
Sweden, I)eumark and Finkmd, where active policies play a
paFtictflarly inlportan[ role. Given that labour nlarket proglx.llllmes
represent a vet-), significant investment of resources in Ireland, it is
Jmporlant Io assess tile efl;ectiveness of the inte~x,entiotls.
Tile increasing importance of ALMPs clerives from the hope that
State-sl)onsored employment and training i)rogrammes will
enhallCe participanls’ productive skills and Ihus inll)rove their
eu3ploymel{t prospects and earnings, with the added benefit for
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society of reducing,unemployment compensation payments and
increasing tax-revenues. In concert with tile increased popularity
of ALMPs, there is a large and growing literature on their impact.
In discussing the impact of active labour market policies it is useful
to distinguish between their macro-level effects on the overall
levels of employment and unemployment,.and their micro-effects
on the employment prospects of individual participants. The
principal focus of the present review is on the lal::,our market
impact of ALMPs at the micro level - the extent to which
participation in ALMPs improves the labour market prospects of
their participants, and if so, which types of are most effective in
this sense. We present first, however, a brief review of the rather
limited literature on the macro-level effects of active labour market
policies.
3.2.1 MACRO-LElrEL EFFECTS
The direct and immediate effect of active lalzour market policies,
including training, wage subsidies and direct job creation are to
reduce open unemployment. It is unlikely, however, that the
reduction in the nunlber unemployed will equal the nunabers
participating in ALMPs because some who :ire not participating in
the labour force, and thus not recorded :is unemployed, for
exanlple, women returning to the labour market after a period of
voluntaW withdrawal to engage in domestic work, will be attracted
to such programmes. In addition, however, there are a number of
channels through which active labour market policies can affect
employment and unenaployment. Calmfors (1994) provides a
fonllal accoun[ of the anticipated effects of various active labour
market polices based on the relationship between wages and the
demand for labour and the Beveridge relationship between the
vacancy and unemployment rates (see also Layard and Nickell,
1986; Jackman, Pissarides and Savouri, 1990). O’Connell and
McGinnity (1997a) summarise tlae main implications of that
approach. ALMPs are regarded as correcting for malfunctioning of
the labour market and can affect employnlent and tmemployment
through three principal channels: (1) through improving the
matching process between job seekers and vacancies; (2) by
raising the productiviW of tile workforce; and (3) through
maintaining the effective supply of labour by reducing the extent
of withdrawal from the labour market.
First, training and employment programmes, as well as public
emlz, loynlent services, may increase the efficiency of the matching
process to reduce the number of job searchers associated with a
given number of vacancies. Training may adjust the skills of job-
seekers to the structure of labour market demand. Temporary
employment programnles call provide work experience and
reduce employers’ uncertainty aDout the employability of
programme participants. Public employment services may lead to
more active and effeclive job-searching. Improving the matching
process may have the effect of reducing the ratio of job-seekers to
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vacancies, resulting in an increase in the denland for labour but a
decrease in wage pressure because inlproved matching increases
the supply of candidates ’for specific jobs. Both of these effecm
should increase’enlploynlent.
Second, training prog’/imlmes, by enhancing the skills and
competencies of the labour force, should give rise to increased
productivity and, thus to improved ..national competitiveness,
thereby increasing employment’. TempomW employment subsidies
or direct job creation measures may have similar effecm to the
extent that they entail an increase in on-the-job trairfing.
Third, all fornls of active lalxmr market policy should help to
maintain labour force participation, and; thus, the effective supply
of lalxmr, and, by so doing, increase time competition for jobs and
reduce wage pressure, thereby increasing employnlent while
reducing unenlploynlent. This wage competition effect is likely to
be particularly concentrated among the long-tern1 unemployed and
other, excluded groups. The logic here is that "insiders" in the
labour:market - including both the enlployed and the short-tenn
unemployed - donlinate the .wage ..setting pr~ess, while
"outsiders" - nlainly tllo long-term unemllployed as ,.,,,ell as
discouraged workers andbthers who have withdrawn fronl the
labour nlarket - are not engaged in competition for jobs with
insiders and tiros have’little or no influence on wage levels. Active
labour nlarket policies targeted specifically al those disadvantagecl
in the lalxmr nlarket can have time effect of redistributing job
opportunities to outsiders, which can reduce wage pressure,
resulting in an increased supply of labour at lower wage rotes,
thus generating a net increase in enlploynlenl.
Fmpirical evidence of the n/acro-level effects of active labour
market policies is linlited ahhough there is sonle evidence Io
support the view. that’ active progranlnles nlay facilitate wage
nloderation and thus sfimtllate the dellland for labour and that they
strengthen the relationship between job creation and output
growth (Cahnl’ors and l.ang (1995). Jacknlan, Pissarides and
Savouri (1990), in their analysis of unenlployment in 14 OECD
countries over time period 1970-1988, found that expenditure on
active labour market policies, which intensified over the course of
the 1980s, "substantially_reduced unemployment, on average, fronl
what it coukl have been,, had the 1970s experience been repeated"
(p. 482). They :ugued that al given levels of vacancies, active
labour market polices served to reduce unemnployment. A cross-
national analysis of 21 OECD ¢otmtries found that growth in active
labour nlarket expenditures was negatively associated with
enlployment growth, which ’was interpreted as reflecting the
tendencies by ’states to increase such expenditures during
rece.~sionaw periods (OEGD, 1993). The sanle sludy, however,
found that gro’/gth in GNP generated higher employnmnt growth
rates ii1 countries where training expenditures increased time 111os1,
suggesting that active nleasures Inay be more effective in
increasing enlploynlent during periods of economic growth,
ahhough such enlployment-enhancing effects are more likely to
occur where training programmes are successfully targeted at
meeting skills shortages in particular sectors and occupations.
Bellman and Jackman (1996) in their analysis of 17 OECD
countries over the 1975-1993 period, distinguished between public
employment services, training, subsidies for employment in the
private sector, and direct job creation measures. They found no
significant effects of any active labour market programme types on
the level of unemployment, although they did find that the ratio of
expenditure on active to total expenditure on labour market
policies for the unemployed (active plus passive measures) clid
have a significant negative effect on the unemployment rate. The
effects on the incidence of long-tern1 unemployment (the ratio of
long-term to total unemployment) were quite different, with
expenditure on public employment services and training have a
significant negative effect on the proportion Iong-tem~
unemployed, but expenditure on wage subsidies and direct
employment measures showing positive effects. They interpret the
latter effect as the result of eligibility criteria - that the long-tem~
unemployed would not be recruited to such jobs if the subsidies
were not restricted to the long-term unemployed. With regard to
aggregate employment, Bellman and Jackman found that the ratio
of expenditure on active to total expenditure on labour market
policy stimulated the rate of growth in total employment, but that
none of the active labour market programme types had any
significant effects.
Negative effects of ALMPs have, moreover, also been identified.
Such progmmmes may have the effect of raising wage
expectations, particularly if compensation levels are high (Calmfors
and bang, 1995; Calmfors, 1994). A second adverse efl~ct relates to
dead-weight (where the outcome would have been achieved even
in the absence of the policy), substitution (where programme
participants substitute for non-participants in recruitment) and
displacement effects (where employed workers are displaced from
their jobs by programme participants), which drive a wedge
between the gross and net number of jobs created (OECD, 1993).
These effects are particularly relevant to wage subsidies.
In his conclusion on the contribution of active labour market
policy in fighting unemployment, Calmfors (1994) argues that
active labour market policies can be expected to have only limited
effects on the aggregate level of unemployment, and he advocates
a perspective which views "active labour market policy as only
one ingredient of many in a general programme against
unemployment" (p. 38). In sum, the weight of evidence in the
international literature suggests that the impact of active labour
market policy in creating additional employment is likely to be
limited, with the exception of direct joh creation measures. Training
policies may generate additional employment under conditions of
skills shortages.
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3.2.2 MICRO-LEVEL EFFECTS
Even where ALMPs have little or no effect on tile level of
employnlent at tile aggregate level, they may nevertheless serve to
redistribute employment opportunities among the unemployed: for
example, from relatively advantaged to less advantaged
competitors for work. Evaluating the micro level effects of ALMPs
has generated a large and increasingly sophisticated international
empirical literature. Fortunately, a number of excellent surveys of
that literature are avaikd)le - including the OECD (1993); US
I)epartment of Lal)our (1995); Ft,), (1996) and Friedlander el al.
(1997). Table 1 presents a summary of it selection from Ihe
international literature of empirical studies o1 the impact of ALMPs.
The general thrust of this international literature is that the
effectiveness of ALMPs may be quite limited, although effects on
both employment prospects and earnings have been found to
differ both across different tyl~s of progmmnles and target groups.
With regard to supply oriented training, progranlmes tile
findings of tile eml)irical literature are mixed. A numl)er of studies
llave found positive effects of Ixulicil)ation in training programmes
on employment chances, earnings, or both (RauITI, el al., 1995;
Payne el al., 1996; Card and Sullivan, 1988). On tile other hand,
however, studies of training progmrames in Canada found
insignificant long-run effects for most participants with tile
exception of yotlllg people and women re-entrants (Abt Associates,
1993). Moreover, while Axelsson, (1989) found strong positive
effects of training in Sweden in 1981 ancl 1982, a later study of tile
same programme relating to tile three years 1989 to 1991. found
negative effects, a reversal which nlay have been due to tile severe
deterioration in tile Swedish labour market (Regndr, 1997).
On tile demand side, i.e. tempomW employment schemes,
there is some evidence that public subsidies to employment or
self-employment in tile l)rivate sector have positive effects ill
increasing the subsequent employment i)robabilities of participants
(e.g. cle Koning’s (1993) evaluation of two wage subsidy schemes
in the Netherlands an(I 13reen and Hall)in’s (1989) evaluation of the
iml)act of a self-employment subsidy scheme in [reland). Other
studies, however, have found no evidence of lYasitive effects.
Burtless (1985) reports that in a randomised experiment in Dayton,
Ollio, subsidy vouchers actually had a significant detrimental effect
on tile employment prol)abilities of recipients, compared to tile
control group. Fie concludes that there is strong evidence of a
stigmatising effect of the vouchers. Olher studies show mixed
results. Couch (1992) reports tile findings of an eight-year follow-
up of tile Natiofh*d Supl)orted Work experiment in the US.
Participation in tile subsidy scheme had a positive and significant
effect on tile earnings of Aid to Families with I)ependent Children,
but no discernible effect on a youth target group. The empirical
literature on tile impact of direct job creation schemes in the non-
profit or public seclors is limited, ahhough, as in the case of other
measures, tile evidence is mixed (Erhel etal., 1996).
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Table 3.1: Selected
Country/Source
Canada:
Abt Associates at eL
(1993)
Canada:
Human Resources
Canada (1995)
Denmark:
Jensen. Pedersen,
Smith and
Westergard-Neilsen
(1990)
Ireland:
Breen and Halpin
(1999)
Ireland:
Breen (1991)
Time OECD survey (1993), in its wide-ranging review of 51
studies of the-effectiveness of ALMPs in various countries, suggests
that their effectiveness in improving employment chances is
limited. With regard to broadly targeted training programnms for
tmemployed adults - the most common category of active labour
market programme - time review found "remarkably meagre
support for a hypothesis that such programmes are effective." (p.
58). Tim review did, however, suggest that training targeted
specifically at time disadvantaged did yield more positive resuhs.
With regard to public subsidies to employment or self-employment
in time private sector, time review suggested high levels of
deadweight, sul)stitution and displacement. The OECD concluded
that there was little to justify broad targeting of such subsidies,
although specific targeting could Ix: justified if time policy objective
is to redistribute employment opportunities. Finally, the review
suggested that direct job creation schemes were less likely to suffer
from high deadweight than employment subsidies - since most
participants would have few ahemative employment opportunities
- and that programmes can Ix: designed to mininlise sul)stitntion
and displacement. Nevertheless, time evidence is inconclusive
regarding the impact of broadly targeted public works, although as
in the case of training, positive employment effects have Ix:en
found for specialised schemes designed for particular groups.
Evaluations of the Effectiveness of ALMPs
Findings
Quasi-experimental evaluation of a range of programmes for the long-term
unemployed, young labour market entrants and women re-entrants. Mosdy
insignificant long-run effects of general training, although the effects o1 job-
subsidies for the long-term unemployed training and work experience for
young entrants and women re-entrants were positive and significant in the
long run.
Quasi-experimental evaluation of Employability Improvement Programme
found significant effects on both employment duration and earnings for job-
related training programmes.
Analysis of training programmes mainly directed at low-skill manual labour
market. Based on public registers in the Danish Longitudinal Database.
Effects on wages are small, although for those with good initial employment
conditions the wage effect is positive and significant, which for those with
high initial unemployment the wage effect is negative. Initial employment
conditions has similar effects on subsequent unemployment.
Sunday of 400 firms to assess the impact of the Employment Incentive wage
subsidy scheme. Discovered substantial deadweight (68 per cent) and
significant substitution (21 per cent) and low (4 per cent) displacement effects
and recommended closer targeting of the programme on long-term
unemployed and other hard-to-place groups.
Analysis of the effectiveness of training and employment schemes, based on a
five-year fotiow-up survey of a cohort 1981-1982 school leavers, which included
both ALMP participants and non-participants. ALMPs improved short-term
employment pr~spacts, but positive long-term employment effects of
employment programmes could have been due to selection effects. The data
refer only to young people.
CountrylSource
Ireland:
O’Connell and
McGinnity (1997a)
Netherlands:
De Koning (1993)
Norway:
Raaum. Torp and
Goldstein (1995)
United Kingdom:
Payne et al. (1996)
United States:
Bassi (1984)
United States:
Card and Sullivan (1988)
United States:
Bloom (1994)
United States:
Jacobson et al. (1994)
United States:
Decker and Corson
(1995)
Sweden:
Tamas et al.(lgg5)
Findings
Analysis of the impact of a range of differing training and employment
programmes on offer in Ireland in 1992, based on follow-up surveys of
programme participants and a comparison group of non-parficipants. Both
training and employment programmes with strong linkages to the labour
market have positive effects on subsequent employment chances and
wages, while programmes with weak market linkages have no discernible
impact.
Evaluation of two wage-subsidies schemes suggested that such schemes
increase employment probability by up to 10 per cent, although they are
likely to cause considerable displacement.
Quasi-expedmental analysis of labour market training programmes. Found
significant positive effects of training leading to formal qualifications leading
to employment in particular economic sectors.
Quasi-experimental analysis of Employment Training (ET) and Employment
Action (EA - a direct job creation scheme) found that training in ET had a
significant effect of employment probability, while EA had no significant
effect. Training combined with job placement had e further positive effect.
Analysis of longitudinal data on participants in the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act Programme (CETA). Women benefit
substantially from training, but no significant findings for men. This study
also found evidence of non-random selection or =creaming o~ of =less hard-
to-place" candidates for programme participation.
Study of a cohort of male participants in CETA. Positive effects on
employment probabilities in the three years post-programme for participants
in both class-room and on-the-job training programmes.
Random assignment experimental study of classroom training under the Job
Training Partnership Act found no significant impact of training on wages,
Longitudinal analysis of classroom training offered to displaced workers in
Pennsylvania in the rnld-1980s. Significant positive effects on earnings
about 18 to 30 months after completing training. Training combined with job-
search assistance also had a significant impact for men,
Analysis of two nationally representative samples of participants in training
for displaced workers in 1988 found no significant effects of any impact of
training on earnings, even though the programme was well-targeted on
workers who had been displaced from their jobs and had experienced
significant earnings losses due to layoff.
Quasi-expedmental analysis of wage gains found differentiating effects, with
1992 graduates expedencing (non-significant) wage losses and 1994
graduates experiencing significant wage gains of the order of about 3 per
cent, compared with control groups over a 6 month period.
Fay’s (1996) review of the literature provides a useful upclating
of the original O1"7.CI) survey and introcluces some clarity into the
assessment of what kinds of progmmmes work and for v.,hich
target groups:
¯ Job-search assistance appears to be effective for most
groups of unemployed persons.
¯ Tim effecLs of formal classroom training appear to be
mixecl, with most programmes having little inlpaCt on
employment prospects, although well-targeted progmnmms
have been found to have beneficial ootconles.
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¯ Employment subsidies can have beneficial effects,
particularly those targeted on tile Iong-tem~ unemployed
and women re-entrants.
¯ Subsidies to aid the unemployed to start their own
businesses appear to be successful for some individuals,
although they incur high deadweight losses and
displacement effects can be high.
¯ Public sector job creation or direct employment schemes
rnay lye of lyenefit to those facing particularly severe
I)arriers to labour market entry or re-entry, but few
evaluations have found any positive effects on either
employment prospects or earnings.
¯ Young people are the most difficult group to help. The
international evidence suggests that few programmes of
any kind have been found to result in increased
employment or earnings among disadvantaged young
people. As discussed below, the resuhs of evaluations of
Irish programmes indicate positive returns to market
oriented programmes among young people - in this
respect Ireland appears to differ from the general
international pattern.
¯ Women appear to benefit from a wide range of
interventions, including job-search assistance, fonnal
classroom training and wage subsidies. While women have
been found to lyenefit more from Ala’vlPs than men, the
evidence is less clear about which types of programme, or
combinations of programmes, are most effective.
¯ The evidence on en’ects of Al~,’lPs on the long-term
unemployed is mixed, although they do appear to benefit
from specially-tailored programmes, job-search assistance
and wage-subsidies.
O’Connell and McGinnity, (1997a) argue that a common
weakness of the international empirical literature is a faihlre to
take adequate account of the importance of qualitative differences
between programmes. Not all Al2vlPs are of equal value to their
participants, and evaluations should pay more attention to the
question of what kinds of ALMP are more effective. In fact,
however, not all programmes incorporate even the conventional
distinction lyetween supply and demand oriented naeasures. This is
tim case in Britain where the Youth Training Scheme (YI’S)
combines features of both, since the programme entails both
subsidised work experience and formal training Gones, 1988).
Most evaluations of the "C[’S have found positive effects on
employment (Main and Shelly, 1990; Whitfield and Bourlakis,
1991; O’Higgins, 1994). Dohon, Makepeace and Treble (1994),
moreover, found negative employnmnt effects of YTS for men but
positive effects for women. The results in relation to earnings
were, however, inconsistent, with Whitfleld and Bourlakis finding
negative effects, and Main and Shelly arriving at inconclusive
results. At least some of the inconsistency in the findings in
relation to YTS may lye due to substantial differences in terms of
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tile occupational focus of training places, the duration of on-the-
job training, and the extent of differences in qualifications and skill
levels of training in YTS placem’ents.
Much of the literature on US progmmmes also appears to
encounter difficulties distinguishing between different programme
types. 13assi’s (1984) evaluation of schenles ffmded under Ihe
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CE’I’A), Found
positive earnings effects tbr women but not for men. Bassi,
however, did nol distinguish between tile differenl types of
programme funded under tile CETA umbrella. Haveman and
Hollister (1991) did distinguish betveeen different types of ClarA
programme, and concluded that public service employment and
on-din-job training were more effective than work experience or
classroom training ,,’el Card and Sullivan (1988), in a three year
follow-up study, found tile opposite effects; namely, that classroom
training was more effective thm’L other Clara programnles. Ill Card
alld Sullivan, however, tile key distinction was that between
"classroom Irainees" and "non-classroom Iminees", a calegot3,
which included on the job training, and work experience in public
sector jobs, and which, therefore, conlotlnded the conventional
distinction bep.veen supply alld demand measures. Thus, part of
the inconsistency in the US research may be also due to the lack of
attention to differences between programme types.
O’Connell and McGinnity (1997a) argue that tile finclings of tile
international lileratulv on the impact of ALMPS active lal)our
market policies are genendly inconclusive, but frequently
pessimistic, although there is some evidence to suggest that well
designed programmes targeted specifically at tile "hard-to-place",
may have positive efliects. They also argue, however, that tffis
general confusion surrounding the inlpacl of active lal)our market
policies is due partly to two related shortcomings in the literature,
one methodological; one conceptual. At tile methodological level,
lllOSl, [)Lit not :all, empirical studies lend to evaluale tile impact of
single i)rogrammes (l:lassi, 1984; Main and Shelly, 1990; Whitfield
and Bourlakis, 1991; O’Higgins, 1994; Dohon, Makepeace and
Treble, 1994). Many such evaluations display considerable
technical sophislication in controlling for the individual
chamclerislics of inclivicluals anti adjusling for selection ¢ffecls, bul
sillgle-progl’amme ev;lltlaliol’ts, by their nattlre, :.ll’e tlll:lb]e IO lake
accounl of qtlalilaliVe differellces I:x~tween prog~llllnles.
At Ihe conceptual level, there is a general lendency in the
lileEittlre to treat i)logfanlnles :lS "black boxes", examinhlg inpuls
to and outptlts from progmmmes, wilhout enquiring too deeply
inlo ~,,hal goes on in progmmmes, or IO qualitative differences
between difllering components within progmmmes - this
characterises much of the literature oil Ihe YTS progmmnm in tile
UK and CEI’A in the US.
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Figure 3.1: A Typology,of Active Labour Market Programmes
Market Orientation
Labour Market Leverage Weak Strong
Supply - Training General Training Specific Skills Training
Demand - Employment Direct Employment Employment Subsidies
Schemes
In order to incorporate qualitative dif|erences h, etween different
types of ALMPs, O’Connell and McGinnity (1997a) develop a
typology of AIaMPs which goes beyond the conventional
distinction between supply and demand measures to distinguish
also between progmmmes in terms of the strength of their linkages
with the lal)onr market, giving rise to the fourfold typology of
active labour market progmmmes outlined in Figure 1.
General 7)’aining inclucles a range of measures to provide hasic
or foundation level training in general skills. Most of the
programmes in this categoW are designed for those with poor
educational clualifications experiencing difficuhies in the lahour
market. Included in this group also are second-chance
eclucation programmes; training courses clesigned for women
seeking to return to the lal~our market; and ConlnlunJty training
progmmmes, oriented toward the development of community
resources and responses to unenlployment.
Specific Skills "lYaining courses provide training in specific
employable skills to meet skill needs in local lalmur markets.
The distinction bem,een General and Specific Skills Training is
not simply a question of the level of training, ahhough the
latter may often be at a more advanced level than the fommr.
Specific Skills Training can cover a wide range of skill levels -
in the Irish case, for example, the category inclucles courses in
retail sales as well as advanced courses in Computer Aided
Engineering. What these training courses share in common is
that they are designed to meet specific skill neecls in particular
occupations and industries.~
Direct Employment Schemes. These progmmmes consist of
subsidised temporary employment in the public or vohmtary
sectors - variants of the conventional public works
progmmmes. Most work in this type of programme is of a
nature which would not be commercially viable - e.g.
environnlefltal improvements, provision of communi~,-based
childcare.
The distinction Ixrtwecn general and slYccific skills training measures for the
unemployed shoukl not be confused with Beeker’s (1975) distinction. Bccker’s
concept of specific training, usually applied to the training of employed workers,
refers to training thul is slz~:cific to a single employer, while his concept of general
skills refers to broad skills which are porlahle between different employers. Thus,
both of our iraining cttegories would I)c included within Becket’s category of
general training.
Employment Subsidies. These provide subsidies to the
recruimaent or self-employment of unemployed workers in the
private sector. Typically they are targeted on those who woulcl
other,vise be hard to place in employment - e.g. the long-term
unemployed.
O’Connell and McGinnity (1997a and 1997b) test the hypothesis
that programmes with a strong orientation to the open labour
market are more likely to enhance the employment prospecls of
participants than progmmmes with weak market linkages. Thus
skills training programmes should have a greater positive impact
on subsequent employment to the extent that they provide
participants with skills that meet identified needs of employers.
Similarly, employment subsidies are designed to insert participants
in real jobs in the market place, with tile result that the work
experience and skills learned on tile job are likely to be closer to
those ill dem,’lnd in the labour market than work experience or
skills learned while participating in direct employment schemes on
projects vehich, by lheir nature, are not viable in the market. Their
findings, based on a follow-up survey of young programme
participants and a comparison group of non-participants, provide
strong support for the importance of market orientation.
Progr;mmms with strong linkages to the labour market were found
to Imth enhance the employment prospects of their participants,
and increase their employment dtlmtion, and earnings from
employment, even when account was taken of relevant individual
characteristics such as education and previous labour market
experience.
O’Connell (1999c) combines data from t-,vo data sets to
compare the employment outcomes of participants in Ala\’lPs with
a comparison group of non-participants over tile 1994-1996 period
in Ireland. His analysis confimls the importance of tile market
orientalion of programnles for participants’ stlbseqtlenl
employment prospects. This later sltldy provides substantial
support for the hypothesis that programmes with strong market
linkages are more effective than those with weak linkages because
it draws on new data, relates to a later time period charactedsed
by strong labour demand, ancl extends the original findings, which
related to young people, to the entire population of AL/vll~
participants - including older as well as young participants.
4. THE REILTRNS TO
IN INmAL
EDUCATION
4.1
Introduction
This chapter examines the returns to education both in terms of
the probability of employment and the returns, in private income
terms, to that employnlent using a number of irtdividual level
datasets. The focus is particularly on tile three educational
initiatives funded under tile European Social Fund nanmly:
Vocational Preparation and Training Progmnlmes (hencefortla VPT)
including Post-Leaving Certificate (PLC) courses, Middle Level
Technician (MLT) and higher degrees often funded via tile
Advanced Technical Skills (ATS) programnles. We use econonletric
techniques to measure the impact of each type of qualification on
hourly earnings v.,hile controlling for a range of other factors such
as age and labour market experience. We estimate separate
models for males and females. We also study whetlaer these
progmmmes affect tile probability of being in employment
compareci to other labour market states.
4.2
The Impact of
Vocational
Education at
Second level
4.2.1 PROGRAMME DESCRIFTIONS
Vocational Preparation and Training Progmnlmes (or VPT)
i)rogramnles were introduced in 1983/1984 academic year. "the
title covers a number of programmes delivered at two levels. VFq’-
1 refers to one form of progranmle that took place :trier the
Iritermediate (now Junior) Certificate, i.e. on completion of the
junior cycle of secoridaW school. This was primarily focused on
providing additional skills to enable them to enter work rather
than additional education. A more advanced version of tile
programme (\"PT-2) took place on completion of tile senior cycle
(Leaving Certificate) of secondal3, school. This is usually referred
to using tile generic title Post-l.eaving Certificate (or PLC) course.’
In either tile VPT or PLC routes no national certification was
available although this was addressed in 1994. Increasingly
progmnlmes are nationally certified and also appeal to outside
4 In Ihis chapter we use "PLC" to refer to VPT-2 prelgr;,immes and "Vlrl" to refer to
progr’ammes post iunlor cycle i.¢. VPT-1.
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validation agencies such as City and Guilds and Royal Society of
Arts. This is i)articularly true for PLC progmmnles, s
PLCs are [’till time one anti two year courses of integrated
education, training and work experience in schools and colleges
oLItside the third level sector. The vast majority of the places (over
90 p~r cent) would Ix: in colleges managed by individual
Vocmiolla] F.ducation Conlmittees (VI’~Cs). PLCs also provide for
SOllle ill] alternative route to non-university third level education.
PLC plogmmlneS have three key components (i) General
education: core skills needed such as literacy, nunlemcy,
comnmnications (ii) Special skills: training and skills that :ire
specific to the particular occupation and (iii) Work Experience.
Courses cover n very wide range of options including Comnlunity
and Heahh Services; Business Stuclies; Performing Arts; Design and
Electronics. Currently, there are over 1,000 courses given in 205
centres. In 1999/2000 there were 24,352 on tl~ese programmes or
whom 72 per cent were female. The take up of courses is different
for males and females with females t~eing more concentrated in a
few areas. Of tile 17,541 females, 3,842 were doing secretarial
courses and 1,075 taking childcare courses. The numl)er of
"lllalure" studelliS taking these i)rogranlnles is oll tile increase,
currently about one-third (33.7 per cen0 of the enrolment is over
the age of 21. In 1994 it was approximately 21 per cent.
4.2.2 DATA DF~CRIPTION
hi this section we use a dalaset collected annually by Ihe ESP, I IO
measure the impact of second level educational attainment and
participation in VPT and PLC on earnings or young people in
Ireland. Since both earnings and lal)our market smlus will be
influenced I)5, other variables such as region and family
cha~lcleristics and since omission of these would I)ias our
conclusions we include a fairly extensive set of controls in the
analysis. The data set used is the annual Survey of School Leavers
collected I)5, the I’ISRI for the I)epartments of F.ducation & Science
and I’interl)rise. Trade & Employment. The respondents ;ire
sampled ten months after leaving secondat3, school. We pool the
dam collected in tile six years 1990-1995 which gives a total
sample of 10,165:5,185 females and 4,980 males. I’~or the wage
equations after drol)ping observations due to missing data we have
s "llm last year lhat VI)T-I was rtln was 1996/1997. Subsequently a number of
"¢ari:itMs of the t2arly .~l:igt2 VPT progr:imnlt2 havt2 l)cen [ntroduct2d :limed [CNN at tht~
job inarkct and more lowards .cncoumglng particii)atlon. "rh~sc include lhe l.caving
CcrliI~c:llC Applied IJf~r:llllnle and lhe Lc:[vlng Cerlif~tlc VoCalional l)rog~imnic.
"lllis chapter is only concerned with VPT prior Io lhesc changes.
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a sample of 1,550 females and 1,436 males in employnmnt.~ For
further description of the dataset see, for example, McCoy &
Wlmlan (]996). Table 4.1 outlines some of the main features of the
data.
Table 4.1 : Descriptive Statistics - School Leavers’ Survey 1990-1995
Variable Mean Standard Deviation
Female 0.49 0.50
Age 18.84 1.09
Year Left School 91.63 1.73
Currently in Employment 0.29 0.46
Hours of Work per Week 36.29 11.65
Gross Weekly Income 101,55 52.14
Net Weekly Income 82,39 40,00
Gross Houdy Wage 2.82 1.35
Year of Sample 92.69 1.72
Farm Background 0.16 0.37
Dublin Resident 0.25 0.43
VPT 0.04 0.19
PLC 0.11 0.31
Inter/Junior Certificate Last 0.15 0.36
Leaving Certificate Last 0.79 0.41
Number of Honours Papers in Junior 2.33 2.51
Number of Honours Papers in Leaving 2.21 2.49
N of cases 10,165
Most of the sample left school :it close to 18, given the mean
current age of 18.8 years, and just over 29 per certt of these are in
employment one year after leaving school. The earnings are low -
just over £100 for a 36-hour week. Some 16 per cent :ire from a
fanning background, and over 24 per cent are currently resident in
Dublin. Participation to Leaving Certificate is around 79 per cent,
and PI.C courses capture l 0 per cent of the salnl)le.
4.2.3 ESTIMATING THE WAGE EFFECT OF VPT/PLC
The SI.S contains a m.ll]lber of key factors in terms of detemlining
wages effects of VPT and PLC. A simple earnings function of the
standard form
Yi = St8 + Xi~ + 11i         (I)
carl Ixe estimated, where y is the wage measure (in this instance
the logarithm of gross hourly earnings), S is a matrix of schooling
characteristics or hutllan capital measures, X is a matrix of other
individual characteristics such :is region of residence and ~1 is sin
unobserved random component assumed to t~e uncorrelated with
6
I’ht5 drop in he numlx:r of observa ions is mainly (luc to only observing wages
for those in cmploynlcnt, a]lhough there arc a small numl’~cr of obsc2rvalion5
where other variables are incomplete. "llle iml:,Ortance of this sample .~leclion is
considered in l]lorc detail later in the IteXL
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the variables on tile right hand side. "File parameter vectors, ~ and
~3, which we shall estimate, are measures of the returns to the
different characteristics. Since we use tile (natural) logarithm of
wages these coefficients can be interpreted approximately as tile
proportionate effect of a unit change in tile relevant characteristic
on wages. The wage data used are not adjusted for inflation. This
is very unlikely to make any difference since almost all the
variation in the data comes from variation across i~Idividttala’. We
include separate variables for each year ("tinm dumnlies") which
control for aggregate effects on the economy.
The interpretation of the returns to education :is a return to
human capital is not the only interpretation of course. Screening
models also predict a positive association between education and
earnings and as is ,.veil knov., identification conditions that allow
one to plausibly distinguish I)etv.,een the p.vo classes of models are
difficult to find.7 Simihlrly, it is difficuh to distinguish either of
these paradigms from the "credentialist" model often advanced in
tile sociology literature. See Breen el al. (1995) for such an
approach which also uses tile School I.ec¢vetx’ Survey ahhough for
earlier years than the preseni paper or I)enny and l-lamlon (1999)
which uses the International Aduh Literacy Survey. Stiles (1998)
uses the data pooled over the years 1980-1995 to analyse in more
delail tile impact of educational attainment - specifically success at
parlicular subjects - on earnings.
Table 4.2: Wage Equation Estimates - Ordinary Least Squares Dependent Variable:
Logarithm Gross Hourly Wages
Girls Boys
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Inter/Junior Cedificate -.004 .055 .102" .045
Leaving Certificate .141 * .047 ,246" .043
No. of Honour Papers - IC/JC .025 .017 -.001 .014
No, of Honour Papers - LC .001 .005 ,033" .008
VPT -,028 .066 -,047 .038
PLC .146" .020 .171" .043
Sample Year 1991 .074" .032 .051 .039
Sample Year 1992 .026 .030 .005 .036
Sample Year 1993 ,018 .030 .003 .039
Sam pie Year 1994 .150" .038 .168" .041
Sample Year 1995 .173" .030 .140" .036
Dublin Resident .118" ,021 .118" .026
Constant .715" .048 .608" .045
N 1,550 1,436
Adjusted R2 0.120 0.139
Starred (’) variables arc Slalislically significml at the 95 per cent level. Throughout lbe paper we use
"robust" slandard errors.
In order to estimate this equation using Ordinary Least Squares
regression we select the sample of those in employment full time
approxinlately 12 months after leaving school. This gives us a
working saml:)le of 1,550 girls and 1,436 boys. Our schooling
; F(ir a recenl all erupt sue Johne~ (1998).
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measures illcltlde whether the htst exam sat was the
Intermediate/junior Certificate (IC/JC) or the Leaving Certificate
(LC), a count of the numl~r of higher level papers taken by the
school-leavers by type of last exam and dummy variables
indicating whether some training was received, distinguishing
between VPT and PLC. We also control for the sample year and
whether the school-leaver was resident in Dublin."
The results are presented in ]’able 4.2 separately for boys and
girls. Several points are worth noting about the findings here. Both
groups enjoy large increases in their earnings post-1993 suggesting
tile improvenmnts in Ihe labour market in this i)eriod has led to
marked increases in the wages offerecl to these groups having
controlled for their education levels and other characteristics.
There appears also to be a consistently large wage premium for
working in Dublin, of around 11.5 per cent for both groul)s. "ll~is
could reflect, of course, a higher cost of living in Dublin.
The education variables have quile different effects. The defauh
category is "no qualification" so we interpret the results on the
school level dummy variables as the increase (or decrease) in
earnings con]pared to someone who has no qualifications. The
IC/JC has a large effect on earnings for boys of 10 per cent but the
same is not trne for girls where no prenlium is evident for this
qualification. Similarly the premium for II]e LC over the ahemative
of having no qualification is 25 per cent for the Imys and only 14
per cent for the girls (ahhough the marginal return to the
qualification over having left with IC/JC is the same :it 14 per
cent). The numl>er of higher level papers taken in the last exam
sat has a big effect for the LC boys of around 3 per cent per
subject taken, whereas, interestingly, there is no premium for
honours papers amongst the LC girls. IC/JC higher level papers
have no real impact for either group.
The variables for tile VPT and PLC are fom~ed from an
interaction of tile last school exam taken and participation in
\rpT/PLC, which allows us to interpret the coefficients as
measuring the marginal impact of the programme over the state
exanl of either IC/.IC or LC. We find an tlllanlbiguoLIS prenlitlnl for
those who attain Pl.C. For boys this amounts to a marginal effect of
17 per cent while for girls the effect is 15 per cent. Note that
unlike Ihe returns to LC and the issue of the higher level papers
this difference in the result is not statistically significant. IC/JC
followed by VPT shows no marginal return for either groul).
Finally the resuhs with respect to time trends suggest little
movement in nominal earnings for tile period 1990-1993 but very
large increases in 1994/1995 of around 15 per cent to 20 per cent
compared to 1990 wages. This would partly reflect inflation over
this period, bul the main explanation is the I>eginning of the
ii
OccupllllOnal and indtlSlry choice :ire nol conlrolled for in Ihe regression :is Ihes¢
choices are likely to be endogenous. "Ileal is Ihey c’annol he taken :t~ given and
allowing for this would lead to addilional compl!calions of sample selection.
economic recoveR,. Figures for GNP growth for this period show
increases from 2 per cent in 1993 to over 6 per cent in 1994, a
very substantial increase. This naturally leads to labour market
tightening at all levels as the demand for lal~aur increases. It is
imporlant not Io overstate this effect on the sample we observe
here: wages for young workers are love to lyegin with and even a
tootles/ increase of 50 to 40 pence per hour would resuh in the
large proportionate increase in tile wage for 1994 school leavers
compared to the 1990 levels.
To summarise the results for boys: having the IC/JC acids about
10 per cent to wages over having no qualification. Having taken
the Leaving Certificate adds about another 14 per cent on top of
which each honours paper is equivalent to aboIAl :In additional 3
per cent, Participation in a PLC has a large and well-determined
return of about 17 per cent over those who took the Leaving but
no VPT. By contrast participation in VPT after IC/JC has no
measurable impact on wages. For girls tile additional effect of a
Leaving Certificate on earnings given that they ’,,.,ill have the JC/IC
is abotlt the same as boys, 14 per cent. The key difference is, as
we saw, that the JC/IC is worth about 10 per cent to boys but
nothing to girls so girls who finish school with a Leaving Celaificate
encl up about 10 per cent worse off than boys olber Ihings beitLg
equal. The resuhs regarding the training are similar to those for the
boys: there is a fairly large posilive return to PLC, about 14.6 per
cent, but nothing if it follo~vs the JC/IC.
4.2.4 SELECTION BIAS CORRECTIONS
Throughout this analysis we have made the implicit assumption
ih:.ll tile data tlsed in the earnings ecluations
, 
a sul)-sample of the
School Leavers’ Survey, is a random sample. In other words those
in this std)-sample are on average no different from those omitted
(i.e. those who will lye in ftmher education or unemployed) and
the probability of being selected into the sample is not correlated
with any of tile variables of interest. There are, however, good
reasons for suspecting that this is not the case. For example,
inclividuals wilh high levels of educational auainment may opt to
pursue further education. In that case those in the sample who are
working would have below average educational attainment.
Ignoring this issue can seriously distort one’s estimates of the
returns to the different variables, this is called sample selection
bias. This i)roblem is well known in appliecl economics and there
are a number of relatively smfightfor, vard ways of dealing with it.
111 tile Appendix we outlhle such a nlechanisnl based oll tile
nlultinomkd Iogit estimation method we use in the next section to
model participation. Essentially a statistical correction is generated
and incltlded ill the i11odel as an additional regressor - a test of tile
significance of this regressor (denoted ~. in the subsequent table) is
a test for the presence of selection bias.
Table 4.3: Wage Equation Estimates - Selectivity Corrected
Girls Boys
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Inter/Junior Certificate                    -.046 .059 .082 .049
Leaving Certificate .118" .048 .232" .046
No. of Honour Papers - ICIJC .034" .017 .002 .014
No. of Honour Papers - LC .013" .008 .043" .013
VPT -.016 .066 -.049 .038
PLC .083° .036 .149" .051
Sample Year 1991 .091" .032 .057 .040
Sample Year 1992 .035 .030 .007 .036
Sample Year 1993 .044 .032 .011" .040
Sample Year 1994 .207* .046 .196* .050
Sample Year 1995 .192" .031 .142° .036
Dublin Resident .102° .023 .118* .026
k -.110° .050 -.055 .058
Constant .832° .072 .665" .074
N 1,550 1,436
Adjusted R2 0.123 0.140
Table 4.3 outlines the rest_tits for the so-called "selectivity
corrected" estimation procedure. For the boys the ~. term is
statistically insignificant which implies that sample selection is
probably not a major issue. This is borne out by the parameter
estimates thenlselves: the), :ire broadly the same in Table .5 as in
Table 2: large statistically significant effects for the IC/JC and LC
(ahhough less precise for IC/jC) and returns to higher level papers,
followed b), large returns for PLC.
By conti.’ast for girls the restihs do differ, and the test oll ~.
suggests the presence of selection bias in the simple regression
restihs presented in Table 2. Tile IC/JC remains insignificant in
earnings delemlination, and the returns to tile LC are lower, less
than 12 per cent, compared to 14 per cent in Table 2. So not
controlling for tile fact that girls v.,ho are employed are a non-
random sample causes a small but statistically sigffificant upward
bias in tile estimated return to tile I.caving Certificate. Interestingly,
the premiuna from higher level papers is now significant for both
exams, :~dding in the case of the LC around 1.3 I::,er cent per
subiecl to hourly earnings (a fraction of the equivalent prenlium to
boys of about 4.2 per cent). The most striking restih of the sample
selection correction is that the estimated returns to the PLC drops
by almost a half, fi’om lZi.6 per cent in Table 2, to 8.25 per cent,
suggesting a large upv.,ard bias in Ihe uncorrected estimates.
In the uncorrected results the rettlrl’l to education levels such as
VPT reflect also the reiurns to the unobserved characteristics of the
individuals in the employed sub-sample such as motivation or
ability. As such the estimated return to the credential is partly
reflecting, in acldition, the return from the process of actually
geuing employment. The mechanism lot correcting Ille selection
bias results in .all estimate of the return to tile qualificatiol’J that
controls for the non-ral~dom nature of the employed sub-sanlple.
This finding that it is important to conlrol for sample selection for
females and not males is very common for studies of "prime age"
individuals (i.e. age 17-60). Moreover this laighlights a common
theme in the literature oil evaluating hlte~,entions in the labour
market such as VPT whereby dealing w, idl the non-randomness of
the sample is imporlaflt if policy recomnlendalJon are to be based
o[1 the estimated relurns.
4.2.5 ESTIMATING THE PARTICIPATION EFFECT OF V1PT/PLC
AS already noted in Section 4.2.2 we have three ahematives for
labour market oulconms after leaving school - higher education,
employment and unemployment - rather than the binary choice
more common in the literature. In Tables 4 and 5 we present the
results of a muhinonfial logil estimation. Here the del)endent
variable rakes one of three values corresponding to the three
Otilconles. The results ;ire presented 111 relation to a reference
category of unen3ploynlent and the tables present the estimated
coefficients and the standard errors as well as the so-called relative
risk ralios (RRR). The RRR allow us to inlerprel Ihe effccl of the
variables on the increased or decreased odds of being in further
study or employment over lyeing in unenlployment.9 Note that
positive coefficients in the logistic regression correspond to RRR’s
greater than one and negative coefficients correspond to RRR’s less
than one.
In Table 4.4 Ihe resuhs for girls are presented. Focusing on the
RRR column we find that participation in a PLC raises tim odds of
being in employment as against unemployment by 66 per cent but
IotveJa the odds of higher education over unemployment by 83 per
cent (that is 1 - .1715), having controlled for all of the other
factors in the table. The latter restllt is not surprising since this
form of training is not primarily seen as a route to higher
education. The equivalent results for boys in Table 5 are 35 per
cent and 70 per cent. One interpretation of these results is dlat the
programme does increase earnings but switches individuals away
from the route to traditional higher education. If we believe that
them is a large pren~ium to university education (as shown in
Callan and Harmon (1999) then the net efft:ct of these progmmmes
on lifetime earnings could be negative. Flov-.,ever recalling the table
of descriptive statistics in Table 4.1 we should note that the
average attainment of higher level papers by those in third level
education is significantly higher than those in PLC. It is doubtfnl
therefore that many of the programme partieipanL,; would have
made the entq, for higher education. However the large premia for
PLC suggests also that having Ibis "treatnlenl" raises earnings
ability over the ahernalive of just having the l.C. On balance one
can Iherefore conclude that VPT, at least in the PLC fornlat, seems
9 The odcks of being in a slale X is siml)ly the prohahilily of lining in thal 5[:i1c
dividud by the probabilily of not l’,ein~ in lhal state I~(X)/(I-P(X)). So Ehe odds (or
odds r:llio) is gre:ll~r lhall o11,2 if lht: prol~a[’~i]ily is grt:alcr l]lan 50 per ¢cllt. A logil
mr~Id assumes thal 111¢ logarlthnl of lhe odds ralio is a linear funclion of the
illdepcnd~lll ’.’arJ:l]~Ics or covarialc&
a good treatment for these individuals though there is a greater
benefit for boys than girls. Given that the data refers to individuals
a relatively short time after they have entered time lalyaur market
there is a limit to what one can infer about time long mn effects of
these progranmmes on individuals labour market experience.
Several other resuhs in Tables 4.4 and 415 are worth noting.
The probability of being in higher education compared to
unelmml~loyrnent is extremely sensitive to having Leaving Certificate
level education. The coefficients on father’s social class appear to
tell the familiar stoW that those from worse off backgrounds are
less likely to go into higher education. In fact most of these
coeMcients are ilot statistically significant: however, having a
father who is employed increases the probal)ility of being either
employed or going to further education over unemployment. For
girls, being from l)ublin increases the probability of Ixeing
employed and reduces time probability of being in further study -
this is likely to i’ellect the fact that there is generally a greater pool
of jobs in time city and search costs are probably smaller. The
picture is not quite time same for boys in that time Dublin elTect is a
smaller negative number but is not statistically significant.
Table 4.4: Multinomial Logit Estimates - Girls
Employment
Co-Eft.      s.e.
Further Study
RRR Co-Eft. s.e. RRR
Inter/Junior Certificate .901" .195
Leaving Certificate 1.030" .170
No. of Honour Papers - IC/JC .013 .068
No. of Honour Papers - LC .189" .032
VPT -.269 .212
PLC .507" .110
Sample Year 1991 -.454" .163
Sample Year 1992 *.396" .155
Sample Year 1993 -.597" .158
Sample Year 1994 -.468" .170
Sample Year 1995 -.490* .154
Dublin Resident .170 .107
Father Farmer -.011 .148
Father Employed .779" .094
Father Professional - Non -.166 .236
Management -.042 .235
Father Intermediate Non-Manual -.213 ,216
Father Skilled Manual -.227 .235
Father Semi-Skilled Manual -.389 .228
Father Unskilled Manual -.673" .284
Constant
2.463 1.236" .438 3.441
2.801 2.896" .384 18.100
1.012 .484" .068 1.623
1.208 .696" .033 2.005
0.764 -.080 .379 0.923
1.661 -1.763" .142 0.172
0.638 -.032 .187 0.969
0.673 -.421" .183 0.657
6.551 .021 .182 1.021
0.626 1.711" .186 5.534
0.613 .021 .181 1.022
1.186 -.413" .120 0.661
0.989 .160 .183 1.174
2.180 .887" .111 2.428
0.847 -.913" .231 0.401
0.959 -1.087" .232 0.337
0.808 -1.337" .214 0.263
0.797 -1.604" .242 6.201
0.678 -1.903" .240 0.149
- -2.420* .451 -
N 5,185
Log Likelihood -3,666.47
Table 4.5: Multinomial Logit Estimates - Boys
Employment
Co-Eft. s.e,
Inter/Junior Certificate .770" .146
Leaving Certificate 1.032" .146
NO. of Honour Papers - IC/JC .023 .060
No. of Honour Papers - LC .082" .036
VPT .153 .166
PLC .306" .176
Sample Year 1991
-.520" .161
Sample Year 1992
-.232 .155
Sample Year 1993 -.629" .155
Sample Year 1994 -.479" .163
Sample Year 1995 -.255 .148
Dublin Resident -.114 .109
Father Farmer -.275" .141
Father Employed .740" .091
Father Professional - Non .317 .221
Management .159 .218
Father Intermediate Non-Manual -.091 .197
Father Skilled Manual -.324 .215
Father Semi-Skilled Manual -.433" .213
Father Unskilled Manual -.672" .256
Constant
N
Log Likelihood
Further Study
RRR Co-Eft. s.e. RRR
2.160 .644 .400 1.904
2.808 2.991" .358 19.900
1.024 .522* .069 1.686
1,085 .689" .035 1.992
1.165 -.543 .503 0.681
1.358 -1.192" .227 0.304
0.594
-.389" .197 0.677
0.793 -.219 .193 0.803
0.533 -.436" .188 0.646
0.619 1.580" .189 4.856
0.775 -.223 .188 0.800
0.892 -.329" .127 0.719
0.760 .517" .150 1.676
2.095 .735" .114 2.086
1.373 -.147 .213 0.864
1.172 -.442" 212 0.643
0.913 -1.225" .192 0.294
0.723 -1.326" .222 0.265
0.649 -1.418" .227 0.242
-2.864* .426 -
4,980
-3,580.07
4.3
The Effects of
Interventions
at Third Level
Furlher research would be needed to explaii1 why there ;ire
importance (lif|~rences between tl~e returns to boys and girls. This
data is i)robably not infomlative enough to allow one to ptlrStle
this much ftmher. While it could I>e discrimination by employers it
seems l)lausible that al least part of lhe difference is due to the
different sectors and occupations pursued I)y boys anti girls which
in turn is inlluenced by young peoples expectations, see for
example McCoy & Whelan (1996) Tables 11 & 12.
4.3.1 DESCRIIrIIVE STATISTICS
The Living itY Ireland Sutwev (I.IS) is the Irish component of the
I/uiDlX~an C’0mmun/0J HousehoM Panel Sum;ey (I~CI-IP) and is
descril)ed in derail in Callan el al. (1996). The 1994 wave of the
Living it1 heland Survcg~ is a nationally rel)resentative saml)le of over
4,000 households, with alnlost 10,000 inclividuals aged 17 years or
over. The response rote for the survey was 64 per cent of valid
addresses contacted. "]]le samples for analysis have been reweighted
to correct for non-response, on the basis of the nualber of a(lulk~ ill
the hotlsehold, tli’bai1/l’tllil[ location, age and socio-econollliC grouI)
of household head, using external infomlation from the much larger
Lal)our Fotve Suta,ey. The 1994 wave provides data on a range of
individual characteristics, including age, gender, educational
attailanlent, and labour market experience and t.l[lenaployment.
In addition to tile obvious benefit of observing different age
profiles in this dataset as compared to tile School Leavers’ Survey
tile LIS also allows for additional ESF funded progmmnyes to lye
analysed rather than being focused solely on VIYF. Middle Level
Technician (MLT) progmmmes will lye represented in the sub-
degree/diplonla category (ahhough not exclusively MLT
programmes :l significant proportion would be designated as
such). Moreover, for tile postgraduate sector a large funding
programme has lyeen in operation under the auspices of the
Advanced Technical Skills programme. Again, ahhough not all
postgraduates in this sample are ATS funded, a large proportion
would lye.
Table 4.6 presents some summaW statistics from the Living in
Ireland Survey for tile sample of men and women Lised in our
estimations. As with the SLS v.,e focus on those individuals for
whonl we have full inl’ormation on earnings fronl employment
(not self-employment where tile wage and work hours infonnation
can be yew unreliable). This provides a sample of 1,808 men and
1,340 women aged 16-64. Hourly wages are different by over £1
lyetween the two genders, although tile male sample is slightly
older by about 3 years which might partly account lor this. In
temls of the highest educational qualifications men are more
prevalent in the very lowest levels of schooling then women. Far
more of the female sample report the lov,,est level of schooling as
LC (42 per cent compared Io 28 per cent for men) and women
seem more likely to have participated in VFq" then men. For the
degree type credentials women seem to have tile edge in temas of
the sample proportion reporting these qualifications as their
highest attained.
In the bottom half of Table 4.6 we report the findings for those
in the sample aged less than 37, in order to avoid complications of
different experience profiles and also lyecluse VPT and the
associated progmmnles of MLT/ATS would have had tile greatest
impact on this age group given the timing of tile introduction of
the progmnm~es. The credentials infornlaliOla ’,,,,as reconfigured
slightly given that the individuals in this age group were too young
Io lye observed in the em of the Primary Certificate. Here the
earnings gap is not present, which given their identical ages
suggests again tile point that exlyerience may lye driving some of
tile differences in earnings observed in tile full sample. Again the
men seem more likely to have left early and tile women seem
more likely to have stayed to higher schooling levels. "File
preference of VPT for women is again seen in this subsanlple.
Table 4.6: Summary Statistics - Living in Ireland Survey 1994
MEN WOMEN
Entire Sample Entire Sample
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Hourly Wage                       7.254 4.823 6.054 3.902
Age 36.62 1.242 33.36 1.099
Basic Primary Schooling 0.057 0.232 0.012 0,109
Primary Certificate 0.067 0.250 0.031 0.174
Some 2n~ Level 0.076 0.265 0.052 0.221
Group Certificate 0.098 0.297 0.031 0.172
Inter. Certificate 0.157 0.363 0.128 0.335
J unior Certificate 0.028 0.164 0.016 0.124
Leaving Certificate 0.283 0.450 0.423 0.494
VPT 0.019 0.138 0.058 0.234
Diploma - MET 0.080 0.271 0.098 0.297
Primary Degree 0.077 0.267 0.101 0.301
Higher Degree/ATS 0.059 0.236 0.050 0.218
N 1,808 1,340
MEN WOMEN
Aged < 37 Aged < 37
Houdy Wage 5.475 3.284 5.308 3.060
Age/10 2.662 0.554 2.642 0.506
Low Secondary 0.328 0.470 0.144 0.351
Inter/Junior Certificate 0,070 0.256 0.048 0.215
Leaving Certificate 0.379 0,485 0.491 0.500
VPT 0.028 0,166 0.083 0.276
Diploma 0.097 0.297 0.096 0.294
Primary Degree 0.068 0.252 0.099 0.299
Higher Degree 0.029 0.169 0.039 0.194
N 955 868
4.3.2 ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS
Tal)le 4.7 presents estimates of a standard earnings function for
inert ~.lllCl %VOllleI1, sei)~ll’;,i[ecI ixm the I)o[tollm Im.~lll~ illIO yOl.lxm~el" inen
and women.’° Specificmion (1) in both instances suggest a fairly
conventional picture in tenns ol" time schooling/earnings profile. For
nmen :ill oF tile c.ategories of schooling [)r~ltice si~611itic:iimi i’elurlms
over time onmitied calegor), ol~ basic i~rillmary schoolinI only. For
exanll)le time returns from Le:lving Cellificzite i,~ some 46 per ceiml.,
~ll]d time return I;0 a degree is 94 per cent, suggesl.ing time immarginal
retnrn from moving from LC to degree is 48 per cent in hourly
earnings (95 per cent-46 per cent). Returns to VlYl" :ire, in temls of
this form of analysis, negative as moving from LC to VH" Iotvers
the return I)y about 2 per cent. However .’is this is not statistically
significant in essence tile finding here is for no additional return to
VPT. The return from the sub-degree category (which includes
MLT qualifications) is large and very well determined suggesting
statistical significance in terms of tile marginal return over LC of 15
per cent, with a similar marginal return compared to VPT. Higher
degrees, often funded via the Advanced Technical Skills or ATS
programme, also yield large returns.
The returns for women :ire similar in terms of time i)attem of time
returns from one credential over another. In terms of VIrF there
does appear to Ixe a small positive effect over LC, although again
this is not statistically significant. The marginal return from the
Diploma over LC is again 15 per cent but not statistically different.
Given the two types of \qYr available and discussed in the
section on time SLS data %re wanted to examine time potential
differences belween the early post-lC/JC and tile post-LC versions
in terms of earnings. However it is difficuh to identify :is the ESRI
IJving in Ireland Questionnaire only repons tile one wpe as being
the highest credential received. We therefore examined
information on age of completion of the credential level to isolate
whether the VPT was received "early", i.e. prior to the age of 17.
This should in principle proxy whether tile VPT is post IC/JC or
post-LC and appears ilm specification (2) in Table 6 for Imth men
and ~.VOlllen. Ii1 this instance "~ve interl)ret tile rettlrns to VPT as
I:ming the sum of the two coefficients if VIq" was received early,
and simply the VPT coefficient if received post-LC. This yields
effects of IC/JP plus vlYr which are not significantly different from
time reference category of no qualifications. Men derive a wage
premiunl or about 7 per cent from PLCs, but there is no effect
among women at this level.
The bottom hall of Table 7 presents resuhs for younger men
and women - aged less than 37. Time reference calegory is now
sonae    l)re-examination    secondary    schooling, and the
Group/hlternlediate/Junior Certificates are rcl)resented byone
dummy variable. Unfortunately it is not possible to identifythe
early VPT programmes which, in any case, would have I>een
absorbed to some extent more recently by tile development of
transition year schenles. Time estimates for yotlnger lllerl and
women are very different which is to be expected given the very
different profiles of these individuals with respect to their time in
work. The returns to age, proxying for experience in this
specification, suggest very fast earnings growth. This is typical of
the literature on younger cohorls as the aSStlnlplJon Or including
experience as a (luadl~ttic rests widm tile idea thal there lllay 13~2
vet3’ higlm returns initially 1o experience bul with lime tim rate or
growth slows down. The negative sign on time square of age in the
regression confiNns this. The returns to different credentials
suggest a large marginal relurn to VPT over the I.C for men of
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some 15 per cent, but the resuh for women maintains the
argument presented in our discussion of tile School Leaver Su~,ey
that \rpT has no obvious earnings effects. However there is a
similar I;Jck of pren’~ium in n’~oving from VI)T to Diploma for men,
where:is women capture a I~lrge return from this fnove, of over 7
per cent. This might suggest that the type of VPT progranlme that
men take is a closer substitute in the labour market for sub-degree
type progmmmes, whereas tile \rpT progmmmes that women lake
seem to generate no obvious payoffs. Higher credentials offer large
returns but again, I~king within each gender grouping, women
with degrees earn 65 per cent more over the LC women, but the
equivalent return for men is 55 ~r cent.
Table 4.7: Earnings Equation Estimates from ESRI Living in Ireland 1994, All Men and
Women/Men and Women <37 Years of Age
ALL MEN ALL WOMEN
(1) (2) O) (2)
Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err.
Primary Cer6flcate 0.091 0.061 0.079 0.067 0.083 0.107 0.084 0.107
Some 2"d Level 0.132° 0.060 0.121 0.063 0.290* 0.114 0.290* 0.114
Group Certificate 0.289* 0.061 0.267" 0.065 0.291" 0.132 0.291" 0.132
inter Certificate 0.376" 0.060 0.382" 0.063 0.332" 0.098 0.332" 0.098
Junior Certificate 0.296* 0.078 0.276" 0.081 0.308* 0.128 0.308* 0.128
Leaving Certificate 0.464* 0.064 0.494* 0.062 0.477* 0.096 0.477* 0.096
VPT 0.444* 0.105 0.562* 0.108 0.470* 0.106 0.472" 0.106
Eady VPT -0.305" 0.125 -0.367" 0.051
Diploma - MLT 0.609* 0.078 0.682° 0.073 0.609* 0.102 0.609" 0.102
Prima~ Degree 0.940" 0.076 0.968" 0.071 1.042" 0.104 1.042" 0.104
Higher DegreelATS 1.099" 0.086 1.113" 0.073 1.098" 0.117 1.098" 0.117
Age/10 0.785* 0.095 0.739* 0.073 0.568* 0.086 0.568" 0.086
Age2/100
-0.099" 0.007 -0.102" 0.007 -0.071" 0.011 -0.071" 0.011
N 1,808           1,808 1,340 1.340
Adjusted R2 0.42 0.55 0.40 0.56
MEN <37 WOMEN <37
tntedJ unior Certificat e 0.079 0.054 - 0.123 0.071 - -
Leaving Certificate 0.221" 0.055 - 0.232" 0.067 - -
VPT 0.368° 0.108 - 0.231" 0.080 -
Diploma 0.370* 0.070 - 0.302* 0.083 -
Pdma~, Degree 0.595* 0.080 - 0.876* 0.089 -
Higher Degree 0.726* 0.106 - 0.875* 0.133 -
Age/10 1.690" 0.277 - 1.579" 0.326 -
Age21100 -0.265* 0.051 - -0.289 0.057 -
N 955 868
Adjusted Rz 0.42 0.40
Regression also includt2s corllrOls for firm size ;ind hc:llth of the individu:lk
This appears to have been an important issue to pursue. Figure
4.1 summarises the marginal or incremental return to qualifications
relative to LC based on the estimates in Table 4.7, specincation 2.
For men most of the other parameters are stable but the VPT effect
is far larger, at 56 per cent, or some 7 per cent over LC only.
However, if we are discussing early VPT the returns are reduced
by 30 per cent. This would yield an overall remm to early VPT of
26 per cent, and suggest little if any return over and above
completion of IC/JC. For women the effect of this splitting of VPT
is felt throughout the estimates, which rise generally for all levels
of credentials. However tim returns for early VPT remain very low.
Overall the sub-degree credentials (VPT/MLT) have a lower return
for women compared to men. However, there is significant catch-
up in the returns from degree and higher degree/ATS credentials
for women.
Figure 4.1: Returns to Qualifications Relative to Leaving Certificate
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One inlporlant issue concerning the estimation of the returns to
education in earnings equation is the possibility that education is
endogenous. This is similar to (but distinct from) the queslion of
sanlple selection bias discussed earlier, It arises if for example
individuals who because of some other unobserved factor such as
ability or motivation have both higher schooling and higher
earnings. Individuals will choose their level of inveslnlent in
education on the basis of this infomlation, which may I>e known
to them but 11oi the researchen Consequently the eslinlalecl return
will I::,e biased: the estimated return will be a conlbination of the
tree return and the effect of abilily (say) on the level of education.
The conventional solution is to use Instrumental Variables (1\I),
which involves finding one or more variables which determine (or
:ire correlated with) the endogenous variable (education in this
case) bul are 11oi correlaied with the error term, that is they c:m
[egi0m.’ltely I)e exch.lded from the earnings equation itself." The
problenl with this :lpproach is finding a suitable InstrumenL F:mfily
background is a common choice, however as Card (1999) shows
that tile use of inal)l)ropriate instrumental variables can cause
greater problenls th.cin il solves. /k’loreover ~1 recent synthesis of the
research on this (Ashenfeher el al. 1999) suggests tha! the claim
that IV estimates are substantially i:~rger in gene~ll cannot be
StlSUlined, In the ;ibsel’tCe of good Inst~llllents we argue it is better
to rely oll Ordin:lry Least Squares.
Table 4.8: I.ogit I=stimates of Probability of Fmployment
MEN WOMEN
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Inter/Junior Certificate 0.357 0,210 0.565 0,442
Leaving Certificate 0.773* 0.234 0.939* 0,418
VPT 0,973* 0.475 0,507 0.510
Diploma 1.117" 0.481 1.205" 0,531
Prima~ Degree 0.779 0.434 1.372" 0.622
Higher Degree 0.834 0.505 0.923 0.759
N 3,156 1,641
No/e: "111e Cslitll:lted I110(l~[S :llSO include controls for age.
Table 4.8 summarises the isstie of employment probability
(against the altern:nive of unenlploymenl only, unlike the
muhinomial choice of Table 4.5) of men and women by
credentials (other covariates, such as age and age squared, region
of residence etc. are included but omitted from this summa~,). AS
with the mnltinonaial logit resuhs what we are examining here is
the significance and the sign of the estimated effect. Interestingly
for men they ure as likely to be in employment without any
qualification as they are with a degree. This s:*ys nothing of course
:d)out the type of job or the earnings while in eml)loyment.’~ In no
case is the probability lower ms conapared to having no
(:lualifications of ;i second;i/~/# school nature. However, in this
respect VPT, as in the SIS analysis, raises the probability of being
in employment. This is also true for the MLT/Diploma level
credential. For women, ITo~vever, there is no increased probal)ility
of enlployment unlil :it least MlSr, but unlike men there is :~
significantly higher prob:ibility of being in enlployment if you hold
a primary degree.
" See Ibr example, I-hirn~on & W:ilker (1995) which tt.~s ch:mges in the school
[C:lVing :lgC in Britain to gcncFalc Instl~lmcntal V;iriab]cfi,
t~ Anccdolally there is aL’-:o a belief that higher credential m:ly I~ associ,~ted wilh
longer job search.
4.4
Conclusions
In section 4.2 we use six years of the School Leavers’ Survey
(SLS) to analyse the cletern~inants of earnings and labour market
status for school leavers in Ireland for the period 1990-1995. We
use a com,entional econometric specification of earnings
controlling for educational attainments as ’+,,,ell as parental
background. In addition, we control for sample selection bias
which turns out to Ix: important for the females in the sample
only. The restihs show that participation in a PLC has a large and
well-determined remm of about 17 per cent over those who took
the Leaving Certificate but no VlYF. By contrast participation in VPT
after IC/JC has no measurable impact on ‘.rages. The restllts ;llso
show that returns ;ire higher for males irt the sample. Controlling
for selection (into eml)loyment) is important for the females in the
sample and has the effect of red;icing the marginal return to both
the Leaving Certificate and PLCs and hence widening the gap
Ix:tween the returns to males and females, although even here the
effect of PLC for I’enmle wages remains positive. Measuring the
impact of father’s socio-economic status confirms the widely held
vie’+’+, that those from I:mtter off backgrounds are more likely to go
on to higher education and more likely to avoid unemployment.
We also find that ixlrticipation in a PLC nlises the odds of Ixing
in employnmnt as against unemployment btlt Iotve#~ the odds of
higher education over unemployment, havirtg controlled for other
relevant factors. One interpremtior~ of these restflts is that the
programme does increase earnings but switches individuals away
from the route to traditional higher education. The latter restllt is
nol surprising since this form of training is not primarily seen as a
route to higher education. Moreover, the clescriptive data in Table
4.1 show that the average attainment of higher level papers by
those in third level education is signific;ultly higher than those in
PLCs, so it is doubtful that many of the programme participants
would have made the entW for higher education. The large
earnings premia for PLC suggests also that having this "treatment"
raises earnings ability over the ahernative of jusl having the LC. On
balance one can therefore conclude that VPT, at least in the PLC
format, seems a goc,:l treatment for these individuals though there
is a greater benefit for Ixoys than girls.
In section 4.3 we use the ESRI Living in Ireland Survey to
estimate returns to VPT as ".’,,ell as MLT and ATS higher degrees,
based on a more general sample of inen and ’+VOlllen than :ire
represented in the SLS. We also deal with the sensitivity of
estimates to the age profiles of the individuals. The overall result
cortcurs with the earlier findings that VPT has a positive effect on
male earnings but little if any direct impact among women. To the
extent that we can measure the early, post IC/JC VPT, programmes
it :lpl~ars that these add nothing to the earnings of individuals.
However, the findings with respect to higher levels of education
suggests that women can capture large returns from diploma
qu:llifications (MI.T) and that Ix)th sexes derive benefits fronl
degree and postgradtlate qualifications (ATS).
APPENDIX A4.1: MULTINOMIAL LOGIT
SELECTION
Tile fommlation of tile multinomial Iogit model for a number of
choice outcomes J allov,,s us to compare the three principal
outcomes of working (j=l), higher education (./’=2) and
tmemploynmnt (./"’3). Note that the numbering is arbitrary, in
particular tile oultcollles are not ordered. Consider tile outconles as
represented by a variable z, whirl1 takes one of three values to
represent tile choices for any individual i. For any particular
outcome j the probability is deten’nined by
exp(o.v~ ) (A I)er[z, = j] = I -
_~’jexp(o.v,)
where v is a matrix of variables assumed to determine tile choice
of a particular outcome and otis tile corresponding vector of
parameters.
In this paper tile outcome variable for ’.,,,ages is observed if and
only if tile school leaver is observed in employment in the data,
i.e. if choice j=l is observed. If these individuals are a truly
random subset of the population the standard ’.’,,age equation can
Ix= given as
X’Y,.j=l = " 13 + tl~u=l (:,2)
where y is the wage measure, X is a matrix of individual
characteristics and q is all unobserved randonl conlponenl.
However, if it is likely that these individuals are not randomly
assigned into employnlent some statistical correction nlLISt be
employed. In the standard model as developed by Heckman
(1976) the choice is normally represented as a binary one, such as
working or not working. However, in this instance we have a third
outcome possible, namely the choice to remain in education. We
must modify tile standard correction to accotlnt for tile fact Ihat we
derive the working sample on tile basis of a nlultinomial Iogit
formulation instead of tile binary probit. Based on Lee (1983) the
correction of tile Selection is based on an outconle of z, say z=l.
This allows for a restatement of (A2), suppressing tile i for
simplicity.
{,*[Hj=, (cw)]) nj=l (A2’)
= X’[~ + O)vj=1 + qj=l
where I-1i is ~-i(pj=,), tile inverse of the standard nonnal
cumulative density function evaluated from (A1) for z-~l, and O, ~b
are the Probability Density Function and the Ctmmkttive Density
Function respectively of the stand,qrd nornlal distribution. This is
tlid relevant modification of tile standard inverse Mills ratio
correction i)roeedure from Heckman (1978).
The statistical significance of tile 0 coefficient tells us whether
tile uncorrected estimates are biased. (l[~e to self-selection of tile
sul)sample of working individuals. Identification of the selection
correction can be achieved through non-linearities in tile
correction teml (see Vella, 1998). However it makes more sense to
impose some exclusion restriction; thai is onlil variables from tile
second stage Equation (A2) and include them in tile first stage Iogi/
(A1). These varkd)les must lye significant influences on the
decisions in tile selection decision and not significant to tile wage
process so they can lye legitimately excluded from the wage
regression. In this paper we follow tile convention in the literature
and use family background variables such as a paternal occupation
and enll)loymenl status.
5. THE LABOUR MARI, mT
IMPACT OF ACT  L UR
PROGR  
5.1
Introduction
I
n this chapter we combine the results ol"tv~,o individual-level
data sets to examine tile labour market impact.of a range of active
lal)our markel progmnlnles (Al2vlPs) in Ireland. The nlain focus is
on fourteen training and lenlpora~ employment schemes funded
under tile 1994-1999 Human Resources Development Operational
l}rogmmnle and iml)lemented by FAS, tile Training and
Employment Authority, as outlined in Chapter 2.
The analysis of tile labour market impact of AI~\’IPs starts from
the assunlption that tile principal ob}eetive of such schemes is Io
promom the employment prospects of their panicipm’lts. Hove do
we measure enlployment prospects? Here we analyse tile effects of
progmnlnle participation on two outcomes: (a) 1"7.ml)loyment
probability about two years after completing a progRmlnle; and (b)
Wages fronl elllployllleni. To assess the llet labour illlpact we need
to consider tile changes in outcomes associated with progranlnle
participation. This means that it is necessary to go beyond raw
placenlent rotes or wage RileS, Io assess the net effects of
pro,~,rallltlles. 111 effect, we are interested ill exanlinhlg tile
counterfactual - what would have happened in the absence of
programme participation? TO do this we measure tile outcome that
might have occurred if no participation had taken place and we
use a comparison group of individuals, similar in relevant respects
to participants, but with tile inlportant difference IhaI they (lid not
participate in any tMLMP.
This analysis combines dam flom: (a) The 1.9.96" F,4S Follow-up
Survey- covering programnle p11rlicipallts ill tile range of labotlr
market training progranlmes; and (b) A comparison group drawn
from tile 1994 and 1995 waves of tile Living in heland &owey.
Combinitag tile two data sets aJlov¢s Lts tO conll}are labour nlarket
Ol.ltCOIlleS of participants with non-pltrticipants over a sinlilar two-
year time period - with the result that nlacro-econotnic and labour
nlarkel conditions are sinliku" for both groups. O’Connell and
McGinnity (1997a) show that placement rates in employment tend
to stabilise within the first twelve months after leaving a
pl’ogramnle, suggesting that our two-year colnlxlrison represents
an acleqtLate t}ost*proglx, lnlnle dURItiozl over which to assess
programme effectiveness.
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:    5.2
Data: the F.6,S
Follow-up and
Living in
Ireland
Surveys
Tile data on progranlnle participants comes from tile F,4S Follow-
Up Sutwe3~ conducted by tile ESR[ in 1996. The survey is clescrilyed
in detail in Watson (1996). The population for that survey
consistecl of tile 20,938 individuals who left a F./~S course or
scheme Ixt’.veen April and July 1994. A r:mdona sample of 2,078,
roughly 10 per cent of programme leavers, was taken. Tile sample
¯ ,,,,as disproportionately stratified by progranlme to ensure adequate
numDers of cases in the smaller programfnes, and proportionately
by age, gender and region ‘‘vithin [)rogramnles. Data collection ’.,,,as
conducted between January and June 1996, al;.Ot.lt txvo years after
they had left their progr:nnnles. Data collection was initially
conducted by post, followed by telephone or personal contact of
those who did not respond to tile postal questionnaire. Identical
questionnaires were used in each of tire survey methods. A total of
1,473 questionnaires ‘’‘‘,ere completed, representing a response rate
of 71 per cent of the target salnple, of which 40 per cent ’.’,,ere
conducted by post, 37 per cent I)y telephone and the remaining 23
per cent by personal inter,,iev,,. Following tile survey, weights
were generated to render tile sample data representative of tile
population of programme leavers ifl terms of prognnnme, age
group, gender and region. The survey collected a range of
indicators relating to the employment programme, previous labour
market history, post-progmnlnle work and training experiences;
current employnlent situation and earnings; as well as standard
socio-demogmphic information on age, gender and educational
attainment.
The comparison group of non-participants was drown from tile
1994 and 1996 waves of tile longitudinal Livi*Lq in heland Surve),
(LIS) described in Chapter 4 above. "file 1994 wave of the survey
provides data on a range of individual characteristics, including
age, gender, educational att:dnnlent, and labour market experience
and unemployment. The third (1996) wave of tile panel survey
provides a detailed record Of ]al)oLlr nlarket and employnlen[
experience over tile twelve months 1o Antklmn 1996.
In order to render the comparison group similar to tile
participant group in ternls of labour market situation, all
individuals who were unemployed :it tile tinle of tile original
interview in 1994 were selected from the LIS. ADout 10 per cent of
tile sample of participants in Ft~S progmmmes were not actively
participating in tile labour l~rce immediately prior to their
prog~lnlllleS - most ".‘‘,ere engaged in honle duties. In order to
provide a comparison group for this latter group, we selected an
additional group of 120 individuals from tile I.IS who were not
economically active at tile time of interview in 1994 but who did
respond that they were looking for work. All individuals who
ilrdicated that tile}, had participated in any temporary employmel’tt
or training programme in 1993 or 1994 were then elinlillated. This
generated a comparison group of 429 individuals who were
tmenlployed, or economically inactive but seeking work, at abotll
the same point in time that file participant group left their
prognlnlmes. The comparison group constructed from tile first
wave of the IAS ,.,,,as then tracked through the 1995 and 1996
waves to record their lal)our m:lrket situation and income from
employment in the two subsequent years.
Table 5.1 shows descriptive statistics for the participant and
comparison group,u While the two groups shared simil:lr labour
market situations in mid-1994, there were some differences
bep.veen the two groups. The average age of the comparison
group, 36 years is somewllat older than the participants group, 30
years. A greater proportion of the comparison group is married or
living with a partner, and the distribution of educational
qualifications is lower than among the participant group. More of
the participant group ",’,,:is unemployed for relatively short
ciurations immediately prior to programme participation than the
comparison group. A greater proportion of the participant group
had never worked, and less were outside of the labour force than
was tile case for the comparison group.
Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics, Participant and Comparison Group
Participants Non-participants
Moan Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Female                               0.39 0.49 0.39 0.49
Age 29.88 11.12 36.44 11.56
Married or with partner 0.38 0.48 0.55 0.50
NO Qualification 0.22 0.42 0.49 0.50
Junior Certificate 0.29 0.45 0.29 0.45
Leaving Certificate 0.25 0.43 0.14 0.35
Third Level 0.23 0.42 0.07 0.25
Unemployed less than 6 months 0.42 0.49 0.10 0.30
Unemployed 6-12 months 0.15 0.36 0.06 0.24
Unemployed 1-2 years 0.13 0.33 0,12 0.33
Unemployed 2+ years 0.22 0.42 0.48 0.50
Never worked 0,19 0.39 0.12 0.32
Not in Labour Force (prior) 0.07 0.25 0.23 0.42
N of cases 1,433 492
Table 5.2 shows the prol)ortions eml)loyed and employed full-
time at the time of interview in 1996 by programme and for the
comparison group. The table shows that more than half of :ill
t.~ In Ihe case of Ihc comparison group, aboul 40 rcstmndenls were excluded from
lilt analysis I~Jcausc of mi.sslng dala.
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Table 5.2: Proportions Employed and Employed Full-time in 1996 by
Programme
Community Employment
Linked Work Expedence
Employment Incentive Scheme
Employment Subsidy Scheme
Enterpnse Allowance Scheme
Enterprise Training
Return to Work
LocaiTraining Initiative
Travelling Peoples’ Workshop
Skills Foundation
Community Training Workshop
Community Youth Training
Specific Skills Training
Job Training
All Participants
Non-participants
Employed in Employed Fu11-
1996 time, 1996 N of Cases
0.36 0.26 258
0.48 0.33 46
0.63 0.60 72
0.83 0.76 70
0.89 0.79 80
0.57 .0.51 82
0.47 0.30 96
0.41 0.32 73
0.05 O.0O 20
0.65 0.55 83
0.38 0.33 90
0.54 0.47 96
0.76 0.66 285
0.72 0.64 90
0.53 0.45 1.433
0.28 0.20 492
panicq)ants who left progmnnnes in 1994 was employed two years
later in 1996. This is substantially higher than the employmenl rate
for the comparison group, about 28 per cent of whom veere at
work two years after their tint interview. Somewhat lower
proportions were employed full-time, as would be expected,
ahhough the large differential between tile two groups is
maintained. The dat:i also show substantial variation within tile
i)articipant group by programme, with only 5 per cent of
panicipan~ in Travelling Peoples’ Workshops at work in 1996,
conlpared to 89 per cent of participants in the I’~nterprise
Allowance Schenm.
The dam in Table 5.2 thus suggest bolh that progalmme
particil)ants fared substantially better in the labour marke! Ihan the
comparison group, and that there is substantial variation in die
eml)loymcnt effects of clifferent programmes. We noted, hov.,ever,
that tile parlicipanl and conlparJson groups differ in resider of a
number of characteristics Ihal IllLly have had a bearing on their
employment prospects. Thus, for example, tile participant group is
belter eclucated and a greater propo~ion hacl been unemployed
for relatively short ~ri~ls of time prior to programme
i)articipation than is tile case with tile comparison group. "rhese
compositional differences could account for some or tile obsen,ed
differences ill Ol.ltCOmeS I)etween tile two groups. Within Ihe
participanl group, moreover, there are substantial differences
between ixogmmmes in tile characteristics of their participanu;. For
example, Communily 1"2mployment is largely targeted on the older
long-term unemployed, while Job Training is mainly targeted on
5.3
Modelling the
Effectiveness
of
Programmes
younger unenlployed people, often with shorter periods of pre-
programme tmemploynmnl ancl better educational qualifica!ions..
These considerations simply reinfo~ve the "well-est:fl)lisl}ed
argument that "raw" placenmnt rotes are poor indicators of
programme effectiveness (O’Connell and McGinnity, 1997a).
Assessing time ’net effects of programmes entails both taking account
of relevant individual characteristics of partlcip:mts, such as age,
gender, education anti previous labour market experience, as well as
comparing outconms for participants with :lira al)l)ropriate
comparison group of non-participants. To achieve this it is necessary
to shift to muhivariate analysis of individual level data.
The behaviour of individuals in relation to ALMPs can be
depicted in the following equation:
),~, = a,, + b,*p~-i + be*x, + ui,(I)
In this linear equation, y,, represents the outcome of interest
(say, earnings) for the i’h person in periocl t (i.e at some period
post-programme), v,,here t-I is tile period when the intervention
takes place 0his may be measured at time of progmnmm entry or
leaving). % is a set of exogenous variables and personal
characteristics for individual i, usually measurecl at or before
programme entry, p,., is a dicholon~ous variable, valt]ed 1 if the
inclividu:d is a programme participant and zero if a non-participant,
and ttit is the ralldOlml error term. The nlean effect of progranlnle
participation is given by b:. In lime present instance p takes tile
form of a vector of dichotomous participation variables measuring
participation in one of tile fourteen different progmmmes covered
in the I:t{S Follow-uI) Sun,ey.
While Equation (I) deF, icts the outcome as a simple linear
variable, y can be transfomled :is approl)riate to the specific
outcome of interest. Thus,,models of employment i)robabilities are
typically estimated using a Logit regression analysis ’,’,,here:
y~, = In (e/O-e)),,
Here In (w’(1-e)). is the natural logarithm of the predicted value of
the odds ratio (w’l-e) :it time t for the [h individual, and where e is
the probability of having a score of 1 - i.e., at work. On the other
hand, where wages are the outcome of interest, it is UStla] to
specify y as the log of wages, mainly in order to render the
estimation less sensitive to olJtlying hlcolnc values.
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5.4
Modelling
Employment
Chances
Table 5.3 shows the results of a simple logistic regression analysis
of employment chances in 1996 as a function of Wpe of programme.
Equation (1) refers to the probabiliW of being at work either I\dl- or
part-time in 1996, and Equation (2) relates only to part-time work.
The reference category for the equations is non-participation -
menabership of the control group. The model also controls for a
series of variables measuring individual characteristics and previous
labour market experience, all op~mtionalised as dichotomous
variables. The control variables include: gender, age group, marital
status, educational qualifications, duration of previous employment,
whether tl~e individual had ever previously worked, and whether the
individual was outside of the labour market inmaediately prior to
programme participation (or the first interview in the case of non-
participants).
The results in Table 5.3 tell a very different story to Table 5.2,
which showed d~at the two-year placement rates in employment
for all progmmmes, with tile single exception of Travelling
Peoples’ Workshops Crl)\’~z), were higher tlaan the placement rote
fnr non-participants. Table 5.3 shows that, when we take account
of individual characteristic and labour market histories, parlicipanls
in seven programmes had higher employment probabilities than
the non-participants. The employment rams in respect of seven
odmr progmmmes were not statistically different from the
comparison group. The positive effects of four progmmmes -
Employment Subsidy Scheme (ESS), Enterprise Allowance (EnlA),
Specific Skills Training (SST) and Job Training (JobT) - were
i)articularly strong. Three other programmes had positive effects:
Employment Incentive Scheme (EIS), Return to Work (R’I*V) and
Skills Foundation (Ski*’) although 01e coefficients in respect of the
latter IXvO i)rogranln]es ’kvere a[ the inargins of statistical
significance (p < .10). The seven progmmmes which showed no
statistically significant different outcome from die comparison
group were: CommuniW Employment (CE), I.inked Work
Experience (L\VE), Local Training Initiatives (LTI), Travelling
People’s Workshops (TPW), Enterprise Training (EnIT), Local
Tr:tining Initiatives (LTI), Community Training Workshops (CWT),
and Community Youth Training (CY*I’).
The lack of any discernible effect of CommuniW Employment
on enlploylllenl dlances two years later is of particular concern,
both because of the large numbers participating in the programlne
- 44 per cenl of all progranlnae leavers dnring the Target period
April-July 1994 had participaled in CE - and because participants
in CE are particularly disadvantaged 111 tile lal)our nlarket, with a
high concentration of low eclucational qualifications, i:x3or lal)our
market experience, and long-duration of unenlploynlelll (Sexton
and O’Connell, 1996). The negative effect of tim Travelling
I~eol)les’ Workshop is not statistically significant, but suggests that
the programme is of very limited assistance in overcolning the
particularly difficuh labour market situation confronting members
of the Travelling Community.
Table 5,3: Logistic Regression of Employment Chances 2 Years Post-programme
Equation (1) Equation (2)
Employed in 1996 Employed Full-time in 1996
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Constant                          -1.097"’" 0.212 -1.296**° 0.23
Female -0.046 0.127 -0.348"" 0.128
Age less than 20 9.071 0,238 0,132 0.238
Age 20-24 0.278+ 0.167 0.184 0.169
Age 40+ ~3.137 0.149
-0.238 0.163
Married or with partner 0.411"" 0.139 0.419- 0.147
Junior Certificate 0.768°’" 0.15 0.736°" 0.165
Leaving Certificate 1.312° "* O. 17 1.304 °" * 0.182
Third Level 1.118°°° 0.181 1.182°.° 0.191
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.077 0.17 0.612 0.17
Unemployed 1-2 years -0.615.°° 0.173 -0.463"" 0.177
Unemployed 2+ years -1.247"°° 0.157 -1.275°°° 0.172
N ever worked -0.149 0.175 0.048 0.176
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.676"’" 0.21 -1.219°°. 0.249
Programme Effects:
Community Employment 0.194 0.151
-0.063 0.167
Linked Work Experience 0.522 0.974 0.052 1.021
Employment Incentive Scheme 1.112° "* 0.287 1,201 "*" 0,292
Employment Subsidy Scheme 2.046**" 0.298 1.695.’° 0.265
Enterprise Allowance 2.525"’" 0.51 1.896"*" 0.41
Enterprise Training 0.654 0.471 0.840+ 0.484
Return to Work 1.036+ 0.568 0,926 0.629
Local Training Initiative
-0.139 0.352 -0.156 0.378
Travelling People’s Workshops -1.557 1.173 -4.466 5.217
Skills Foundation 0.858+ 0.504 0,684 0.489
Community Workshop 0.216 0.394 0.141 0.406 .
Community Youth Training 0.267 0.298 0.184 0.303
Specific Skills Training 1.293"" 0.206 1.159*" 0.208
Job Training 1.381"’* 0.305 1.317°°" 0.298
N of cases 1,921 1,921
-2 Log Likelihood 2.098.60 1,952.73
Chiz 599.83 601.56
+ p < 0.10, " p < 0.05, "" p < O.Ol, "’" p < O,O01.
The "riskset" for tile comparison grouI) was designed to include
:ill those wllo ".,,,ere unemployed or economically inactive but
seeking work at about the ssnle point ill time as i)rogranlnlc
participants exited From their programmes. While this appears a
reasonable basis for conlpaliSOll, tile possibility exists lhat control
group members could have panicipated hl i)rogmmmes
subsequent to selection to tile comparison group, which could
then have reduced their probabili[y of being obsen,ed at work at
tile time of the survey. Programme participants also faced a similar
risk, but to test for tile sensitivity of tile estimated effects to any
bias from this source, we estimated an equation for employment
chances after dropping all those who participated in any AIJdP
between 1994 and tile time of the survey in 1996. The results are
reported in Appendix Table A5.1 and are very similar to dlose
reported for Equation (1) in Table 5.3 below, although tile effects
of Return to Work artd Skills Foundatiora, of marginal statistical
significance in Table 5.3 are rendered non-significant when the
analysis is confined to tile attenuated sample.
The effects of tile control variables are in accordance with
conventional understandings of tile labour market. Neither gender
nor age had significant effects, ahhough those aged over 40 have
sonlewhat lower, but non-sigllificant, elnployment prospects than
those aged 25-39, tile reference categoW. Married people and
those living with partners are morn likely than single people to be
at work after two years have elapsed. Educational qualifications
were strongly related to employment prospects: those with no
qualifications were much less likely to be at work than those with
a Junior level certificate, and possession of a Leaving Certificate, or
attendance at Ihird level education bolh had positive effects on
employment chances.
The effects of prior [abour market experiences are also in line
with our expectations. The employment chances of those who
were unemployed Ibr six to twelve months were not significantly
different from those who were unemployed for less than six
months, tile reference category. Unemployment for one to two
years immediately before programme participation had a negative
effect on employment chances, and tile negative effect of having
been unemployed for over two years was even stronger. The effect
of never having worked was negative, but non-significant, but
those who were outside of the labour force before progral~nme
participation, or in the summer of 1994 in the case of non-
participants, did significantly reduce employment chances.
Tile pattern of effects in Equation (2), which models the
chances of Afll-time employment in 1996, is similar to Equation
(I), with Ihree employment schemes, EIS, FSS and EntA, and two
training progmmmes, SST and JobT, maintaining their strong
effects on subsequent chances of full-time employment. F.nteq~rise
Training also increased tile probability of full-time employment.
Tile effects of two programmes, R’I~.V and 121"1, which ,.,,,ere positive
in I~quation (1) (albeit only at tile 10 per cent level of significance)
were non-significanl in relation to full-time employment dlances.
The second equation also suggests that women are less likely Ihan
men to I:m at work full-time. This is consistent with tile general
grov,,th ill WOillen’s part-tilne work observed ill tile Irish klbour
market in recent years (O’Connell, 1999b).
Table 5.4: Predicted Probabilities of Employment in 19961
Coefficient
Constant -1.097
Female -0.046
Age less than 20 0.071
Age 20-24 0.278
Age 40+ -0.137
Married or with partner 0.411
Junior Certificate 0.768
Leaving Certificate 1.312
Third Level 1.118
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.077
Unemployed 1-2 years -0.615
Unemployed 2+ years -1.247
Never worked
-0.149
Not in Labour Force (prior)
-0.676
Community Employment 0.194
Linked Work Expehence 0.522
Employment Incentive Scheme 1.112
Employment Subsidy Scheme 2.046
Enterprise Allowance 2.525
Enterprise Training 0.654
Return to Work 1.030
Local Training Initiative -0.139
Travelling People’s Workshops -1.567
Skills Foundation 0.858
Community Workshop 0.216
Community Youth Training 0.267
Specific Skills Training 1.293
Job Training 1.381
Significance Probability Net Change
"" 0.25 0.00
+ 0.31 0.06
**
=**
°,,
=,°
°°°
0.33 0.08
0.42 0.17
0.55 0.30
0.51 0.26
**°
°°°
0.15 -0.10
0.09 -0.16
0.15 -0.11
0.50 0.25
0.72 0.47
0.81 0.56
+ 0.48 0.23
+ 0.44 0.19
0.55 0.30
0.57 0.32
Nott..’¢:’[llc baseline model, based on Equation (I), is for men. aged 25-39, single, wid~ no quafifications
and unemployed for less than six months in 1994.
+ p < 0,10, ° P < 0.05, "" p < O.0t, °°" p < 0.00l.
Tables 5A and 5.5 present enaployment probabilities and net
changes in elnploynaent probal)ililies for all enlployillellt and Ior
full-time employnlent derived fi’om the coefficients estimated in
Eqt]ations (I) and (2)J4 The employment probability of a single
male in the 25-39 },ear age group, with no qualificalions,
unenlployed for less than six months il+l 1994 and who had not
participated in any employmetlt or training l)i’ogramme was .25.
14 Employment probalgilily in respect of significant coefficients is calculated as e~
/(I +c") where e"is Ihc cxponet’LI of Ihc cocfficient- the (~lds of employment. The
ncl change is the difl~ercncc between the employmenl probability of the baseline
or reference ~llCgO~, measured by the constant and Ibc probability for the
slgnfficif~t coefficicnls. Non-significanl coefficients do not differ from the ba.scIine
category.
Constant
Female
Age leas than 20
Age 20-24
Age 40+
Married or with partner
Junior Certificate
Leaving Certificate
Third Level
Unemployed 6-12 months
Unemployed 1-2 years
Unemployed 2+ years
Never worked
Not in Labour Force (prior)
Community Employment
Linked Work Experience
Possession of a Junior Certificate raised the average emph)ynmnt
probability of such individuals by 17 per cent, while participation
of the Leaving Certificate improved their employment chances by
30 per cent. Unemployment for 1-2 years reduced employment
probabilities by 10 per cent, compared to an individual
unemployed for less than 6 months, and uneml)loyment for over 2
years reduced employment probabilities by 16 per cent. The
strongest programme effects relate to two employment subsidy
schemes: the Enterprise Allowance Scheme, which increased
enlployment chances by 56 per cent, and the Employment Sul)sidy
Scheme, which increased the probal)ility of employment by 47 per
cent. Two training schemes also had strong net effects on
employment chances: Specific Skills Training (+30 per cent) and
Job Training (+32 per cent).
Table 5.5: Predicted Probabilities of Full*time Employment in 1996
Coefficient Significance Probability Net Change
-1.296 "** 0.21 0.00
-0.348 "* 0.16 -0.05
0.132
0.184
-0.238
0.419 "* 0.29 0.08
0.736 "*" 0.36 0.15
1,304 *’* 0.50 0.29
1.182 *" 0,47 0.26
0,012
-0.463 "" 0.15 -0,07
-1.275 *’" 0.07 -0,14
0.048
-1.219 "’" 0.07 -0.14
-0.063
0.052
Employment Incentive Scheme 1.201 **" 0.48 0.26
Employment Subsidy Scheme 1.695 **" 0.60 0.38
Enterprise Allowance 1.896 "" 0.65 0.43
Enterprise Training 0.840 + 0.39 0.17
Return to Work 0.926
Local Training Initiative -0.156
Travelling People’s Workshops -4.465
Skills Foundation 0.684
Community Workshop 0.141
Community Youth Training 0.184
Specific Skills Training 1.159 "’" 0.47 0.25
Job Training 1.317 "*" 0.51 0.29
Notes: ’[11e baseline model, hascd on EquaOcm (2), is fear men, aged 25-39, slngh:, witll no qLmlific’ati(m.~
and uncml)loyed for less than six months in 1~)¢)4,
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, "" p < 0.01, "°" i) < 0.001.
Table 5.5 shows similar effects in respect of the probability of
fnll-tinm en3ploynlent in 1996, although the net effects were lower
in relation to all progmmmes. As shown in Table 5.3 this had the
effect of eliminating the effects of the Return to Work and Skills
Foundation l)rogmmmes. Women’s probability of full-time
einploylneiat (simiktr to men’s in the case of all enlploynleial) was
6 percentage points lower than men’s.
5.4.1 PROGRAMME EFFECTS BY POPLILATION SUB-GROLIP
Up to this point we have looked at programme effects for all
participants. It is useful also, however, to consicler differences in
progranmm effectiveness for certain sul:~-groups in the population,
including duration of previous unemploynlent, gender, and age
group. Thus, for example, while the results of the initial models
indicate thai duration of previous unemployment Ilas an influence
Oll post-proglilnlnle chances of enlploymenl, tiley do ilot tell us
whether the estimated effects of programmes are simiklr Ixrtween
those short and long-tern1 unemployed.
Table 5.6 shows the restllts of estimating a model of
employment chances specifying a series of interaction terms for
l)rogranmle by unemployment duration. The interaction terms are
specified as the product of tv,,o binary variables - programme
participation and unemployment duration of one year or more -
so the inaill effects relate to programme effects among those
unemployed for less than one year. The non-significance of the
interaction terms indicate that there is ilo evidence of any variation
in programme efl;ects by unemploynaent duration. The pattern of
main effects is yew similar to those estimated in Equation (1).
Table 5.7 shoves a similar model of employment chances
differentiating programnm effects by gender. Most of the
interaction temls fail to reach statistical significance suggesting that,
in general, there :ire no discernible differences in programme
effectiveness by gender. An exception to this is Community
Employment, which retains its non-significant effect for men but
has a positive effect for women, allxeit :it a marginal level of
statistical significance. The employment probability derived from
the estimated coefficient suggests that participation in CE increased
women’s average enaploynmnt probability by alx)ut 12 percentage
points higher than that of a non-participant.
A similar model of differential programme effects by age was
also estimated but there ,,,.,:is no evidence of :111}’ age-related
differences in programme effects (see Appendix Table A5.2).
Table 5.6: Logistic Model of Employment Chances with Interactions for Unemployment
Duration
Long-term Unemployed
Equation (3) Interactions
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std, Error
Constant -1.230*°" 0.255
Female -0.047 0.128
Age less than 20 0.109 0.241
Age 20-24 0.285+ 0.169
Age 40+ -0.108 0.150
Married or with partner 0.415°* 0.140
Junior Certificate 0.778" * * 0.151
Leaving Certificate 1.310"" 0.172
Third Level 1.101"** 0.182
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.100 0.172
Unemployed 1-2 years -0.373 0.290
Unemployed 2+ years -1.058*’° 0.262
Never worked -0.185 0.176
Not in Labour Force (prior)
-0.608"" 0.225
Community Employment 0.413+ 0.224
Linked Work Experience 0,550 1.016
Employment Incentive Scheme 1.038"* 0.372
Employment Subsidy Scheme 2.519"*° 0.443
Enterprise Allowance 2.538"*" 0.685
Enterprise Training 0.782 0.547
Return to Work 0.101 0.833
Local Training Initiative
-0.056 0.410
Travelling People’s Workshops -3.964 4.368
Skills Foundation 0.936+ 0.537
Community Workshop 0.403 0.434
Community Youth Training 0.484 0.350
Specific Skills Training 1.446"" 0.270
Job Training 1.254"* 0.359
-0.436 0.312
1.335 4.138
0.344 0.595
-0.969 0.614
0.037 1.016
-0.245 1.127
1.575 1.107
-0.021 0.844
3.909 4,530
0.506 1.995
-1.416 1,781
-1.047 0.940
-0.324 0.449
0.847 0.687
N of cases 1,921
-2 Log Likelihood 2,045.56
Chi2 614.97
+ p<O. lO," p<O.OS,°" p<O.Ol,’" p<O.O01.
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Table 5.7: Logistic Model of Employment Chances with Gender Interactions
Equation (4) Female* Programme
Interactions
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Constant -0.957"* 0.236
Female
-0.285 0.268
Age less than 20 0.063 0.242
Age 20-24 0.252 0.168
Age 40+ -0.119 0,150
Married or with partner 0.381"* 0.140
Junior Certificate 0.759"*° 0.151
Leaving Certificate 1.269"*" 0.172
Third Level 1.103"*" 0.183
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.094 0.172
Unemployed 1-2 years -0.646*** 0.175
Unemployed 2+ years -1.291"* 0.161
Never worked -0.146 0.176
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.632- 0222
Community Employment -0.035 0.191
Linked Work Experience 0.746 1.290
Employment Incentive Scheme 1,232-" 0.350
Employment Subsidy Scheme 2.146"’* 0.394
Enterprise Allowance 2.343*°" 0.554
Enterprise Training 1.453+ 0.866
Return to Work 0.650 1.280
Local Training Initiative -1.036 0.706
Travelling People’s Workshops -4.006 5.552
Skills Foundation 1.465+ 0.809
Community Workshop 0,226 0.487
Community Youth Training 0.122 0,332
Specific Skills Training 1.188"** 0.273
Job Training 1.686"** 0.448
0.601+ 0.314
-0.539 1.958
-0.486 0.607
-0.192 0.596
0.804 1.501
-1.205 1.066
0.579 1.432
1.320 0.818
3.125 5.678
-1.026 1.026
-0.695 6.732
0.571 0.771
0.262 0.402
-0.540 0.615
N of cases 1,921
-2 Log Likelihood 2,024.04
Chi2 616.39
+ p ¯ 0.10, * p ¯ 0.05, "" p ¯ 0.01. "’" p ¯ 0.1301.
5.4.2 CONTaOLIaNG FOR SELECTION EFFECTS
Up to this the analysis has focused on progranloae effects while
controlling for obser,,zd~le differences in variables believed tO
inclepcndently innueliCe eml)loyment chances, such :is ectucation
and previous labour i11~.lrkct experience, etc. A rt211121inill~ problenl
with comparisons of the type v¢,2 have conducted is tllat we nl;ly
not h:ive me:isurecl :ill of the relevnnl differences between the
conlparison ~lnd p3rlicil):lnt ~roups, and that such differences may
be rel:ttecl both to the enlj)loyrtlent outconle and to the probability
of participation in a programme. For example, "better motivated"
individuals may be more likely to participate in an active labour
market programme, and such motivation may also be of help in
finding a job. This gives rise to a problem of selection bias and if
we do not take account of such unobserved (and frequently
unol)servable) differences in some way then we may overestimate
tile effects of participation in progmmmes.
Overcoming the problem of selection bias has generated a
great deal of debate and empirical work, and a variety of statistical
techniques has been developed to correct for such bias (Breen,
1996; Heckman, 1979; Heckman and Robb, 1986; Heckman and
Smith, 1996; Winship and Mare, 1992). In tile simple case, the
most conlnlonly used approach is to estimate b, oth a participation
equation and an outcome equation. If an unnleasured, and
therefore omitted, variable does exist which influences both
participation and employment probabilities, then the residuals
from tile two equations ".,.,ill lye correlated, resuhing in biased
coefficients in the outcome ecluations. The Heckman correction
procedure im,olves tile illtroduction to the output equation of a
correction term, lamda (~.), which is derived from a probit
estimation of the probability of panicip:nion. Tile standard
application of the Heckman correction equation consists of (1) a
probit estimation of the selection equation, followed by (2) an OLS
model of tile outcome incorporating tile correction term (~k). In the
present analysis, we are concerned with a binary dependent
variable, employment versus non-employment, with the result that
OLS estimation of the outcome equation is inappropriate, and it is
necessary to estimate I~olh i)articipation and OtltConle equations as
probits.
Since tile response variable is dichotomous, testing (and
correction if required) for sample selection bias nlust take tile form
of estimation of a sinmhaneous bivariate binary variable mc<lel. In
tile bivariate probit approach, unobserved latent variables y," and
yj correspond to tile observed binary variables ),~ ancl y,. where tile
subscript 1 refers to employnlellt status arid 2 to whether Inlining
has been received or not. "Fake y, equal to I or 0 depending on
whether y/ is greater or less than zero and correspondingly for Ya
and y~’. The underlying model is
3’1 = B ~" + 6y2+ el (2)
y: = C’z + e: (3)
where x and z :ire tile matrices of covariates with fit least one extra
covariale (besides those in .’t0 contained in z. In the analyses
reported below tile exlni variable was a binao, variable measuring
whether the inclividual had ever worked, shov,,n to lye non-
significant in the employment effects equation. Sample selection
I)ias occurs if an (tmol)servecl) component of c’a also affects e, and
can lye tested for by estimating tile correlation, p, between e, and
e, and seeing if it differs significantly from zero. The coefficient 6
in (2) represents 01e effect of training on tile response variable.
However, Maddala (1983, pp. 260-267) has pointed out that
Equation (2) is a rather ivstrictJve model for training efl’ecLs
because the vector of covariate coefficients, B, is I)eing assumed
the same for the training and control groups. In testing for sample
selection bias it is therefore better to estimate separate models for,
conceivably, there could be different amounts of selection bias in
tile two groups. For the training group the model is now
ylr° = B ’rXr + e,r (4)
y:" = C ’z + e2 (5)
where there are fewer observations (the number of trainees)
involved in (4) than in (5), where all individuals are involved This
limitation of individuals in (4) is denoted by the subscript 7~ Tile
apl)ropriate analysis for this case of bivariate probit with sample
selection is provided in LIMDEP (Greene, 1991, pp. 463-464).
The correlation p,. between err and the matching elements of (4
is estimated, together with its asymptotic standard error and test
criterion. The corresponding analysis is performed replacing
Equation (4) by
YJc" = B ’orc + ejc (6)
giving an estimate of p~:
Our initial analysis of the programmes effects reported in Table
3 suggests that five programmes had strong positive and significant
effects on employment chances. These included three employment
subsidy progmmmes - the Employment Incentive Scheme (EIS),
Employment Subsidy Scheme (ESS), and Enterprise Allowance
Scheme (EntA) - and [wo skills training programmes - Specific
Skills Training (SST) and Job Training (JobT). For ease of
estimation in checking for sample selection bias we have grouped
tile effective progmmmes into two groups - Employment Subsidies
(including EIS, ESS and EntA) and Skills/Job training (SST and
JobT).
Table 5.8 shows two Probit models. Equation (5) compares
employment chances of participants in employment subsidies with
Ihose of the control group, controlling for other relevant variables.
F.quation (6) is a similar model of tile effects of the tWO skills
training programmes. The effects are very similar to those fronl tile
Logit models which assessed the impact of all progmmmes
reported in Table 3, although the estimated coefficients from ttle
two types of mc<tel differ in scale.
Table 5.8: Probit Models of Employment Chances
Equation (5)
Model for
Employment Subsidies
Coefficient Std, Error
Equation (6)
Model for
Skills & Job Training
Coefficient Std. Error
Constant                           -0.298 0.203 -0.391" 0.178
Female -0.065 0.143 ‘0.086 0.115
Age leas than 20 -0.378 0.276 0.170 0.208
Age 20-24 0.055 0.169 0.144 0.149
Age 40+ 0.150 0.135 ‘0.044 0.131
Married or with partner 0.240+ 0.135 0.219+ 0.132
Junior Certificate O. 332" 0.136 0.380"" 0.132
Leaving Certificate 0.553"** 0.163 0.424"* 0.149
Third Level 0.667"°" 0.192 0.696*** 0.168
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.228 0.204 -0.188 0.172
U nemployed 1-2 years -0.559 "* 0.189 -0.512"" 0.167
Unemployed 2+ years -1.025"** 0.165 ~).795"* 0.144
Never worked 0.111 0.188 0.017 0.153
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.870"*" 0.207 -0.589"’" 0.172
Employment Subsidies 0.952"’° 0.132
Skills/Job Training 0.700"* 0.12
N of cases 710
-2 Log likelihood 726.94
Chi2 246.89
+ p<O.lO," p<O.OS," p<o,ol,°" p<o.ooi.
859
914.26
275.59
Table 5.9: Testing for Sample Selection Bias in the Models for
Employment Effects of Employment Subsidies and
Skills/Job Training
p Std. Error t value Signif.
Employment Subsidies 0.492 1,321 0.372 0.710
Control group 0.449 0.687 0.673 0.501
Skills/Training -0.552 0.326 -1.690 0.091
Control Group 0.365 0.372 0.981 0.326
The estimates, standard error,s and lest for both the
employment subsidies :rod training models are shown in Table 5.9.
Cle:lrly there is no evidence of sample selection bias operating in
either tile /mining or control group and so we rcnlail’l with tile
resu]t,,; obt:fined front the st:mclard logistic appro:*ch.
5.5
Estinlating
Wage Effects
of
Progratnmes
This section analyses wage effects of progmmmes two years after
participants had left their progvanlnles, or two years after tile
original identification of the comparison group in the case of non-
participants. The F±(,S Follow-up Survey collected infomlation on
weekly earnings and on wheal’Jet the current job was full- or part-
time. Unfortunately, no information was collected oil working
time, with the resuh that it is necessary to confine tile analysis to
full-timers - since we have no infomlation ahout hours of work,
we cannot estimate hourly wages, with the resuh that we have no
compand)le basis upon which to include part-timers in the
analysis. Ahout 750 individuals were at work full-time two years
post-programme, and of these, 720 answered the income question.
Table 5.10 shows ciescriptive statistics on wages of full-timers
for the non-participants, and by i)rogmnlme for tile participant
group. On ave~ige, participants earned aboLl[ 7 per Cel’lt more per
week (about £187) than non-participants (£175). There was also
considerable variation by programrne in aver:age earnings, from a
low of £127 in the case of participants in Local Training hlitiatives
to a high of £237 among participants in the Enterprise Allowance
Scheme.
Table 5.10: Mean Weekly Wages of those at Work Full-time in 1996
by Programme
Mean Standard Valid N
Deviation
IRE IRE
Community Employment 200.18 100.27 60
Linked Work Experience 132.75 67.67 20
Employment Incentive 166.28 81.36 29
Employment Subsidy 205.12 92.52 33
Enterprise Allowance 236.54 135.88 37
Enterprise Training 220.87 122.13 31
Return to Work 161.35 93.19 26
Local Training Initiative 127.43 57.90 21
Skills Foundation 150.67 53.70 36
Community Workshop 136.00 65.96 25
Community Youth Train 190.85 80.61 33
Specific Skills Training 201.37 76.49 157
Job Training 175.67 63.17 49
All Participants 186.71 89.85 556
Non-participants 174.65 84.53 129
Table 5.11 shows the resuhs of a simple OLS regression model
of weekly ’,’,’ages. "File dependent variable is tile natural logarithm
of wages to mininlise the influence of outliers, as is conventional.
The independent variahles are identical to those specified in the
employment equations above.
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Table 5.11: OLS Model of Wages among those at Work Full-time 2 Years
Post-Programme
Equation (7) Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio
Constant 5.113" *" 0.077 66.241
Female -0.276"*" 0.040 43.882
Age less than 20 -0.165" 0.075 -2.220
Age 20-24 -0.079 0.057 -1.389
Age 40+ 0.042 0.059 0.709
Married or with partner 0.068 0.051 1.322
Junior Certificate 0.046 0.060 0.754
Leaving Certificate 0.123" 0.063 1.941
Third Level 0.215"" 0.067 3.216
Unemployed 6-12 months 0.098+ 0.057 1.731
Unemployed 1-2 years 0.103 0.064 1.593
Unemployed 2+ years -0.096 0.062 -1.562
Never worked -0.043 0.055 -0.785
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.324"" 0.077 -4.225
Community Employment 0.101 0.073 1.379
Linked Work Experience -0.170 0.120 - 1.419
Employment Incentive Scheme -0.091 0.099 -0.926
Employment Subsidy Scheme 0.162+ 0.094 1.727
Enterprise Allowance 0.070 0.089 0.781
Enterprise Training 0.105 0.096 1.088
Return to Work 0.126 0.108 1.168
Local Training Initiative -0.192+ 0.113 -1.695
Skills Foundation 0.003 0.096 0.030
Community Workshop -0.097 0.116 -0.836
Community Youth Training 0.099 0.096 1.031
Specific Skills Training 0A72"* 0.061 2.811
Job Training 0.037 0.081 0.455
N of cases 684
Adjusted R~ 0.214
+1)<0.10 "p<O.O5,"p<O.Ol,’"l)<O.O01.
The resuhs of Equation (7) suggest I]1:11 Ihe elleers of
progmmmes on wages two years after leaving a programme are
quite limited. One training programme (SST) increased wages by
abou! 17 per cent compared to non-participants. Two employment
schemes (ESS and Enterprise Allowance) haci posilive and
significant effects, ahhough both were significanl only at tile l0 per
cent level. Participation in the Local Training Initiative had a
negative impact on ,.,,,ages, ahhough this effect was at the margins
of significance. None of the other programmes had any discernible
impact on wages, compared to tile notl-parlicipant, when
individual characteristics and previous lal;,our market experience
are controlled for. It should, of course, I~e noted that this armlysis
Of the wage effects of i)rogFanlmeS is COiltlile(I to Ihose who were
at work (full-time) in 1996.
Ill Other respects tile nlodel is slatislically Well-behaved,
I)lattsible and eonsistenl With well-established labour I+n:lrket
patterns. \Vomen are paid less than men, young people are paid
less than older people, those With higher edtleational clualifications
have higher earnings, and those who were unemployed for a long
dtlfalion prior IO progf:lmnle parlicipalion earned less than those
with shorter dur;ltioJ~is.
In order to explore possible wage efl’~cts aCrOss different
population sub-groups, Tal)les 5.12, 5.13 antI 5.]4 report models
specifying lnlet’;lcliolls betw,~en progrmnme participation and
dtlration of previous tlilelllployillell[, gender and age groLlp,
respectively. Given the reduction in the number of cases available
for the analysis of wages both because of tile restriction of tile
model to those at work full-time in 1996, as well as to refflsals to
HllS’~ver [he JllCOlne qLleSlion, the allalysis of wage effecL$ ill the
sub-populations encounters problenls with small cell sizes. In
general inteiactioll terms ~.vel’e ollly specified where there ",’.,ere at
least l0 ca::;es in each cell of a bivari:lte COll]pal’iSOl’l ly,?tween
progl~,lnlnles. Ill praclice, :15 is cle,3r froIl] the tables, Ibis nleanl th:ll
only a sub-set of the possible interactions could I)e estimated lbr
each model.
Overall the results confirm the general conclusion that tile
wage efl~cLs of progranlnle participation, conditional upon
participants finding jobs, are quite limited. Table 5.12 suggesL’; thai
Community Enlploylnent had a positive effect oil wages among tile
shorl-teml unelnployed,, raising wages by about 17 per cent, but
tile significant interaction term suggests that tile average effect was
slighlly negative mnong tile long-term unemployed. The effect of
Specific Skills Training (SS’D was positive for both the short- and
long-term unemployed.
The gender interaction models suggest some gender differences
in programlne effects. Thus, the Emplo),ment Incentive Schelne
showecl a negative effect among nlen :rod a positive effect alnong
wonlen, while these gender effects were reversed in tile case of
the Elatel’prise Allow:race Scheme. However, as noted above, care
should be taken in inlerpreting these i’esllhs because of small cell
sizes.
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Table 5.12: OLS Model of Wages among Those At Work Full-time With Programme
Interactions for Long-term Unemployed
Long-term Unemployed*
Equation (8) Programme Interactions
Coefficient       Std. Error     Coefficient       Std. Error
Constant 5.121 *" * 0.080
Female -0.279°’* 0.040
Age less than 20 -0.162" 0,075
Age 20-24 -0.081 0.057
Age 40+ 0.046 0.059
Married or with partner 0.071 0.051
Junior Certificate 0.044 0.061
Leaving Certificate 0.115+ 0.063
Third Level 0.209" 0.067
Unemployed 6-12 months 0.094+ 0.057
Unemployed 1-2 years 0.087 0.079
Unemployed 2+ years -0.104 0.073
Never worked -0.041 0.055
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.336"" 0.077
Community Employment 0.179" 0.086
Linked Work Experience -0.176 0.120
Employment Incentive Scheme -0.161 0.119
Employment Subsidy Scheme 0.163+ 0.094
Enterprise Allowance 0.067 0.090
Enterprise Training 0.104 0.097
Return to Work 0.050 0.157
Local Training Initiative -0.189+ 0.113
Skills Foundation -0.001 0.097
Community Workshop -0.104 O. 117
Community Youth Training 0.096 0.097
Specific Skills Training 0.157" 0.066
Job Training 0.036 0.081
-0.258+ 0.144
0.175 0.197
0.133 0.201
0.112 0.124
N of oases 684
R2 0.22
+ p < 0.10, " p < 0.05. "" p < O.0l, "’" p < 0.00l.
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Table 5.13: OLS Model of Wages among Those At Work Full-time, with Gender*
Programme Interactions
Female* Programme
Equation (9) Interactions
Coefficient       Std. Error     Coefficient       Std. Error
Constant 5.164"’" 0.084
Female -0.372"" 0.079
Age less than 20 -0.163" 0.074
Age 20-24 -0.086 0.056
Age 40+ 0.013 0,059
Married or with partner 0.074 0.051
Junior Certificate 0.037 0.061
Leaving Certificate 0.122+ 0.063
Third Level 0.223"’" 0.066
Unemployed 6-12 months 0.077 0.057
Unemployed 1-2 years 0.098 0.064
Unemployed 2+ years -0.117+ 0.063
Never worked -0.044 0.055
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.299"’" 0.079
Community Employment 0,030 0.096
Linked Work Experience -0.176 0.116
Employment Incentive Scheme -0.261" 0.120
Employment Subsidy Scheme 0.098 0.132
Enterprise Allowance 0.213" 0.104
Enterprise Training 0.066 0.124
Return to Work 0.274 0.194
Local Training Initiative -0.086 0.239
Skills Foundation -0.155 0.124
Community Workshop -0.146 0.142
Community Youth Training 0.074 0.096
Specific Skills Training 0.098 0.078
Job Training -0.047 0.109
0.166 0.141
0.470" 0.194
0.134 0.179
-0.563"" 0.186
0.079 0.184
-0.148 0+234
-0.096 0.267
0.342* 0.173
6.110 0.204
0.157 0.108
0,174 0.153
N of cases 684
R2 0.23
+ p < 0.10, " p < 0.05, "" p < O.0l, "’" p < 0.001+
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Table 5.14: OLS Model of Wages among Those At Work Full-time, with Age Group*
Programme Interactions
Age 25+° Programme
Equation (10) Interactions
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Constant 5.059"*" 0.079
Female ~.284"* 0.040
Age less than 20 -0.020 0.100
Age 20-24 0.074 0.087
Age 40+ 0.043 0,058
Married or with partner 0.083 0.051
Junior Certificate 0.043 0.060
Leaving Certificate 0.130" 0.063
Third Level 0.207-- 0.066
Unemployed 6-12 months 0.100+ 0.056
Unemployed 1-2 years 0.121+ 0.064
Unemployed 2+ years
-0.096 0.061
Never worked -0.056 0.055
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.301"*" 0.077
Community Employment 0.072 0.138
Linked Work Experience
-0.250 0.126
Employment Incentive Scheme -0.081 0.132
Employment Subsidy Scheme 0.042 0.123
Enterprise Allowance
-0.474* 0,200
Enterprise Training 0.231 0.161
Return to Work 0.319 0.333
Local Training Initiative
-0.258" 0.117
Skills Foundation
-0.080 0.104
Communlty Workshop ~. 177 0.123
Community Youth Training 0.028 0.101
Specific Skills Training 0.033 0.083
Job Training -0.103 0.105
0.049 0.157
-0.121 0.190
0.213 0.184
0.673** 0.220
-0.183 0.193
<).188 0.352
0.305°° 0.114
0.295+ 0.162
N of cases 684
R2 0.23
+ p < 0.10. " p < 0.05. "" p < 0,01, "’" p < 0.00l.
"l’al)le 5.14 suggests that there is little evidence of wage g:dns
alllong yOklrlgel" progi’;lllll’n~ l)ill’lic{p311ts -- those ;iged kllldei" 25
years. The effects of Enterprise Allowances, negative :m~ong those
under 25, h:td :l strong positive effect on older p:micip:mts.
Similarly, while SST h:td no effect on younger participants, it raised
wages :maong older p:micipants by an aver:lge of 30 I)er cent.
Table 5.15: OLS Model of Wage Effects of Specific Skills Training, Corrected for
Selection Bias
Equation (11)                 Equation (11 a)
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
Constant                          5.162"*" 0.117 5.237"* 0.124
Female -0.265*°* 0.065 -0.273*’" 0.065
Age less than 20
-0.252" 0.107 -0.103 0.133
Age 20-24 -0.115 0.073 0.039 0.103
Age 40+ -0.058 0.077 -0.044 0.075
Married or with partner 0.138" 0.07 0.143" 0.068
J u nior Certificate -0.142 0.097 -0.142 0.101
Leaving Certificate 0.034 0.106 0.043 0.114
Third Level 0.105 O. 112 0.096 0.119
Unemployed 6-12 months 0.001 0.101 -0.016 0.104
Unemployed 1-2 years -0.016 0.079 -0.132 0.087
Unemployed 2+ years -0.040 0.095 -0.144 0.103
Not in Labour Force (prior)
-0.500"° 0.098 -0.522*" 0.096
Specific Skills Training 0.212" 0.069 0.000 0.140
SST°LTU 0.205 0.162
SST’AGE25+ 0.291+ 0.174
0.400"° 0.02 0.385"’"
Rho 0.326+ 0.167 0.019
N of Cases 320 320
-2 Log Likelihood 641.20 621.34
+ p < 0. I0, " p < 0.05. "" p < 0.01, "’" p < 0.001
0.017
0.286
Correction for selection bias is more straight[’o~vard in the cgsc
of a continuous i’espol]sc variable such ~lS wages. Accordingly it is
possible to adopt .q convenlional Heekman selection correction
procedure with a probit pz]rticipation equation follov,,ed by wage
equation estimated by OLS. In the presenl an:dysis, the onl7
i)rognH11me showing :1 consistent and robklst positive effect on
wages was Specific Skills Training (SS’O, so the correction for
selection bias is confined Io this programme. Table 5.15 shows the
restllls of estimating ~1 st0ndarcl Hecknlan correcliol~ for the
contr:lst between particil~ation in SST versus the control group. The
instrumental vnrinble used to identify the participation equ:~tion
was a binalT variable indicating whether the individual Illlcl ever
previously worked, a variable already shown not to have
influenced either i)ost-progr’amnle employment prospects nor
e:mlings. The corrected model shows that the positive effect of SST
was maint:dned. Given the differential efl%ets of SST between the
shofl- lind long-IClIn Lll]e111i)loyed
, 
alld aeros5 age grotlpS revealed
in the lbrcgoing :malysis, a set of interactions were also specified
for long-term unenaploynaent and :lge. Specific:~tion of the
interaction terms confirms that the principal earnings effect of SST
lies in its positive impact on the w:~ges of older participants.
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5.6
Conclusions
This chapter combines two individual-level data sets in order to
assess tile labour nlarket inlpac( of a range of training aild
tetrlpora~, employment schemes funded under tile Hunlan
Resources Developnlent Operational Progmnlnle of the 1994-1999
Conlnlklnity Support I:l’allleWork. The study tfacks tile post-
progamlme labour market otJtconles of participants using tile 1996
FAS Follow-up Sulx,ey, which was specifically designed to follow
tile progress of participants for a two year period after they left
their programmes in 1994. Data on such a wide range of
progralllla]es, fOtlKIeell ill all, is LIIlklSLI3I in tile literature, and tile
pal~Jcular strengdl of tile data set is thai it allows us to compare
eflectiveness across progmmmes within a single methodological
fl’~tlne%vork, The COlllparison group, essential to assess tile nt21
effects of progmlnnles, is £h’a,,vn fronl tile first :rod third waves of
tile annual longitudinal Living in Deland &lrvey, collected in 1994
and 1996, which perlnits identification of an approprktte control
group at al::,out the sanle point in tinle that participants left their
progmnlnles and the tracking of these non-i)articipants over tile
following p.vo years. I:.conometric techniques are enlployed to
assess the net inlpact of programme participation while controlling
for a r:mge of factors, Stlch :is age, gender, education and previous
kd)our nlarket experience, W]lich are believed to influence labour
nlarket outcomes.
The strongest COllClusions of the study relate to tile impact of
progranlnles on Sl.lbSeql.lent enlploynlent chances. Five of tile
fourteen progmmnles are found to significantly increase tile
eml)loynlent chances of their particil)anls, relative to non-
participants, when other relevant factors are taken account of.
These effective i)rogramnles include three enlploynlent subsidy
schemes - tile Employment hlcentive Scheme, tile Employment
Subsidy Schenle, tile I:.nterprise Allowance schenle - and two
training schemes - Specific Skills Training and Job Training. Tile
elllJ)lOylllellt effcclS of two additional tp.lJllJng scllellleS, Return to
Work and Skills Foundation were positive but at tile margins of
statistical significance. F.stinlaled inlprovenlenls in enlploynlell(
chances range fronl 19 percentage l)oints in the case of Skills
I’oundation to 56 percentage points ill tile case of tile Enterprise
Allowance Schenle. Seven progranulms dispkW no positive
employment effects, including: Community I".nlploynlenl, Linked
Work Experience, Conmlunity Youth Training, Community
Workshops and Tr.ivelling Peol)les’ Workshops. While nlost of the
ineffective progmmnles :ire relatively small, the lack of an effect of
Conlnlklnity Elllploynlent iS Of particular concern, both because of
tile large nunlbers i)artieipating ill tile sehenle and because most
particilxmts in the scheme are severely disadvantaged in the labour
nlarket and unlikely to find work without effective assistance from
tile State.
The study also looks at differences in progml~lnle effects across
different pol)ulafion sul)-groups. In general, there were virtually no
discernible differences in l)rogmnmle effects between the long-
versus the shorl-teml unenlployed, nor across differing age groups.
The analysis shows very similar effects for men and women. An
exceplion IO Ibis is Community I~mploymenl, wllich Ires a positive
effect for women, bttl nol for men. Participation in CE increased
women’s estimaled employment probability by about 12
percentage poinL~ higher than the average among non-participanls.
The :malysis investigated whed~er the estimaled programme
effects suffered from selection bias, which could resuh in
upwardly-biased estimates of tile true effects of progmmmes. In
relaliotl to the three enlploylllent prograllltlles (Employnlellt
Incentive Scheme, Employmenl Support Scheme and Enterprise
Allowance), and two training i)rogrammes (Specific Skills and Job
Training), which have consistently strong positive effects oll
employnlenl prospecls, the analysis shows no evidence of sample
selection bias. This suggests thai our initial evaluation of their
positive employment effects should lye retained.
The analysis suggests that tile effects of programme
parlicipation on the wages of those :it work two years later are
quite limhed. The analysis is confinecl to weekly wages of full-lime
workers because of data limitations on hours worked by part°
timers. II should be noted that the analysis is contingent oil job
acquisitioll, and thus compares only tl~ose who have been
successful in achieving employment. The analysis shows Ihat
parlicil)ation in Specific Skills Training is associated with a
significant increase in wages compared to non=participants, when
olher relevant variables are controlled [’or. The lllain positive effect
of SST is to increase tile wages of pal’ticipants aged over 25 years.
The positive effect of SST oil earnings wns maintained after
correcting for sample selection bias. Notwithstanding tile posilive
wage effects of SST, the general pattern of findings suggests Ihat
the principal impact of effeoive programmes is to increase the
employment chances of p:lnicipants) not to el’lh:ll)ce their earnings
compareci to non-participants who find work.
APPENDIX TABLE A5.1
Logistic Regression of Employment Chances 2 Years Post Programme
(Sample confined to individuals with no ALMP participation between 1994-1996)
Coefficient Std. Error
Constant -1,009°°° 0.214
Female
-0,054 0.128
Age less than 20 0.086 0.241
Age 20-24 0.256 0,168
Age 40+
-0.144 0.150
Married or with partner 0.426°* 0.140
Junior Certificate 0,804"" 0.151
Leaving Certificate 1.352"* 0.172
Third Level 1.145.°" 0.182
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.061 0.171
Unemployed 1-2 years
-0.588"** 0,174
Unemployed 2+ years
-1.259*°" 0.158
Never worked -0.163 0.175
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0,666"" 0.212
Programme Effects:
Community Employment 0.077 0.154
Linked Work Experience 0.410 0.976
Employment Incentive Scheme 0.993"° 0.290
Employment Subsidy Scheme 1,936"’* 0.299
Enterprise Allowance 2.407°.* 0.512
Enterprise Training 0.540 0.472
Return to Work 0,917 0.570
Local Training Initiative
-0,253 0,354
Travelling People’s Workshops -1,646 1.173
Skills Foundation 0.743 0.506
Community Workshop 0,100 0.397
Community Youth Training 0.150 0.300
Specific Skills Training 1,178°*° 0.208
Job Training 1.273"’* 0.307
N of cases 1,874.000
-2 Log Likelihood 2,025.820
Chiz 581.430
+p<0,10, " p<0.05, "" p<0.OI, °’" p<O.OOI
APPENDIX TABLE A5.2
Logistic Model of Employment Chances with Age Group Interactions
Age* Programme Interactions
Coefficient Std. Error, Coefficient Std. Error
Constant -1.116"** 0.218
Female -0.053 0.128
Age less than 20 0.238 0.360
Age 20-24 0.423 0.299
Age 40+ -0.141 0.150
Marded or with partner 0.419"* 0.140
Junior Certificate 0.759"* 0.151
Leaving Certificate 1.299*** 0.171
Third Level 1.107"** 0.181
Unemployed 6-12 months -0.089 0.172
Unemployed 1-2 years
-0,626"* 0.174
Unemployed 2+ years -1.270"* 0.159
Never worked -0.136 0.175
Not in Labour Force (prior) -0.656"" 0.211
Community Employment 0,114 0.318
Linked Work Experience 0.434 1.0t 1
Employment Incentive Scheme 0.721+ OAt 1
Employment Subsidy Scheme 1.669*°" 0.456
Enterprise Allowance 2.263 1.394
Enterprise Training 0.489 0.809
Return to Work
-0.140 1.694
Local Training Initiative -0.024 0.488
Travelling People’s Workshops -4.976 5.893
Skills Foundation 0.767 0.559
Community Workshop 0.106 0.455
Community Youth Training 0.099 0.389
Specific Skills Training 1,261"** 0.328
Job Training 1.135"" 0.420
0.105 0.356
-5.667 58.816
0.870 0.007
0.637 0.603
0.318 1.497
0.224 0.990
1.324 1.797
-0.521 0.764
5.917 6.040
-1.130 2.707
4.790 16.832
0.387 0.716
-0.089 0.433
0.518 0.650
N of cases 1,921
-2 Log Likelihood 2,048.28
Chi2 610.15
+p<O. lO, "p<O.05, "’p<O.Ol, "’" p<O.O01.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This study assesses the laboLir market hllpact of a wide i:lllge of
human resources interventions funded under the 1994-1999
Comrnunit3, Support Framework in Ireland. The main objectives of
these hltel~,entions were to boost hl.llll:.nl capital by enhancing
education and skill levels and to improve the employment
prospects of the unemployed. The l)rincipal aim of ti~e study was
to produce quantified estimates of the impact of the funded
programmes on the labour market outcomes of parlicipanls.
Human resource spending in the Irish ConlllltlnJt3’ Support
Framework (CSF) represented a very substanti:d investment in
education and training and accounted for about one-third of all
Structtlra] Funds aid to Ireland. Invesllllents in htllllal] resources
were scattered across more than thirty different nleaSUles in six
different Operational Progmmnles (OPs), but well over 80 per cent
of expenditure was concentrated in the Htllllan Resources
I)evelopmenl Operational Programme (HRDOP), the single largest
OP in the CSF. All of the programmes evaluated in this study were
included in the HRDOP. The coverage of our assessment is veW
extensive: il investigates the hnpact of progF.imlnes representing
about 70 per cent of total expenditures under the I-|ttman
Resources Operational Prog~li’anle.
Our analyses of the labour market inlpact of human resource
interventions are designed to address two basic qtlestions:
I. What arc the effects of participation in the human resource
measures on subsequent employment prospects?
2. What are the effects of p:micipation in the hLllnan resource
measure(s) on subsequent earnings fronl enlploynlenl?
Framing the research questions ill this nlanner reflects the
stated objectives of the human resources interventions funded by
the CSF - to enhance human capital and improve employment
prospects. It should be acknowledged thai while progmmmes may
also serve other objectives, our focus is exclusively on their labour
market impact. Our review of clevelopments in the klbour market
during the 1990s shows clearly that labour market conditions we~v
mmsformed over the course of the 1994-1999 Community Support
Framework. Over that brief period the booming economy led to a
shift from mass unemployment Io tabour shortages. In the new
scenario htllllall resource interventions continue to play a vital role
in meeting skill needs. In initial education, continued im:estnlent is
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essential to prepare young people for labour inarket entW and to
inalch tile growing clemand for skilled workers. In labour inarket
policies targeted at the unemployed, effective progmmmes can
both enhance tile employment prospects of those experiencing
difficulty in tile labour inarket and ease skill and labour shortages
in the booming economy.
We adopted a basic distinction between: (I) initial education
and training, which takes place before entlT to tile labour market;
and (2) continuing education, training, and temporary employment
nleastlres targetecl at tile tHlenlployed and designed to enhance
employment prospects of those experiencing difficulties in the
labour market. Given that tile two policy clomains differ in terms
of obiectives and tatNet groups, as well as in appropriate
evalualion inethodologies, we presented tile assessments of their
labour inarket impact separately, in Chapters 4 and 5. In respect of
both policy clonlains we assess tile net impact of initial education
or labour illalkeI intervenlion in conlparison 1o whal would have
been the likely outcolne if an individual had not participated in a
progranlille. Whtls our assesslllerlts :ire ill relation to the
coullterfactual of non=participation, ~.lnd we do not attenlpt to
conlpare the relative impact of educational programnles, on tile
one hand, ttel~tts training and other progralnmes lot tile
unenlployed, on tile other.
We present our analysis of tile inlpact of initial education and
training ineasures in Chapter 4. There we use six years of the
annual School Leclt)et.x’ Sutwey to analyse tile ilnpact of participation
in tile Vocational Preparation and Training (VPT) programme on
earnings and labour market smms for school leavers in Ireland for
tile period 1990-1995. We also use Ibe Livirc~ i*t I,,’elartd Sur~,’ey,
which provides a more general sanlple of tile population than is
available in the School Leavers’ Sutwcg~
, 
to estimate returns to \q)T
as well as tertiaW programmes funded under the CSF, including
sub-degree courses funded under the Higher Technical and
Business Skills (HTBS) and Midclle Level Technician (MLT)
programmes and post-gradtlate courses fundecl by tile Advanced
Technical Skills (ATS) plogramlne.
In tile analysis of tile School Leave~x’ Sulwey data we use a
conventional econolnetric specification of earnings cormoiling for
eclucatiorml altaillments as well as parental background. The
resuhs show, inler alia, that lhere :ire sizeable I’eltll’llS tO the
Vocational Preparation and Training progmmnm, ahhough these
are nlainly cotlfined to VPT courses laken after colllp]etion Of tile
Leaving Certificate: Post Leaving Certificate (IN.C) courses have
positive and sizeable efl;ects on both earnings and elnploylnent
probabilities. The earnings returns are higher for young males than
for females. Controlling for selection into elnploylnent is ilnpollant
for tile females ill tile sample and has tile effect of reducing tile
marginal return to tile Leaving Certificate and hence widening the
gap between lhe rettlrns to yotlng nlen and women.
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This analysis also shows that lhe returns to VPT taken after tile
Junior Cycle (but wilhout a Leaving Certificate) have very little
impact on the labour market outcomes of the participants. This
suggests that modification of these programmes was required and
indeed these have been subsequently assimilated into the Leaving
Certificate Applied course, a programme which has more structure.
The analysis of the Living in Ireland Survcg~ concurs with the
overall finding thai VPT, in its Post Leaving Certificate form, has
positive earnings effects for men, compared with completion of the
Leaving Certificate, but little if any direct in]pact on earnings for
wonlen,
With regard to tertiary level credentials, tile findings show a
strong positive impact of sub-degree (diploma and certificate level)
tertiary qualifications fundecl under tile Higher Technical and
Business Skills and Middle Level Technician (HTBS/iVILT)
programmes oil the earnings of both men and women, ahhough
the returns are greater for men. Possession of advanced third level
degrees, fit tile level funded under the Advanced Technical Skills
programme, leads to significant earnings gains for both men and
wonlen. We also deal with the sensitivity of estimates to the age
profiles of the individuals and find that this pattern of effects
remains tree for those aged under 37 years of age - the age group
most likely to have benefited from tile educational programmes
under consideration.
Assessing the employment effects of initial education is
complex because individuals face a three-way choice between
education, employment and non-enlployment. Our analysis of
young people shortly after leaving school based on tile School
Leavers’Survcg~ suggested thai, on bakmce, participation in VPT is a
good treatment for those whose academic auainment is sufficiently
low that they would be unlikely to enter thircl level education. Our
analysis of adults, based on the Living in Ireland Survey, show that
participation in VPT has a positive effect on employment chances.
At fllird level, possession of sub-degree awards, ftmded by the
HTBS/MLT progmmnle, increases the probability of employment.
This is true also for those v.,ith higher degrees, although here the
effect is not statistically significant. Thus, our findings show that
the probability of employment is never lowered by participation in
post-secondary education.
The evidence also suggests that raking PLCs is associated with a
lower probability of entering third level education which is
contrary to one of the objectives behind them. However, our data
largely precedes tile introduction of formal national certification of
these programmes in 1994 by tile NCVA (at Level 2) and it is likely
thai this introduction of certification ".’,,ill generate a more formal
trail of qualifications for the individual, possibly leading to a
greater probability of participation in education after the PLC ends.
Indeed the most recent evidence from the Department of
Education suggests that some 30 per cent of the group who
gmclualed from their PLC in 1997 went on to additional further
education. This in many respect mimics the possibilities introduced
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by tile UK government in the early 19908 with tile National
Vocational Qualification or NVQ. By allowing a cunmlative build-
up of b~,ZQ levels by designated educatiort rotltcs prol)lenls such as
early leaving of fomlal schooling can be overcome. From a public
policy perspective this is an exciting and important clevelopment,
and has the potential to overcome one of tile primary causes of
social exclusion at a tilne and pace that suits tile student and with
a focus that is tailored to suit the demands of the labour market.
One of tile stark results in Chapter 4 relates to the differences
between tile outcomes for I~ys and girls. This premiunl in favour
of tile boys might suggest a mismatch I~tween tile sort of skills
iml>arted by tile programme and tile specific needs of tile labour
market. Whether il is an oversLq)ply of girls (primarily into areas
such as community care, catering and secretarial) or an tinder-
supply of I~ys (largely in IT and engineering) the differences in
the returns is indicative of this mismatch. One policy implication
might therefore be to ensure the PLC progmmmes on offer are
clearly structured to meet specific lal~ur market needs. However
this mismatch might also I~ overcome by careful counselling of
tile students to ensure that females in particular are aware of tile
opportunities available to Ihenl in tile lal)our market.
We present our analysis of tile effects of temporary
employlnent and training progmmmes in Chapter 5. Here we
combine two individual-level data sets in order to assess the
lal::,our market impact of the r, mge of training and temporar3’
enlployment schemes. We track tim post-programme labour
market outcomes of participants using tile 19’.96 leAS Follow-up
Survey, designed to follow the progress of participants for a two
year period after they left their progmmmes in 1994. We compare
their oulcolnes wilh Ihose of a conlparisoll group drax, vn from the
first and third waves of tile annual longitudinal Livirtg irt Ireland
Sttrvey, collected in 1994 and 1996.
Our strongest conclusions relate to the inlpact Of progranlllleS
on subsequent employment chances. Five of the fourteen
proglzmunes are found to significantly increase the employment
chances of their participalam, relative to non-pa~’ticipanm, when
other relevant factors are taken accounl of. These effective
programlnes include: the Fmaployment Incentive Scheme; tile
F.mployment Sul)sidy Scheme; tile Enterprise Allowance Scheme;
Specific Skills Training and Job Training. Two additional
progmmmes, Return to Work and Skills Foundation, were found to
have positive employment effecm, but these effects were at tile
margins of statistical significance. Programmes which display no
positive employment effec~ include: Community l’]mployment;
Linked Work Experience; Community Youth Training; Community
Workshops and Travelling Peoples’ Workshops. We did however
find that participation in Community Employment had a positive
effec[ on x*~rOIllell’S subsequelat eml)loyment chances, although not
for met1.
Tile analysis also investigates whether the estimated
progmmnle effects suffer from selection bias, which could resuh in
upwardly-biased estimates of the tree effects of programmes. In
relation to tile three employnlent progmnulles (l-Tmployment
Incentive Scheme, Employment Support Scheme and Enterprise
Allov.,ance), and p.vo training i)rogrammes (Specific Skills and Job
Training), which had consistently strong positive effects on
employment prospects tile analysis shows no evidence of sample
selection bias.
The effects of programnle pallicJpalion on tile wages of those
at work two years later are quite limited. The analysis shows thai
participation in Specific Skills Training is associated with a
significant increase in wages among i)arlicipants although this
effect appears to be confined to those previously unemployed for
less lhan one year, but not tile Iong-lerm unenlployed, an(I to
those aged over 25 years of age. It should he noted that the
analysis is coi’Ktingent on job acquisition, and thus compares only
those who have lyeen successful in achieving employment, and is
limited to a COml)arison of wages among full-tinle workers.
Nevertheless, the general pattern of findings suggests that tile
i)rincipal impacl of effective progrlulmles to increase tile
enll)loymcm chances of participants, rather than to enhance their
earnings compared to noll-pzltlicipants who find work.
Earlier work (O’Connell, 1999, O’Connell and McGinnity, 1997)
has shown that progmmmes with strong linkages to tile labour
market are more likely to enhance the enlployment prospects of
their participants than programmes with weaker linkages. The
general pattern of findings in the present study provides additional
support for thai argument. In parlicu]ar, tile llve progmmmes
found tO significantly improve employment chances tire
chamcterised by strong market orientation. These include Hire(
employment schemes the Eml)loyment Incentive Scheme, Ihe
Employment Subsidy Scheme, and Enterl)rise Allowance, and two
training schemes, Specific Skills Training and .lob Training. The
consistency ill this pattern of findings over two research projects
covering different time periods suggests that tile superiority of
progl’alllmes with strong market linkages applies across vzil3,Jng
labotlr market conditions: that such prognmlmes ellhance Iheir
participants’ prosl:mCtS in good times as well as bad.
These findings have inlportant implications for tile stp.lcture and
nattlre of curl’(ill active laboLlr ill,lrkel progralnnle provision. By
1998 tile three efl;ective employment subsidies - Employment
Incentive Scheme, Employment Subsidy Scheme, and tile
F.nterprise Allowance prognmlme - had all been abolished. This
coincided with tile expansion of the Back Io Work Allowance
(BtWA) schemes implemented by the I)el)artmenl of Social
Community and Social Affairs. The BIWA schemes are also
characterised by strong markel linkages, and have proved
successful in enabling transitions from unemploynlent to work,
tT)l.ll, Oil lhe basis of 1111 early assessMeilt, appear less successful in
promoting sustained employment due to high drop-out rotes as
social welfare support is progressively reduced over time (WRC
Social and Economic Coilstlll:illts, 1997). 13oth of Ihe effective
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training progmmnles also declined between 1994 and 1998:
throughput in Specific Skills Training fell fronl 13,800 participants
in 1994 to 11,500 in 1998, while that in Job Training fell from
2,619 to 1,213. Over the same period Comnlunity Employment
expanded from a throughput of 32,700 in 1994 to over 54,000 in
1998. In 1994 Community Employment represented 36 per cent of
total throughput in I:*~S programmes for the unemployed. 13y 1998
this ralio had increased IO over 60 per cent. However, the findings
of tile present study, as well :is previous research on net lal:xlur
market impact (O’Connell and McGinnily, 1997), shows this type
of programme - a direct eml~loynlent schenle with weak linkages
to tile market - is less effective in improving parlicipants’
employment prospects.
This evidence on the effectiveness of ])l’oglanimes and the
shifts in the balance of provision nlUSl also be considered in the
light of Ihe dramatic inlprovenlenl in lalx)ur market condilions, the
nlarked decline in both Iolal and Iong-leml uneml)loyment
, 
and
the enlergence of labour shortages. The scale of ALMP provision in
Ireland, relative to total unemploynlenl is i’~ov,, exceptionally large.
Ireland," Nalional limplq),menl Action Plat*, 2000 (l)eparlment of
F.nterprise and I~mployment, 2000) shows dial in 1999, the 96,000
participants in ALMPs represented 108 per cent of total
unenll)loyment :is measured by the QuarlerlF National I-Iousehold
Sul~’ey. Current parliclpants in Community I~mploynlenl alone
represented 44 per cent of total unemployment. Training, of which
skills training accounts for less than hall; represented less than I5
per cent of tolal unemployment. It should I~c acknowledged that
one of the beneficial outcomes of Ihe Medium-feral Review of the
CSF, inlplenlented in the F,{S Action Plan on I.ong-Teml
Unelllployment, has been thai participation of Ihe long-tern1
unelnployed on skills training progmmmes increased from 11 per
cent in 1998 to 22 per cent in 1999. However, in absolute lerms,
this means that on the basis of 1998 throughput levels, the
numbers of long-tern1 unemployed accessing skills training
increased from abotlt 1,300 to 2,600 ir~dividuals.
The findings on the relalive effectiveness of programmes must
be interpreted with some caution. [n particular, the finding that
several programmes have no discernible inlpaet on subseqtmnt
employment chances should 11oi necessarily be interpreted to
suggest they are of no value and should be abolished. For many of
tile disadvantaged unemployed their educational qualificalions or
skills may be so inadequate thai participation in, for example, 1he
Comillunity Eml)lOyment progmnlnle may offer the only holm of
eventual re-integration into the labour market. II should also be
acknowledged Ihat a great deal of socially useful and valuable
work has been accomplished by the activilies funded by
Community I~mploymenl. Our focus here, however, is eonl]ned to
tile interests of pal’lJcipants alld Otlr fin¢lhlgs sJlow Ihill
participation in such progmmmes is in itself unlikely to
significantly improve tile job prospects of participants unless it is
followed by progression Io effective schemes which do improve
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employment prospects. This suggests the need for reintegr’ation
paths designed to allow the long-term unemployed and socially
excluded to progress through a series of programmes tailored to
their particular needs. Such reintegration paths might begin with
programmes characterised by low employment effects, but if they
are to I:m effective, must end in a training or employment
programme with high net placement rates.
The dramatic decline in total and long-term ulaemployment and
the growth of labour shortages means that many of the short-tern1
unemployed can not be expected to find work on the basis of
their own resources, and those that have difficuhies are already
targeted under the activation programme implemented under the
Irish Employment Action Plan. Those remaining Iong-tenn
unemployed, however, tend to suffer particularly severe
disadvantages which recluce their capacity to COmlXtte for work
(NESF, 2000). These changes in tile lalYaur market suggest the need
for a slmtegic re-orientation of AIk,’IP provision. The essentkd
elemertts of such a re-orientation would entail: (1) Development of
reintegmlion paths for the long-tern1 unemployed and other socially
excluded groups leading to effective programmes with strong
linkages to the labour markel. Given the educ:ltional and skills
disadvantages from which many of the Iong-tema unemployed
stiller, this would entail some restructuring of prognm’ulle provision,
inclucling the clevclopment of intermediate-level skills training
programmes to facilitate progression to more advanced training in
employable skills. (2) Continue the l>Olicy of gradually reducing
numbers in Community Employment and use the freed resources to
expand the provision of effective training programmes with strong
nlarkel linkages. Such progmmmes have I~en shown to enhance
their palaicipants’ labour market prospects, and they could also,
moreover, carW the additional advantage of alleviating skill and
lalxmr shortages in the booming labour market. (3) Increase
opportunities lor the Iong-tema unemployed to participate in
specific skills training progmmmes. This would entail a
continuation of the policy of increasing rotes of participation by
the long-term unemployed alreacly implenlented under the FAS
Action Plan on I.ong-Tem~ Unemployment. but would entail a
substantial expansion in tile absolute ntlnllY.~rs to benefit from the
progran+wne. Such a reorientation, targeting AI+MF’ resources
exclusively and intensively on the most disadvantaged in the
labour market, while allowing market forces to absorb younger
relatively short-term unemployed, could serve both equity and
efficiency goals - combating social exclusion, ensuring a nlore
efficient investment of public resources, and alleviating labour
shortages in the booming economy.
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